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.PREFACE,v

' In this course, we shall deal with various aspects of Atomic Structure Bonding and Hydrocarbons

The book consists of the following units: 
Atomic Structure

• Chemical Bonding
Fundamentals of Organic Chemistry and Stereochemistry
Chemistry of Aliphatic Hydrocarbons

SYLLABUS
ATOMIC STRUCTURE, BONDING AND HYDROCARBONS

UNIT-1: Atomic Structure
Bohr's theory, its limitations and atomic spectrum of hydrogen atom. Wave mechanics: de Broglie equation, Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle and 

its significance, Schrodinger's wave equation, significance of y and y2. Quantum numbers and their significance. Normalized and orthogonal wave 
functions. Sign of wave functions. Radial and angular wave functions for hydrogen atom. Radial and angular distribution curves. Shapes of s, p, d and f 
orbitals. Contour boundary and probability diagrams.

Pauli's Exclusion Principle, Hund's rule of maximum multiplicity, Aufbau's principle and its limitations, Variation of orbital energy with 
atomic number.
UNIT 2: Chemical Bonding

1. Ionic bond: General characteristics, types of ions, size effects, radius ratio rule and its limitations. Packing of ions in crystals.Bom-Lande 
equation with derivation and importance of Kapustinskii expression for lattice energy.Madelung constant, Bom-Haber cycle and its application, Solvation
energy.

2. Covalent bond: Lewis structure, Valence Bond theory (Heitler-London approach). Energetics of hybridization, equivalent and non-equivalent 
hybrid orbitals.Bent's rule, Resonance and resonance energy, Molecular orbital theory. Molecular orbital diagrams of diatomic and simple polyatomic 
molecules N2,02, C2, B2, F2, CO, NO, and their ions; HC1, BeF2, C02, (idea of s-p mixing and orbital interaction to be given). Formal charge, Valence shell 
electron pair repulsion theory (VSEPR), shapes of simple molecules and ions containing lone pairs and bond pairs of electrons, multiple bonding (a and n 
bond approach) and bond lengths. Covalent character in ionic compounds, polarizing power anpolarizability.Fajan's rules and consequences of 
polarization. Ionic character in covalent compounds

Bond moment and dipole moment. Percentage ionic character from dipole moment and electronegativity difference.
UNIT 3: Fundamentals of Organic Chemistry

Physical Effects, Electronic Displacements: Inductive Effect, Electromeric Effect, Resonance and Hyperconjugation. Cleavage of Bonds: 
Homolysis and Heterolysis.
Structure, shape and reactivity of organic molecules: Nucleophiles and electrophiles. Reactive Intermediates: Carbocations,Carbanions and free 
radicals. '!
Strength of organic acids and bases: Comparative study with emphasis on factors affecting pK values. Aromaticity: Benzenoids and Hiickel’s rule.
Stereochemistry

Conformations with respect to ethane, butane and cyclohexane. Interconversion of Wedge Formula, Newman, Sawhorse and Fischer 
projections. Concept of chirality (upto two carbon atoms). Configuration: Geometrical and Optical isomerism; Enantiomerism, Diastereomerism and 
Meso compounds). Threo and erythro; D and L; cis - trans nomenclature; CIP Rules: R/ S (for upto 2 chiral carbon atoms) and E/Z Nomenclature (for upto 
two C=C systems). (10 Hours)
UN1T4 .’Chemistry of Aliphatic Hydrocarbons

Carbon-Carbon sigma bonds : Chemistry of alkanes: Formation of alkanes, Wurtz Reaction, Wurtz-Fittig Reactions, Free radical substitutions: 
Halogenation -relative reactivity and selectivity.

Carbon-Carbon pi bonds: Formation of alkenes and alkynes by elimination reactions, Mechanism of E, and E2, reactions. Saytzeff and Hofmann 
eliminations.

Reactions of alkenes: Electrophilic additions their mechanisms (Markownikoffr Anti Markownikoff addition), mechanism of oxymercuration- 
demercuration, hydroborationoxidation, ozonolysis, reduction (catalytic and Chemical), synand anti-hydroxylation (oxidation). 1,2-and 1,4-addition 
reactions in conjugated dienes and, Diels-Alder reaction; Allylic and benzylicbfomination and mechanism, e.g. propene, 1-butene, toluene, ethyl 
benzene.

Reactions of alkynes: Acidity, Electrophilic and Nucleophilic additions. Hydration to form carbonyl 
compounds, Alkylation of terminal alkynes.
Course Outcome(s)

C01 
C02 
C03 
C04 
COS

Understanding the atomic structure, basics of quantum chemistry and its applications. 
Explaining theories of chemical bonding and molecular structure.
Gathering basic knowledge of organic chemistry.
Learning the basic principles of stereochemistry.
Illustrate the preparative methods of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons.
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Atomic StructureUNIT

i
ATOMIC STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE
Bohr's Theory and Limitations 
Atomic Spectrum of Hydrogen Atom 
Dual Nature of Matter 
Wave Mechanical Model 
Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle 
Schrodinger Wave Equation 
Quantum Numbers
Normalized and Orthogonal Wave Functions
Radial and Angular Wave Function for Hydrogen Atom
Radial and Angular Distribution Curves
Shapes of s, p, d and f Orbitals
Pauli's Exclusion Principle
Hund's Rule of Maximum Multiplicity
Aufbau Principle
• Summary
• Student Activity
• Test Yourself
• Answers :

n
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going this unit you will learn :
• The modern theory of the structure of the atom
• Atomic orbitals of different types
• Quantum numbers
• Radial and angular wave functions
• The principles for filling up of the electrons in different orbitals.

• 1.1. BOHR'S THEORY
In 1807 John Dalton proposed his famous atomic theory, according to Dalton, 

‘Matter is composed by very small particles called atoms and they are indivisible. 
However, the study of conductance of electricity through gases, development of radioactivity 
etc. provided a number of evidences which exhibit that atom is not indivisible, but consists of 
smaller fundamental particles, such as electron (charge : 1.60206 x 10-19 C, mass : 9.1091 x 
10 31 kg), proton (charge: 1.60206 x 10-19 C, mass: 1.6725 x 10-27 kg) (about 1837 times of 
the electron), neutron (charge : nil, mass : 1.6750 x 10-27kg). Different scientists proposed 
structure of atoms but not accepted.

In 1913 Bohr developed a theory based on quantum theory of radiation and law of 
classical mechanics to explain atomic spectra and structure of atom. His theory was 
based on the following postulates :

Self-Instructional Material 1



Atomic Structure, Bonding and 
Hydrocarbons

Bohr's Postulates :
(i) An atom has a number of stable orbits or stationary states, in w ^.ich. i

electron can reside without the emission of radiant energy. Each orbit correspoixcis tc 
certain energy level. I

(ii) An electron may jump spontaneously from one orbit (energy level to t! 
other orbit (energy level E2) {E2 > £1); then the energy change (a£) in the ^lectxrc 
jump is given by Planck's equation :

AE = £2 — £1 = ... <
A£ c ... <or — = v = — = cv
h X

where h = Planck’s constant, v = frequency of the light emitted,
c = velocity of light, ^ = wavelength of light and v = wave number.

(iii) The motion of an electron in a circular orbit is restricted in such a rna.n.n
hthat its angular momentum is an integral multiple of —.
2n

nhThus, --- <mvr - —
2n

where m = mass of the electron, 0 = velocity of the electron, r = radius of the onbi/fc gljt 
n = an integer called principal quantum number of the electron.

(iv) A space around nucleus which contained orbits of equal energy and radii, 
was called shell. These shells were numbered from inside to outwards as 1, 2, ,5, 4 et 
and called K, L, M, N etc. respectively.

On the basis of Bohr's theory of hydrogen atom, the radius, r, of the nth orbit ('*„>, -fci 
energy, £, of the nth orbit (£n) and velocity, V in the nth orbit (Vn) of the elect rorx slx 
given by:

n2h2 ... orn = 4n2Ze2m 
' -2K2Z2me4 Ze2

En = ...
n2h2 2r„

2nZe2
and ... <€

nh
where m and e are the mass and charge of the electron, Z is the atomic number of* ■fcPi 
element and n is any integer as 1, 2, 3,... which represents the number of main 
level. The above derivations have been carried out in c.g.s. system of units. In 
system of units (S.I. units), a constant K is used. In c.g.s. system £ = 1 but in SI stoxr 
K = ^7te0 = 9 x 109Nm2 c2. e0 is called permittivity factor of the medium. Forvk.c\xuLr: 

its value is 8.854 x 10-12 c2 N~l m~2.

Thus the equations 4, 5, 6 in SI units may be written as :

vr.K.e

„2«,2. n h
rn = 4n2Ze2mK 

2n2 Z2 me4 K2
En =

n2h2

2itZe2K
=

nh

Equation (5) is known as Bohr equation applicable to hydrogen and hydrogen lilc< 
ions having only one electron viz. He+ , Li2+ , Be3+ etc.

If an electron drops from higher level n2 (with energy £2)to the lower level rij 
energy £j) then the change in energy may be given as :

(witl:

2 Self-Instructional Material



From eq. (5), Atomic Structure

AjE = £2 - £1
2n2Z2 me4 I 1

1, '...(7)nl nth2
/

But from eq. 2,

2n2Z2me4 J____1_
2 2 

"l n2
AE = hv = hvc =

h2

2n2Z2me4 1 1
... (8)or v =

2hzc «2
1 n2

^RhZ2
Lnl n2

where is the Rydberg's constant and equal to 2^2me4/ h3c. Its value for 
hydrogen atom is 1.09714 x 107 m'1.

... 0)or \

\

By substituting different values in the above equations we may derive that 
For hydrogen atom

= 0.529 A,
= 0.529 x n2 A 

E1 =—.2.179 x 10 

-2.179x10

>1

rn
-18 J/atom,
-18

En = J / atom
*2

V! =2.1847 x 106 m s”1 

21847xl06

\
\ \

-1
= m s \n \

For Hydrogen like ions
0-529 Ari = z

n2= 0- 529x -—Arn z
18Z2 J/atom=-2-179x10 

En =-2-179x10

V1 =2-1847xl06Zms“1 

Vn = 2- 1847x 106 x —

Z2-18 —— J/atom 
n2

-1m s
n
(Z — atomic number of the atom)

Remember:
1. The negative sign of En indicates that there is attraction between the 

electron and the nucleus of the atom. Thus work has to be done in order to remove an 
electron from its orbit.

hence as the value of n increases less negative is the energy 
n2

2. Since En oc

of the electron in it or the energy of the electron has more positive value.

3. Since in energy equation all the terms are constant except n hence for a 
definite value of n, En is constant. It means the energy of an electron revolving in a 
particular orbit is definite.

Self-Instructional Material '3
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Some Parameters for Electron in a Hydrogen Atom

- . VelocityOrbit Radius Energy

(A) J/atom eV/atomNo. ms

2.1847 xIO6-2.179 x10"180.529 -13.561.

-5.44 x 10"18 1.0923x1 o62. 2.116 -3.39

60.7282 x 1-183. 4.761 -1.51-0.242x10
0.5462 x|oe

-0.136 x 10-188.4644. -0.85
0.4369 x]o6

-0.087 x 10"185. 13.225 -0.544

Merits of Bohr’s Theory

1. Bohr's theory explains clearly the hydrogen spectrum.

2. The experimental value of Rydberg constant for hydrogen ) is ve ?y clo. 
to the calculated value from Bohr's theory.

3. The experimental value of the frequencies of the spectral lines of tT 
hydrogen spectrum are in good agreement with the calculated value from Bohr's ■fctLeoi'

4. The experimental values of radii and energies of different orbits in hy-dirogfe 
atom are in good agreement with that of calculated values.
Limitations of Bohr’s Theory :

(i) It cannot explain the spectra of atoms having more than one electron.
He, Li, Be etc.

(ii) It failed to explain fine structure i.e. why there are number of con jponeji
lines lying close together when the spectra of hydrogen is examined by a po’worf 
spectroscope. I

(iii) Since there is uncertainty of the position and velocity of the electron. Lxeno 
the concept of electrons jumping from one orbit to another is not justified.

(iv) This theory is based on two opposite theories such as quantum the( icy slit 
law of classical mechanics.

(v) It is difficult to calculate the effects of the electrons upon the energy state « 
any'one particular electron.

(vi) It does not throw light on the distribution and arrangement of elect rons ii 
atoms as well as shape of the molecules, formed by the combination of atoms.

Example 1. Calculate the frequency, wave number and energy associati 
photon of radiations having wavelength 5500 A.

(h = 6.626x10^ Js and c'= 3 x 108 ms-1)

3x 10s m s"1

d rxjit

£
Solution: Frequency, v = - =

^ 5500 x 1CT10 m

= 5l45x 1014 s"1.

v _ 5.45 x IQ14 s"1 
c 3x 108 m s-1

= 1.8166 x 106 m_1 

E = hv
= (6.626 x l(T34 Js) (5.45 x 1014 s-1)

= 3.611 x 10“19 J

Wave number, v —

Energy of photon,

!

4 Self-Instructional Material



Atomic Structure• 1.2. HYDROGEN SPECTRUM
When hydrogen gas is taken in a discharged tube at low pressure and electric 

discharge is passed, red colour light is emitted. This light is analysed with the help of 
spectrograph; it is found to consist of a series of sharp lines in UV, Visible and IR 
regions. This series of lines is known as line or atomic spectrum of hydrogen.

Since no darkening between the lines is observed in hydrogen spectrum it means the 
hydrogen atom emits only specific and not all frequencies.

i.
Hydrogen spectrum

In 1885, Balmer showed that if the lines of hydrogen spectrum of visible region are 
expressed in term of wave number (v or XT1) then the following formula may be used :

v (cm-1) = 109,677^—\

l22 n2
where n = 3, 4, 5,

In 1890, Rydberg showed that the following formula may be used to give wave 
number of different lines observed in hydrogen spectrum :

v(cm-1) = 109,677
lnl ^2

where ni and ^2 are integers such that ni < ri2- This is summarised in the table
Hydrogen Spectrum

1■ ! I
...(10)

ni = l 02 =2, 3,4 etc. in the UV regionLyman series ' ’>i

in the Visible regionn-| = 2, 02 =3, 4, 5etc.Balmer series

in the IR region01 =3, /?2 = 4, 5, 6 etc.Paschen series

ni = 4, 02 =5, 6, /etc. in the far IR regionBrakett series

in the far IR region.n-| = 5, 02 =6, 7, 8 etc.Pfund series

Example 2. Find out the number of waves made by a Bohr electron in one complete 
revolution in its 3rd orbit.

Solution. By Bohr's law
nh !
— = mvr
2n

Self-Instructional Material 5
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mvrn -
h! hi mv

Now by de Broglie's equation,
hX - —

mv
and 2nr = circumference

circumferenceSo n = Z =
X

= No. of waves
Hence no. of waves in one complete revolution = 3.

Example 3. Calculate the wavelength of radiation emitted, producing a 
Lyman series, when an electron falls from fourth stationary state in hydrogen 
(Rh = l.lx 107 m-i)

line
citorr

- D 1 1v=i?« T 2 
lnl n%)

1 H f1

Solution.

1or
»!2 )VI

i— = 1.1 x 107 m-l( ~
ll2 42

= 1.1 x 107 m-1 1——
\

= l.lx —xi07m_1

1or
X

16

16
-716x10X =or m

16.5
= 9.7 x lO-8 m.

Example 4. Calculate Bohr's radius (radius of first orbit for hydrogen), the 
and velocity of electron in first orbit of hydrogen atom.

Solution : Radius of an orbit is given by the expression (eq. 4)
n2h2

&7T,eT'£

rn = 4n2Zme2

(1)2(6.626xKT27 ergs)2
ri = 4(3.14)2 (l)(9.109x 10’28 g)(4.803x 10‘10 es.u)2

= 0.529 x 10“8 cm = 0.529 A.

We know that i. e. radius of first orbit for hydrogen is also known as Bohr's
and denoted by cq . The value of rn = oq x n 2.

Energy of an orbit is given by the expression (eq. 5):

Ze2En =-
2r„
Ze2

E, =-or
2ri

-10 n
es.u.)(l)(4.803x 10

(2) (0.529 xlO’8 cm)

= - 2.178 x 10 11 erg (per atom) 

= - 13.6 eV (per atom).
6 Self-Instructional Material



Velocity of electron is given by (eq. 3): Atomic Structure
nhv -

2n mr
-27(l)(6.626x 10 ergs)

-28 g)(0.529xl0-8 cm)(2)(ai4)(9.1090x 10
8 -1- 2.186 x 10" cm s

• 1.31 DUAL NATURE OF MATTER
Einstein (1905) suggested that light has a dual character and behaves both as a 

particle and as a wave. L. de Broglie (1924) suggested that all material particles in 
motion such as electrons, protons, neutrons, atoms, molecules etc. have dual character. 
According to L. de Broglie, any moving electron in the atom is a material particle 
associated with wave properties and he compared electrons with photons having 
negligible mass.

According to L. de Broglie, the wavelength Xof a particle of mass m and velocity u is 
given by the relation :

hX =----
mu

where h is Planck’s constant and mu is the momentum of the particle.
Derivation of de Broglie’s equation : The relation between the particle nature 

and wave nature of electron is known as de Broglie equation. According to Planck, the 
energy of a quantum of radiation is given by :

E = hv
According to Einstein, mass and energy are related as :

E = me2

...(i)

...(ii)
where c is the velocity of light.

Combining equation (i) and (ii), we have :
hv = me2
hv— = meor
c
h = meor

c/v
h— = meor
k

hX = ^~or
me r

This equation is applicable for photon. According to L. de Broglie, the above 
equation can also be applied to material particles by substituting the mass of the 
particle m and its velocity u in place of velocity of light c. Thus, wavelength A.of material 
particle is given by

X = ±-
mu S-

This relation is known as de Broglie equation.
1L = ±or

P
where p is the momentum of the particle. This helps in the calculation of wavelength of 
atom waves.

Self-Instructional Material 7
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• 1.4. WAVE MECHANICAL MODEL
The motion of electron in the atom is not simply mechanical as postulated by Bot 

and Sommerfield. The modern theory of the structure of atom is based upon, 
mechanics given by L. de Broglie and Schrodinger. According to L. de Broglie, 
moving electron in the atom is a material particle associated with wave propeirfcie; 
Instead of moving in a definite orbit, the electrons move in a random n arme: 

. sometimes close to the nucleus and sometimes a distance far away from it. It moves i 
all the directions instead of moving in one plane.

According to Bohr’s theory, the electrons move in only those orbitals for wh iclx tti 
angular momentum of the moving electron is an integral multiple of ~ i.e.,

wav
an

2n
nhmvr = —
2k

De Broglie equation helps to explain the Bohr’s postulate of quantisation of angoile 
momentum of an electron. Consider an electron moving around the nucleus in tl^.e for r 
of a wave in a circular orbit of radius r. The electron wave may be continuously iri. p>Txas 
or out of phase. If the circumference of the circular orbit is an integral mul ap>lo < 
wavelength, the electron wave is in phase (Fig. 1). But, if the circumference of -tin 
circular orbit is not an integral multiple of wavelength, the electron wave will go oixt. c 
phase (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Wave in phase. Fig. 2. Wave out of phase.

Thus,
Circumference = nX 

But according to de Broglie equation:

2nr = nX .. cor
h .. <i

mu
nh nhFrom equations (i) and (ii), 27ir =-----
mu

Thus, angular momentum of the moving electron should be an integral multiple c
—, or in other words, the angular momentum of the electron is quantised. This is Bol^r’ 
2n
postulate which was given without any theoretical basis.

or mur = —
2n

• 1.5. HEISENBERG S UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE
According to this principle,

‘It is impossible to determine simultaneously both the position ar .cl tlx. 
velocity or momentum of a small moving particle like an electron’.

The physical concept of the uncertainty principle may be clear by assuming t tiat a* 
observations have to be made by impact of light radiations or photons. If the obj« cfc is c 
a reasonable bigger size, its position or velocity will not be changed by the im pact c 
light photons. So, it will be possible to know both the position and velocity of the olpj ecu 
However, this is not possible when the object is very small, such as an electron. It 
suffer a change in its path and velocity due to the impact of even a single photon of ligiit- 
The path and velocity of an electron, after the impact of light photons, may be qiiit 
different from the original path and velocity.

8 Self-Instructional Material



On this basis, Bohr’s model in which electrons are considered as particles revolving 
in definite orbits, i.e., well defined path, does not hold good. However, it will be more 
correct to say that an electron is associated with a certain energy, i.e., it belongs to a 
definite energy level and not that it belongs to a definite orbit.

Uncertainty and concept of probability : As seen above, it is not possible to 
know exactly both the position and the momentum of an electron. Thus, certainty of 
determination of one property introduces uncertainty of determination of the other. 
The uncertainty in measurement of position, A*, and the uncertainty of determination 
of momentum, Ap are related by Heisenberg’s relationship as

Atomic Structure

(Ax) x (Ap) > —
4n

where h is Planck’s constant.
If Ax is very small, i.e., the position of the electron is known more or less exactly, Ap 

would be large, i.e., uncertainty with regard to momentum will be large or vice-versa.

Example 5. Calculate the uncertainty of velocity of an electron if the uncertainty of 
its position is 10“10 meter, (h = 6.6x 10-34 kg m2s_1 and m = 9.1x 10-31 kg).

Solution : According to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle,

(Ax) (Au) (m) = —
471

kgm2s 1h 6.6 x 10
Aw =or

4tc (Ax) (m) (4)(3.14)(10"10 m)(9.1x 10“31 kg)

= 5.7 x IQ5 ms-1.

Example 6. Calculate the uncertainty of position of an electron if the uncertainty of 
its velocity is 5x 10~15 ms-1, (h = 6.6 x 10-34 Js, m = 9,lx 10-31 kg).

(Ax) (Aw) (m) = —Solution: \
4n

h(Ax) =. .i 4tc (Aw) (m)

6.6 xlO-34 Js
(4)(3.14)(5x 105 ms_1)(9.1x 10_31kg)

= 1 x 10"10 m.

• 1.6. SCHRODINGER WAVE EQUATION
Starting from de Broglie’s concept, Schrodinger developed the theory of wave 

mechanics and obtained a mathematical equation describing the state of an electron in 
terms of mass (m), total energy (£), potential energy (V) relative to atomic nucleus, 
Planck’s constant {h) and a quantity \\i called the wavefunction of the electron (or the 
amplitude of the wave). The equation is called Schrodinger’s wave equation. It can be 
developed from the general differential equation of wave motion in one dimension, i.e., 
along X-axis. .

d2\\i 47C2
...(11)So, -V V A25x2

where X is the wavelength of light.

From de Broglie’s equation, X = , thus, from equation (11), we get

4Tt2m2w2
mu

d2y 4n2 \|/

(h/ mu)2
A 2 2 24n m u

•Vh2dx2
~,2 5 \j/

...(12)V = 0+or
dx2 h2

Self-Instructional Material 9
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The total energy (E) of a particle (or electron) is given by 
E = Kinetic energy + Potential energy 

E = - mu1 + V or E -V = - mu2

/

/or
22

,,2 _ 2(E — V) 
m

Putting this value of u 2 in equation (12), we get 
a2M/ [ 4n2m2 ^ 2(E~V)

or

V =0
dx2 h2 m

32\(/ 8n2m 
dx2 + h2

Extending equation (13) to the three dimensions x, y and z, we get
S2\i/ 32\i/ d2w 8n2m
dx2 + dy2 + dz2 + h2

Equation (14) is known as Schrodinger’s wave equation.
Wave equation and hydrogen atom : In the case of hydrogen atom in ^Inicla 

single electron with charge - e revolves around a proton with charge + e, the p( 'texi't.ia 
energy, V = -(e2/r), where r is the distance between the electron and the niacleu. 
Substituting the value of Vin equation (14), we get 

+ 3% + 3% + 8kV 

dx2 dy2 dz2 h2

(E - V) y = 0 ...(1or

(£-V).\|/ = 0 . ..OL

(-e2)
E - vj/ = 0

r

On solving the above equation for E, we get
2n2e4m

E = - ■ X*,2^2 n n

This value of E is identical with Bohr’s value obtained on the basis of c assies 
mechanics introducing arbitrarily the fact that the angular momentum is quantised..

Significance of wave function, y : The wave function, y in SchnlcLiiTLg^ 

equation has no physical significance except that it shows the amplitude of the eiectro* 
wave. The value of 2 gives the probability of finding an electron of a given ene r gy „ -2*
from place to place in a given region around the nucleus.

It is possible to identify region of space around the nucleus where there is 
probability of finding an electron associated with a certain energy. The space is 
as atomic orbital.

st trig 
kno'w

It may be noted that in Bohr’s theory, the electron associated with a certain er :
supposed to be situated at a certain distance from the nucleus. In wave mechan Lcs, tlr. 
equation for calculating the exact energy of the 
electron has been derived, but there is great 
uncertainty in finding its exact position. This is in 
conformity with Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.

Schrodinger Wave Equation in Polar 
Coordinates

Since it is convenient to solve Schrodinger wave 
equation in polar coordinates r, 0 and <}> in place of 
cartesian coordinates hence cartensian coordinates 
are converted into polar coordinates as follows :

Let us consider point A with coordinates x, y, z in ^ 
space shown in figure. In this figure AK is the
perpendicular from AonXY plane. While KL, KN and coordinates (x, y, z) and

coordinates (r, Oand

A(x, y, z)
/ i

r

N

0/ / K
r*
l

Correlation between Cartesian
polar

<t>)-
10 Self-Instructional Material



Atomic StructureAM are the perpendiculars on the axes X, Y and Z from the points K, K and A 
respectively.

Let line OA = r makes angle 0 with Z-axis and line OK makes angle (f) with X-axis. 
Then according to figure we may write :

z = OM = r cos 0 and OK = AM - r sin 0
y = ON - KL = OK sin <)> = r sin 0 sin 4> 
x = OL = OK cos c|) = r sin 0 cos <J>

Accordingly in polar coordinates eq. (14) may be written as :

d f sin 0 ST (r, 0, <)>)'1 d (r2dy (r, 0, 4>) 1
r2 dr J r 2 sin 0 ^0 V 

d2\\i (r, 0, (J)) 8jr2m
X ------ _ --------- _

' h2

dr 50

e211
... (15)E + — ¥ (r, 0, <})) = 0

r2 sin2 0 5((>2 r

Note that now ¥ will be a function of variables r, 0 and instead of x,y and z. 
Therefore we are writing¥ (r, 0, (f>)in place of¥ (x, y, z)in the above equation to solve 
this equation we may write :

¥ (r, 0, (|>) = R(r) 0 (0) m
Obviously R (r) is a function depending on r and not on 0 and (fx Similarily 0 (0) is a 

function depending on 0 and not on r and similarly 0(4)) is a function depending on 4> 
and not on r and 0.

Here R (r) is known as the radial wave function while the product of other two 
functions 0 (0) and O ((j)) are known as angular wave functions.

For the sake of simplicity the above equation is splitted into following three 
equations as :

±d_(r2dR{r) 

r2 dr

8n2m e2^R(r) +
rl

... (16)E + — (r) = 0(1)
h2dr r

This equation is a function of r only and on solution gives R{r) *.
m2©(e) 

sin2 0
1 5 f . Q 50(0)
---------sin 0--------—
n 0 50^ 50

••.(17)+ p0(0) = 0(2)

This equation is a function of 0 only and, on solution, gives 0(0).** 
52<h(e)

+ m20 (4>) = 0 ...(18)(3)
5<j)2

This equation is a function of 4>only and, on solution, gives O (4)).**

* On solving equation (16) following equation is obtained :

nao)
in-l-l

R(.r)n,l =
2n ( fn + 1))

2Z 21+1 
n+1 (p) is the associated Laguere polynomial. The numbers n and l arewhere p = ----- r and L

yna0)
the two integral quantum numbers described ahead and oq is Bohr's radius of hydrogen atom. 
When n = 1 then l = 0.
** On solving eqs. (17) and (18) following equations are obtained :

(21+ 1) (/- |m|)
P.m (cos 0)®l, m(Q) = 2 ll+ m

_L
J2n

where P™ (cos 0) is the associated Legendre polynomial. Obviously from the expression for © (0) 
magnetic quantum number is introduced.

o(4>) =and

Self-Instructional Material 11
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Note that the wave function i?(r) gives the energy and size of the orbitals. 'I 
angular wave function, the product of 0(0) and <fc(<{>), gives the shapes of the 
Both these aspects are discussed here.

1. The Radial Wave Function, R (r)
The solution of eq. (16) for H, He+ , Li2+ etc yields two quantum number 

which are called as principal quantum numbers (n) of Bohr theory and aliirxxu.'t’ 
quantum number (/) of Bohr-Sommerfeld theory. The value of T depends upon f tt* wlx 
are 0 to (n -1). For / = 0,1, 2, 3 these are designated by s, p, d, f respectively.

Therefore radial wave function is written as Rn i(r) or simply Rn / for simp>llc 
only. For the electron in s and p orbitals radial wave functions are given as fo: .1

n Air

o ws
3/2

= 2 A e-a*1,0. i
Oq

Radial wave function of electron in Is orbital.
3/2Z-3/2 -o/2*2, 0 > "2 (2 - a) c

Radial wave function of electron in 2s orbital.
3/2

i.e.,R2p =2-16~y2 -o/2*2,1- a e
\ao)

Radial wave function of electron in 2p orbital.
In the above functions, ag is Bohr's radius, 2 is the atomic number and oisZk / .
The following types of plots are obtained for Is, 2s and 3s orbital, when we i lot: JR, 

against r; distance of the electron from the nucleus.

R Rz,o1.0 2s 3s

r r
Plots of ft(r) versus r for electrons belonging to different orbitals.

Evidently Rn / can not be related with probability density around any poiixt; 
distance r from tfie nucleus. It is due to following two objections :

(i) The value of i?ni / is maximum atr = Oi.e^nucleusof the atom, which is not truie
(ii) For 2s and 3s electrons; Rn [ has both positive and negative values. Bu.t t 

probability density cannot be negative.

The second objection can be removed by considering i?2 {to be related to prc toa."fc>il:' 
density in place of i?„ t / . When we plot R2 ^ against r following curves are obta ixxecl : 
Is, 2s and 3s orbitals.

R? 2
1,0

r rr
2

Plot of R* i versus r for electron belonging to different orbitals.
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No doubt in these cases probability density is not negative but its value is maximum 
when r - 0, which is not possible. Therefore we may state that neither Rn / nor i?2 .

9 7t t l

can be directly related with the probability of finding the electron at a distance r from 
the nucleus.

Radial Probability Distributions Curve
To enquire, how much of the electron is likely to be found 

at certain distance from the nucleus, we plot a graph / / 
between y 2 and r (distance from the nucleus) of the atom.

Such curves are known as probability distribution curve.'
But in place of such curve we plot radial probability \ \ 
distribution curve which means the probability of finding 
an electron within the small radial space around the 
nucleus. If y2 is the probability of the electron cloud at

varying distance from rtor + dr from the nucleus, then the 
radial density is defined as the product of i?2 l by the volume (dV) over which the

electron cloud is spreaded. The value of dV may be calculated as :

dV = —7c(r + dr)3 --rcr3 
3 3

= -7i [r3 + 3r2dr + Srdr2 + dr5 -r3] = —ti(3r2dr)
3 3

O Q
Neglecting dr* and dr* being a very-very small values. 

dV - 4Kr2dr

Thus radial probability (the probability of finding electron within the thickness 
dr around the nucleus) may be given as :

D = pdV - R2 j.dV =R2 , . Anr2 dr
r n, l nJ

Atomic Structure

i

-*•

\/ \
r \/ \ \t \

j * i
i r

^ r + drI 1I I\ 1\ I
S fs //

I/idr / 
^ V\

Distribution of space around 
the nucleus

(

or

The radial probability distribution may be given as the integration of above

R2 ^ . 47cr2. dr. The curves obtained byi;term within the range r = 0 to r = r i.e.,

plotting 4jtr2dr . R2 , against r are known as radial probability distribution curve or

radial charge density curve or simply radial distribution curves. Similar curves are 
obtained if we consider the complete wave function i. e. (r, 0, <t>) or R(r) 0 (0) <h (<}>). It is 
due to the fact that the expression 47ir2dr. J22 , becomes 47ir 2T/2(r, 0, 0) dr. Out of the

ft y l

©
©

as |5 C32sOS=2_
4?

-<-0.529A-^ r

O 3.v (N «
os

c£
K

/\

Radial probability distribution for 1s, 2s, 3s, 2p, 3p 
and 3d orbitals in hydrogen atom.'
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three components ofT2^, 0, (^viz-R2^), 02(0)and <J>2(<j))onlyi?2(r) varies w .till r w 

two other terms i.e.,02(0)and 02((|>)donot vary with r. The general shapes of tlxe 

density/radius plots are shown above.
Some important features about these curves are given below :
(i) The probability of finding the electron is zero when r = 0 i.e. at th€ orrigfi 

nucleus.
(ii) The probability of finding the electron increases with increase of the valu-e of 

as we move from the nucleus. It becomes maximum at a certain value (e.g. in tfi-© ca 
Is orbital it is maximum at r = 0.529 A) and then decreases to zero.

It is very interesting to note that this value is the same as calculated t>y 33< 
equation.

(iii) In the case of 2s electron, the value of Z) is zero at r = 0, this value increases • 
increase of r and becomes maximum at 0.529 A (r0) then it decreases with increase o: 
zero (at r = 2 x r0). Now the value of D increases with rise of r and becomes ms .scimxx: 
5r0 and finally approaches to zero as r tends to infinity. This implies that Nvitfiin 
spherical orbital of 2s-electron, there is a spherical shell within which the propabili 
finding the electron is almost zero. This is called a node or nodal plane. J

In the same way in the case of 3s-electron we get two nodal planes and we get 
maximum values for Z). The number of radial nodes in an orbital is given by n{~ / —- 1- 
ns-orbitals there are(n -1) nodal planes. Since for s orbital (/ = 0) m has only [one v 
(m = 0) hence there is only one possible orientation. This means that the valfue of 
the same in all directions at a particular distance from the nucleus. Hence s-orbitals 
spherically symmetrical around the nucleus. The shape of Is orbital is shown iieare. 
shapes of 2s and 3s orbitals are also shown in figure.

NODES
NODE

2s ORBITAL
3s ORBITAL

Shapes of 2s and 3s orbitals.

(iv) In the case of 2p orbital, it can be seen that the maximum probability s slxg. 
less than that for the 2s orbital. The distance of the maximum proba^bility 
2p-electron (2.645 A) is slightly larger than that for the 
2s-electron (2.116 A), but much larger than that for 
Is-electron (0.529 A). It means that 2s-electron spends 
more of its time close to the nucleus than does the *3:

1*2p-electron. Therefore 2s-electron is bound more strongly 4 
to the nucleus than the 2p-electron. In other words 
2s-electron has lower energy than 2p-electron or we can 
say that the 2s-electron has lower energy than 2p-electron r—•* [
although both the electrons are of the same principal Combined radial prot>3l>‘ 
quantum number. distribution for 3s[, 3/x a

3d orbitalsForp orbital (/ = 1) there are three values for m, i.e., -1,
0, + 1 which show three orientations for p orbitals and are named as px, py aricl 
subscripts x, y and z referring to the coordinate axes along which theirj lobej- 
maximum electron density lie. In the absence of magnetic field these three p> oi*t>i 
are equivalent in energy and called triply degenerate or three-fold degenerate. 
the presence of magnetic field, the relative energies of the p-orbitals vary and de;p 
upon their orientation. Due to this fact, fine structure is observed.

I
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Each p-orbital has two lobes symmetrical about a particular axis. These two lobes 
(dumb-bell shape) touch each other at the origin where there is zero electron density. 
This plane is called nodal plane, pz orbital is shown in fig. Similarly px and py 
orbitals may be shown.

(v) In the case of 3p orbital we get two maxima. The sinaller additional peak 
corresponds to 2p-orbital and the other corresponds to 3p-orbital. In the case of

Atomic Structure

.z
NODAL PLANE
/m

2pz ORBITAL

Shape of 2pz orbital

3d-orbital we get only one peak. The order of distance for the maximum probability for 
3s, 3p and 3d is in the order of 3s > 3p > 3d orbital that this difference is slightly larger 
while the difference between corresponding 2nd and 1st quantum number is much 
larger. It means 3s-electron spends more of its time close to the nucleus than does the 
3p-electron and 3d-electron. Therefore 3s-electron is bound more strongly to the 
nucleus than the 3s-electron and 3p electron is bound more strongly to the nucleus than 
3d-electron. In other words the order of stability of these orbitals is 3s > 3p > 3d or we 
can say that order of their energy level is 3s < 3p < 3d although all the three electrons 
are of the same principal quantum number.

For d-orbital (/ = 2) there are five values for m i.e., -2,-1, 0, +1, +2 which show five 
orientations for d-orbitals and named as dxy, dyz, dz2, dxz, dx2 - y2 respectively. In 
the absence of magnetic field these five d-orbitals are equivalent in energy and called 
five-fold degenerate. But in the presence of magnetic field, the relative energies of 
the d-orbitals vary and depend upon their orientation.

2. The Angular Wave Function, 0 (0). O (<)>)
The solution of eqs. (17) and (18) yield a new quantum number which is called 

magnetic quantum number and represented by 'm\ Its values depend upon azimuthal 
quantum number ' l' and values can be ± / or we may write as 0, ± 1, ± 2,.... ± l. Thus 
total values are (21 + 1).

As discussed above the angular wave function is the product of 0(9) and <t> ((f)). But 
the wave function 0(0)is generally written as 0^ m(0)or simply as 0/ m. As well as the 
wave function ®m(<f>)is written as <t>m. Thus,

Angular wave function = 0/
Since complete wave function T (r, 0, <j>) is the product of the radial wave function 

(Rn /) and the angular wave function 0/ m hence we may write,

nr,Q^) = Rnj&LmtPm
Angular Wave Functions and Shapes of the Orbitals : The wave functions 

0/ ^ and for different values of l (0,1, 2, ...)and m (0, ± 1, + 2,... )for the hydrogen 
atom are given below :

n ^ 1
0o'o=T = vf

... 09)

Le°= 1<t>0 =

Lit (cos (j) + i sin (ft)<D +1 - V2^ -JZk

Self-Instructional Material 15
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Hydrocarbons — sin 0 <P_1=-^=-e '^ =-^=(cos <t>-isin <f>)

■J2n -J2n

<P+2 = e+ 2t^ = —L= (cos 2<J>+ isin 2<|))
-J2n V2n

<I>_2 - ~= e~ 2 ^ = -~= (cos 2<t> - i sin 2$ 
42k

4

^|(3cos2 0-1)
®2, 0 =

4TE02 ±1 ------- (sin 0 cos 0)
2

—(sin2 0)
4

42n
4IE

02,±2 =

As discussed above the radial wave function and angular wave function give fclxe si 
and shape of the orbitals respectively. Obviously complete wave function t. , iz. 
product of radial and angular wave functions give the size and shape of the < nrlDi-fca! 
With the help of complete wave function, now we deduce the shape of the orbit a.ls sts

Shapes of s orbitals: Sincefor a ns orbital l = 0 and m = Ohencethecomple te 
function is written as follows :

. ^.O^00-0 0o=-Rn-o(r)^x^=i?n-0(r)^ ... <2

Evidently the eq. (20) is independent of the angles 0 and 4i, therefore, the orfc>it:a.l 
symmetrical along all directions for a particular value of r, i.e., it has a sp ixeric 
shape. The Is orbital has no radial node, on the other hand 2s and 3s orbitals h ave o: 
and two nodes respectively as shown on page 14.

Shapes of p orbitals : Since for p-orbitals / = 1 and m = 0, +1 and -1 hepnca 
complete wave function can be written as follows :

Rn,l(r)®l,0 <*>0 =Bnj(r)-^COsexj==-Rn,l('')J^~COs9 

Kn, i(r) ©1. +iO+a = !(r)^|sin 0 x -^L e+ '*♦

sin 0x
42n

Out of these eqs. (21), (22) and (23) only eq. (21) is real while eqs. (22) and ^23) a: 
imaginary because a term V is involved in these two equations. To get the re; il wa^ 
functions for p orbitals, two linear combination of angular wave functions repr 
by eqs. (22) and (23) are taken into consideration. Thus we get two normalized lirxe* 
combinations which may be represented as :

^Rn.l(r)(©l,+l

... <2

... (2

tfn.iCr) ©i, ... (2

(i)

4; tf„,l(r)(©l,+!<!>+! -©l,-!^.!)(ii) 42
These wave functions yield two results which may be represented as :

Combination 1 for real p wave function = Rn x (r) — sin 0 cos <J>
’ V 4n

Combination 2 for real p wavefunction= Rn i(r)J— sin 0 sin 4»
V 4n

(2

... <2

Thus, eqs. 21, 24 and 25 now represent a set of real wave functions for p ortoi/fca 
with/ = 1 and m = 0,+1,-L

Now we get a set of real wave functions for p orbitals (with quantum numb< irs l = 
and m = 0, + 1, -1) according to eq. (21), (24) and (25).
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On the basis of above discussion the shapes of the 2p 
orbitals are represented by the real wave function as given by 
eqs. (21), (24) and (25). Now we express these three functions in 
terms of the cartesian coordinates. Accordingly for 2p orbital _x 
eq. (21) may be written as :

Atomic Structure

^ i(r) jocose or Je2)1(r)jAxi ... (26)

The shape of pz orbitalBecause z = r cos 0
Since it is a function of z hence p-orbital is known as pz 

, wave function. When it is plotted in three dimensional space 
' we get dumb-bell shape as shown in the figure. According to eq.

(26) pz will be positive when z is positive and will be negative 
when z is negative. Therefore in figure positive and negative 
signs are given. These are simply geometric signs of the plotted 

1 wave functions. One should not be confused with positive and 
negative charge.

Now we consider real wave function as given by eq. (24). As 
discussed above we get second real angular p wave function eq. The shape of px orbital 
(24) which may be given as : Z

i?2i i(r)^^- sin 0 cos <}> V

-X
... (27)t or

(See figure on page 10)

Since it is a function of x hence p orbital is known as px wave 
function. When it is plotted in three dimensional space we 
again get dumb-bell shape as shown in the figure. The sign of 
wave function may be explained as above.

In the same way the real wave functions as given in eq. (25) we may write.

The third real p wave function for combination 2

sin 0 sin (J>

-y
-Z

The shape of py orbital

...(28)

Since it is function of y hence p orbital is known as py wave function other things are 
as above.

Thus it is concluded that p-orbitals have dumb-bell shape. But the space occupied by 
2p, 3p and 4 p will bein2p<3p<4p order. Since radial nodes are given as (n-1-1) 
hence 2p, 3p and 4p orbitals have zero, one and two radial node respectively. These 
orbitals may be represented as :

The exact shapes of 2px, 3px and 4px orbitals.
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Shapes of d orbitals : We know that for dorbitals, 1 = 2 and m = 0, + 1, + 2, 4- X, — S 
The complete wave functions for the d orbitals of principal quantum number (n) nci ay 
written as follows:

*n,2(r)©2 0^0 =^n,2(r)J-|-C3c0S2 0-1)
V 16n
.1— (sin 0cos 0)
\8n

2(r) 9) 6

Kn 2(r) ©2 -l^-l = Kn, 2(r\^(sin 9cos 9) e~‘*
V on

Xn.2(r) (=>2,-2<1>-2 = Rn, 2(r\r^(sin2 ® C

... <29;

^nf2(r)©2,+l ^+1 =Rn,2(r) ... <30;

z'2* ... C3X

... (32;

-i24> ... (33;

Out of these five equations only eq. (29) is real equation while other four equatioiaf 
are imaginary because term i is involved for d orbital. As in the case of p-orbitak i wave 
functions, here real d-orbital wave functions are obtained from eqs. (30) and (32) as 
follows :

(i) i/VzRn,+e2t.1<i>.1)
(n) 1/-j2Rn 2(r)(©2, -®2,

Similarly from eqs. (31) and (33) are as follows :

(i) l/''/2i?n, 2(0 (©2, 2^2 + ©2,

(ii) , 1/ V2 2(r) (©2,2^2 "©2,-2^-2)

Thus we get five real d orbital wave functions as follows :

(A) Real d wave function (1) derived from eq. (29)

g-OcosH-D

-r2)x4 r

= Rn,2(r)

= *-2(r)&322

(34;

-- (35;or

Since this d wave function varies as z2 hence it is called dz2 wave function. 

(B) Real d wave function (2) derived from linear combination (i) of eqs. (30) and (32)

<36>
15

= Rn,2(r)J— sin 0 cos ij)cos 0
4n

).. (3T)or

Since this d wave function varies as xz hence it is called dxz wave function. 

(C) Real dwave function (3) derived from linear combination (ii) of eqs. (30) am

sin 0 sin <J> cos 0

(32)

(33)

• (39)or

As discussed above the d wave function is called dyz wave function.

(D) Real d wave function (4) derived from linear combination (i) of eqs. (31) and (33).

- (40)= Rn,2sin2 9 cos ^
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Atomic Structuresin2 6(cos2 ((>- sin2 <|t)= Rn,2<rl
16ti:

15 sin2 0 cos2 <J>-sin2 0sin2 <|>)
1071

It {x2-y2)
= £n,2(r)- ... (41)

r216n
9 9Obviously the d wave function varies as x -y therefore it is called dx2~y2 wave 

function

(E) Real cf wave function (5) derived from linear combination (ii) of eqs. (31) and (33).

15 sin2 0 sin 2<|)= «,,2(r)- (42)
1671

15 sin2 0 2sin<|)cos <}>= ^i,2(r).
1071

15
= Rn 2(r\l— sin 0cos (|) sin0 sin (()

4n

Obviously the d wave function is called dxy wave function.

Thus we have five real wave functions of d-orbitals which are dz2, d^, dys, dx2_y2 
and dxy. When these wave function are plotted in three dimensional space yield curves 
as show below. All these curves are solid curves i. e., three dimensional because of their 

I 2 2 2dependence on r = (Vx + y + z ).

... (43)

»>

X.

+,

z-z z •z-Y Y
+

-X -X - Y
dxz ddxy yz

Shapes of d orbitals

The sign of the wave functions may be explained as follows :

The shape of dz2 orbital is dumb-bell shaped curve symmetric about the Z-axis with 
a ring-like collar in XY plane. Here dumb-bell shaped part of the curve has positive 
geometric sign. It is due to the fact square of positive and negative is always positive, 
while collar has negative geometric sign.
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Significance of\\i and v2

In Schrodinger's wave equation \\i represents the amplitude of the spherical wave. 
According to the theory of propagation of light and sound waves, the square of the 
amplitude of the wave is proportional to the intensity of light. A similar concept to 
clarify the requirements of uncertainty principle has been developed for the physical 
interpretation of wave function, \\i. This may be stated as the probability of finding an 
electron in an extremely small volume around a point is proportional to the square of

n

the function y at that point.

The wave function y, in Schrodinger equation has no physical significance except 
that it shows the amplitude of the electron wave. However, y gives the probability of 
finding an electron of a given energy, from place to place in a region around the nucleus.

It is possible to identify the region of space around the nucleus where there is 
maximum probability of finding an electron with a definite energy. This space is known 
as atomic orbital.

Atomic Orbitals
One of the important results of the wave mechanical picture is that an electron, 

while going round the nucleus is constantly oscillating in and out from the nucleus. The 
region of space swept out by the hydrogen electron represents the size of the hydrogen 
atom. Hence, the probability of finding the electron in different directions and at 
different distances from the nucleus can easily be considered. The probability 
distribution is spherically symmetrical.

The atomic orbital represents a definite region in three dimensional space around a 
nucleus where there is a high probability of finding an electron, orbital can be defined 
in another way also. The thin shell like region is space for which electron probability 
has a high value is known in wave mechanics as an orbital.

Atomic Structure-•it
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DISTANCE FROM THE NUCLEUS

Electron probability in hydrogen atom

With high and low electron density space region around the nucleus, the picture of 
electron probability is generally called as electron being diffused or smeared out as 
shown here. It is also described as the electron existing as an electron charge cloud. The 
density of cloud at any point is proportional to y , whereas according to wave equation 
a moving particle is represented by a wave function y.

Differences between orbit and orbital
(a) Orbit is a definite circular path around the nucleus in which an electron 

revolves. Orbital is a three-dimensional region around the nucleus within which there 
is maximum probability of finding the electron having certain energy.

(b) Orbit specifies a definite trajectory of an electron in the atom e.g., in 
hydrogen atom the electron will always be at a distance 0.53 A from the nucleus. 
Orbital does not specify a definite trajectory of an electron in the atom.

(c) Orbit does not follow uncertainty principle while orbital follows.

Sub-shell or Sub-orbit
In an atom each orbit consists one or more sub-orbits, which have some difference in 

energy level. These sub-orbits are also known as sub-energy levels for such stationary
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states. These are represented by s, p, d and f letters which are derived froir tlxe 
characteristics of spectral lines as sharp (s), principal ip), diffuse {d) and fundamental
if).

The order of energy levels of these sub-orbits are represented ahead (page 29).'
The number of sub-orbits is equal to the orbit number in an atom. The sub-orb: .ts of* 

different orbits are given in the following table.

Number of orbit ; Total number of sub orbits
in an orbit

Orbit Symbols of sub-orbits irr 
orbit I

K n = 1 1 1s

L 2 2s 2pn =2

M n = 3 3 3s 3p 3d

N n =4 4s 4p 4d 4f4

The maximum number of electrons in first orbit (K-shell) may be 2. It consists only- 
one sub-orbit i.e., s-sub-orbit which can possess maximum 2 electrons. Second 
(L-shell) can possess maximum 8 electrons. It consists two sub-orbits i.e., s and /1 tont 
s-sub orbit can possess maximum 2 electrons hence p-sub orbit can possess maximiam S 
electrons. Similarly we can say d-sub-orbits and /’-sub-orbits can possess maximurn 3.0 
and 14 electrons respectively.

Thus different sub-orbits can possess maximum number of electrons as:
Method of representatit^n^JU

Sub-orbit Maximum number of 
electrons

s22s

P66P

d10d 10

f 14f 14

• 1.7. QUANTUM NUMBERS
It has been found that in Bohr’s theory quantum numbers were introduced as a 

matter of necessity to fit the theory with experimental data. In Schrodinger virava 
equation, such numbers come out in natural way through mathematics in solving tlxe 
equation. These number specify the location and energy of electrons in an atom. 6actt 
electron is characterized by four quantum numbers, the Principal, Azimutna.]., 
Magnetic and Spin quantum numbers. Each quantum number is associated wrtti a
particular characteristics of electron which it describes.

(i) Principal quantum number (n) : The Principal quantum number define 5
energy shell in an atom where one or more orbitals of the same energy may lie. Tlxe 
different orbitals of same energy are grouped together as degenerate orbitals. It; 
specifies the location and energy of an electron and is measure of the effective volun of*
the electron cloud. The shells corresponding to n = 1, 2, 3, 4 are denoted by K, L, fyT, I'd 
shells respectively. As the distance of the electron from the nucleus increases! its 
energy becomes higher and higher. This is also known as major energy level. Ttiis 
quantum number represents the size of the orbit. The maximum number of elections 
present in any orbit is according to 2h2.

(ii) Azimuthal quantum number {l): This is also known as angular subsidiai y or 
second quantum number. It determines the orbital angular momentum and the shop of 
the orbital (electron cloud) i.e, whether the cloud is spherical, dumb-bell shaped or of s '>m.e 
complicated shape.
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This quantum number is represented by' l\ It represents sub-shell or sub-energy 
level. Its values depend upon * n’ and values are 0 to (n -1) i.e., / = 0,1, 2, 3 ... (n -1).

If, n = \,l~ 0; It is represented by Is.
n = 2,l = 0, 1; These are represented by 2s, 2p respectively.
n = 3, / = 0,1, 2; These are represented by 3s, 3p, 3d respectively.
n = 4, Z = 0, 1,2, 3; These are represented by 4s, 4p, 4cZ, 4/ respectively.

If Z = Othen the angular momentum of the electron is zero. It is circular in shape. If 
/ = 1,2 and 3 then the sub orbits are represented by p, d and / respectively and shapes 
are elliptical. The ellipticity increases from p to / subshell. The order of energy of these 
sub-shells is f > d > p > s. The maximum number of electrons in any sub-shell is 
according to 2(2Z +1). This may be represented as in the following table.

Atomic Structure

Maximum number of electrons as 
2(2/ +1)

Azimuthal 
Q. No. (/)

Sub-shellPrincipal 
Q. No. (n)

2(2x0+1) = 2 
2 (2x1 + 1) = 6 
2(2x2 + 1)=10 
2(2x3+ 1) = 14

0 s
4 1 P

d2
f3

(iii) Magnetic quantum number (m) : It describes the orientation of sub-shells in 
space particularly under the influence of an applied magnetic field.

Actually this quantum number has been introduced to account for the splitting of 
each spectral line into a number of component lines when a strong magnetic field is 
applied. This phenomenon is known as Zeeman effect. There is also a splitting of 
spectral lines by an electric field which is known as Stark effect. It indicates that 
sublevel exists as a number of closely related levels which are revealed only in a 

magnetic field.
The various values of m for a given value of Z are - Z, (- Z, + 1).... 0,1, 2,...., + Z. i.e. the 

total values are (2Z + 1). When Z = 0, m has only one value i.e. 0; when Z = 1, m has three 
values i.e. - 1, 0 and + 1. Hence it follows that for s orbital (Z = 0), has only one 
orientation; for p-orbital, (Z = 1), has three orientations, d-orbital, (Z = 2), has five 
orientations and for /-orbital (Z = 3) has seven orientations.

Z = 0; m = 0 (1 value) 
l = 1; m = -l, 0, +1(3 values)
Z = 2; m = - 2, -1, 0, +1, + 2 (5 values)
Z = 3; m = - 3, - 2, -1, 0, +1, +2, +3 (7 values)

Thus s-suborbit exhibits only one orbital, which is spherical, p-sub shell exhibits ' 
three orbitals (px, py and p2), which are oriented on x, y and 2-axis. The shape of each 
p-orbital is dumb-bell as shown on page 17. The two lobes of the orbital are separated 

by a plane having zero electron density. This plane is called nodal plane. It is 

important to note that the probability of finding electron in a particular p-orbital is 

equal in both the lobes.

For d-orbitals (Z = 2), m can have five values i.e., -2,-1,0, +1 and +2. Thus there are 
five orientations in a d-subshell. The shapes of five d-orbitals shown on page 19.

It is clear from these figures that there are two sets of d-orbitals having two 
different types of orientation in space. The first consists which are designated as 
d*y, d^ and dyz. These have their probability maxima in between the co-ordinate
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axes. However, the second set consists of two orbitals. Among these one or :
oriented in the XY-plane and has maximum probability on X and y*axes. rtiis 
designated as dx2.y2 orbital. The other-orbital is dumb-bell shaped which is o riente 
along the Z-axis and is designated as orbital. This orbital also Ixas 
doughnut-shaped ring of high electron density around the nucleus. It indicates t ixat 
orbital does not have zero electron probability along any axis.

For /’-orbitals (/ = 3) m can have seven values i.e. - 3, - 2, — 1, 0, +1, +2 and +3. Tlix: 
there are seven orientations in a /-subshell. The shapes of seven /-orbitals are si own. i 
figure on page 20.

The figure shown on page 20 presents two sets (i) a “general set” and (ii) “cul xc set: 
The cubic set is advantageous in considering the properties of the orbitals in cul ic fxel 
{i.e. tetrahedral and octahedral fields).

(iv) Spin quantum number (s) : It describes the fourth degree of freedon . of th 
electron and explains the fine structure of spectral lines within atomic level's. Tlr 
electron in the atom rotates not only around the nucleus but around its own axis as we 
and two opposite directions of rotation are possible. This rotation of the electror. calle 
the spin, gives rise to another quantum number known as spin quantum numtoex*. I 
also indicates the direction in which the electron is spinning, clockwise 
anticlockwise. As a convention, the clockwise spin is represented by an arrow Cl 
pointing upwards while anticlockwise spin is represented by an arrow (-1) poixxtixx 
downwards, there are only two possible values for this quantum number ancl fc
electrons these are + — and according to the direction of a spin being clockw: se 3.ix

2 2
anticlockwise respectively. Mathematically, this quantum number is related h>y tlx 
equation.

c

h^j[s($ + l)]mvr =

Spinning electron

where -/[sis +1)] — = spin angular momentum *
2k

s = Absolute magnitude of spin quantum number 
(irrespective of the sign i.e. 1/2)

m = mass of electron 
v = velocity of electron and 
r =the distance from the nucleus.

Two electrons having the same direction of spin are said to have parallel spin 
the two having opposite spins are said to possess anti-parallel spin.

w>xxl<
i
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Atomic StructureQuantum numbers and orbitals

No. of 
electrons in 

orbitals

No. of 
orbitals

Total number 
of electronsOrbital/n m s

1
s2]20 1 ±- 21 0 Is 2

1±-2 0 10 2s s2 22
8

P6 61±to2p ±-31 2

1± —10 3s 0 s22 2

1 P6 6±to3p ±- 183 31 2
1010d1±2. ±1. 0 ±-2 3d. 5 2

1±-0 10 4s 2 s2

1±to P6±-4p 31 2
32

101 d±2. ±1,0 ±-52 4d4 2
f14

1±3, ±2, ± 1, 0 ±-73 Af 2

and so on.

Orbital
designation

Values of m 
(2/ + 1) 0, ±1, 

±2, ±3

Values of / 
0 to (n-1)

Main shell 
designation Designation of orbitalsn

(n/)
0 1s 0 1s1 K

0 0 2s2 L 2s
2py or 2px1 +12p

0 2pz
2px or 2py-1

0 0 3s3 M 3s
+ 1 Spy or 3px1 3p
0 3pz

-1 3px or 3py 

3dxy or ^x2_y2 
3dxz or 3dyz 

3dz2

Sdyz orSdxz 

3dx2_y2 or 3dxy

2 + 23d
+1
0

- 1
-2
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Example 7. Write correct orbital notation for each of the following set of^rLtcz-nZ 

numbers:
(i) n = 1 / = 0 m = 0
(ii) n = 2 Z = 1m = 1
(iii) n = 3 Z = 2 m = -l 

Solution: Quantum numbers
n. = 1, Z = 0, m = 0 
n = 2, Z = l,m = l 
n = 3, Z = 2, m = -1

Atomic Structure, Bonding ana 
Hydrocarbons

Orbital notation
Is
2py or 2px 

3 dxz or Sdyz
Example 8. What are n, l and m values for 3s, <Spx and Sd^ ? 
Solution : Orbital notation Values of

In m

3s 3 0 0

3px 3 1 -1

3tfXy 2 + 23

• 1.8. NORMALIZED AND ORTHOGONAL WAVE FUNCTIONS
We have discussed the significance of y and y2. The function y2 is said to 

proportional to the probability of the electron in a given volume element, dx dy dz. I; 
is a solution of wave equation, multiplication by a constant 'A’ will give wave TuLiacti 
i.e., Ay, which is solution of wave equation. Therefore, we may state that:

f \y\y* dx dy dz * Probability
It is proportional to probability. Its square of resultant wave function is prob ibilit:;
Since the probability of a certainty is defined as unity hence the following rela.-fcior: 

established :
f yvj* dx dy dz = \

If any wave function which satisfies the above relation then it is ki own 
Normalized wave function.

When wave function y is multiply by a constant lA’ we get a new wave func ;ion 
If this new wave function is to be a normalised wave function then

f A\y .Ay * dx dy dz = 1
Since A is a constant known as normalized constant hence 

A2, f y .y * dxdy dz = 1

f y y * dx dy dz =-?- = A-2or
A2

Evidently from the above equation, the value of A can be calculated.
Let y j and y be two different acceptable wave functions of a given systen 

will be normalized wave function if they satisfy the following equations :
J V i V i dx dy dz = \

J yjyj dx dy dz =

On the other hand, if the following relations are satisfied,
J yydx dy dz = 0

J yjyi dx dy dz = 0

then these are known as mutually orthogonal wave functions.

. The

1or

or
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Atomic StructurePAULI'S EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE
In 1925 Pauli put forward a very important principle which controls the 

assignment of values of four quantum numbers. This principle states that “It is 
impossible for any two electrons in the same atom to have all the four quantum numbers 
identical.” Thus, in the same atom, any two electrons may have three quantum 
numbers identical but not the fourth, which must be different.

For example for if-shell electrons,
n = 1 1 = 0 m = 0 s = +- 

„ im = 0 s = --
a

This shows that in If-shell, there is only one shell l = 0 and in this sub-shell only two 
electrons can be accommodated with spins in opposite direction.

For L-shell electrons,

2
n = 1 1 = 0

V

1n = 2 1 = 0 m = 0 $ = + -2 2 electrons (2s2)
in = 2 1 = 0 m = 0 s = 2 J

-1 s = +-n=2 1=1 m= 

n = 2 1 = 1 m = -1 s = -^ 

m = 0 $ = + -

2

n=2 1=1 

n = 2 1 = 1 m = 0 $ = -k
6 electrons (2p6)2

2
n = 2 1 = 1 m = +l s = + -r2

in = 2 1 = 1 m = +l s = 2 J Total 8 electrons (2s2p6)

This shows that in L-shell, there are two sub-shells l = Oand l = 1,containing 2 and 6 
electrons respectively. 1

l
n = 3 l = 0 m = 0 s= + —

2 electrons (3s^)2
1

n = 3 l = 0 m=0 s= -
2

» t
1

n = 3 / = 1 m = -ls=+-
2
1

r = 3 1=1 m = -1 s = -
2i
1

n = 3 1=1 m = 0 s = + —
6 electrons (3p®)2

1
n=3 1 = 1 m = 0 $ = —

2
1

n = 3 ( = 1 m = +1 s = + - l

2
1

n = 3 / = 1 m = +l 8 = -
2

1
n = 3 1=2 m = -2 s = + -

2
-2 .= -1n = 3 1=2 m =

2
1n = 3 1=2 m = -1 s = + —
2
1

n = 3 1=2 m = -1 s = -
2
1

n = 3 1=2 m = 0 s = + —
10 electrons(3d^)2

s.1
n = 3 1 = 2 m = Os = -

2
1

n = 3 1=2 m = +1 s - + -
2
1

ra = 3 m = +1 s = -

n-3 1=2 m = +2 s=+- 

+2 s = - —

2

Total 18 electrons (3s22
n = 3 / = 2 m =

2
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Evidently according to Pauli's exclusion principle, in M-shell (third orb 
maximum number of electrons may be 18. In this there are 2 electrons in 3$-s 
(3s2), 6 electrons in 3psubshell (3p6)and 10 electrons in 3d subshell (3d10).

Similarly we can explain that N-shell (fourth orbit) can accommodate maxir 
electrons.

it), tl 
latoslie

c

Conclusions of Pauli’s Exclusion Principle
1. In any shell (n) maximum number of electrons is 2rc2.

2. The number of sub-shells in any shell is equal to the number of shell.

3. The maximum number of electrons is s-, p-, d - and f - sub-shell is 2, 
and 14 respectively.

4. The number of orbitals in any shell (n)is equal to n2.

5. There may be only two electrons of opposite spin in any orbital.
Example 9. Write all the values of azimuthal and magnetic quantum number' f* 

principal quantum number 2.
Solution : For principal quantum number (n) 2 the azimuthal quantum nu: ntoer C 

will be 0 and 1. For / = 0, magnetic quantum number (m) = 0 and for / = 1, m = - 1

In other words, for n = 2

6,

O, -+-

/ = 0, m = 0

Example 10. Write all quantum numbers for 4s1 and 2/)1 electrons. 

Solution : For 4s1 electron :

rc = 4, / = 0, m = 0 and s = + i
2

1 and s = + -.and for 2P1 electron : n = 2, / = 1, m =
2

• 1.9. HUND S RULE OF MAXIMUM MULTIPLICITY
On the basis of magnetic measurements, Hund postulated an important eirLpiric: 

rule which is generally, known as Hund's rule of maximum multiplicity. This n lie 
be defined as :

(a) Electrons never pair until no available empty orbitals are left to them.. 3 
other words, pairing must begin with the introduction of second electron in the s- -yr-bitot 
the fourth electron in the p-orbitals, the sixth electron in the d-orbitals and
electron in the f-orbital.

(b) The electrons entering the different orbitals of a sub-shell have paarall
spins.

(c) In a given sub-shell (n and l values fixed) electrons avoid entering th|e sarr 
orbital as far as possible.

No doubt all the above definitions are identical and carry same meaning ths it. :
“The pairing of electrons will not occur in any orbital until unless all the a\ ailato! 

orbital of same energy level have one electron each.”
We observe that the electronic configuration of carbon is Is2 2s22p£ 2p\/ £.rx<i rx<- 

Is2 2s2 2p2. Similarly, in nitrogen, the electronic configuration of p-orbitals 
2P1 2pJ. 2P1 and not 2p2 2ply. This is in accordance with Hund's rule of maximm: 

multiplicity.
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Evidently the pairing of electrons take place from second, fourth, sixth and eighth 
electron in s-, p-, d- and /‘-orbital respectively. In general clockwise spin and 
anticlockwise spin of the electron as upward arrow (t) and downward arrow (i) 
respectively. The paired electron in any orbital is shown as (ti) or (11).

Atomic Structure

• 1.10. ENERGY LEVELS OF DIFFERENT ORBITALS '
It is interesting to note that energy levels of different orbitals calculated by 

Schrodinger’s wave equation for hydrogen and hydrogen like ions (such as He+, Li2+, 
Be3+ etc.) are in close agreement with the values obtained from hydrogen spectra. It 
means that energy level of all the orbitals in the given principal quantum number is the 
same.

i

For example, the energy level of 3s, 3p and 3d orbitals is the same for hydrogen atom.. 
But it is not true for multi electron atom. It is seen that in a multi-electron atom,

7p 6d 5»
OOOOQ oooooQO}7

7s

o§o 5d 4f

Q
6s

OOOOQ 6

ock> 4d

B
5s

5 ;
S 4p 3d(0

t
4s

4

LU
3p

s 3as
€< 3s

###6
2s

2

t
1s

1
Energy Levels

Energy level diagram of multi-electron atoms.

different orbitals even in the same principal quantum number have different energy 
levels. This is due to the fact that in such cases energy levels are not only dependent 
upon the value of n but also on the values of l. Therefore 2s and 2p orbitals do not have 
same energy level and so on. Due to difference in energy level in the same principal 
quantum number it is possible that a particular orbital of higher principal quantum 
number may have less energy than the orbital of lower principal quantum number. 
The energy level of different orbitals is given as :

ls<2s<2p<3s<3p<4s<3d<4p<5s<4d<5p<6s<4/'<5<i<6p
<7s <Sf <§d <7p

' ;

!

The above order of energy level is shown above.
Aufbau Principle : Aufbau is a German word meaning ‘build up’ or construction. 

The principle states that in ground state of atom the electrons reside in the lowest ; 
energy sub-shells available to them. In other words sub-shells are filled in order of ! 
increasing energy level. According to this rule, a new electron can enter in the sub-shell • 
when {n + l) is minimum. In case (n +1) has the same value for two or more sub-shells , 
the electron enters the sub-shell for which n is minimum. This approximate rule, ; 
sometimes called Madelung's rule, has some theoretical justification.
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For example,

(n + 0Sub-shell /n
1 0 11s

2s 2 0 2
2 32p 1
3 33s 0

3p 3 1 4
4s 4 0 4

The usual sequence in which the filling of sub-shells take place is : -

Is,2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 4s, 3d, 4p, 5s, 4d, 5p, 6s, 4/, 5d, 6p, 7s, 5/, 6d, 7p, 3 s etc 
The above sequence of energy level can be easily remembered by the diagram sln<

here.

Sequence of tbe filling of vtrlouf mb-shdls

Exception of Aufbau Principle : There are certain elements e.g. Cr, C x, Agr, 
etc. whose electronic configuration is not according to Aufbau principle. For i ixeimj;

According to this principle the electronic configuration of chromium (24) slioiilc 
Is2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d4 4s2 but actually it is Is2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d5 .

Similarly, for copper (29) 29Cu = ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d9 4s2 but actually i 
29Cu = Is2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d10 4s1 I

This is due to the fact that half filled and completely filled sub-shells (or orbitals) 
more stable. I

Actual electronic configurationElement Electronic configuration according to 
Aufbau principle

3d4 4s2 3d6 4s1Cr (24)

3d9 4s2 3d1°4s1Cu (29)

4d8 5s2 4d10Pd (46)

4d9 5s2 4d10 5s1Ag (47)

5d10 Bs15d9 6s2Au (79)

Filling of Electrons in Atomic Orbitals (or sub shells)
The distribution of electrons in various orbitals is known as electronic conf .grar at" 

of the atom. It proceeds according to the following rules :
(i) The electrons are added one by one to various orbitals as we move from 

element to the next in the order of increasing atomic numbers.

(ii) The electronic configuration is represented as nlx where n is prime: 
quantum number, its value may be 1, 2, 3, 4, ... The values of azimuthal QT-iant:
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Atomic Structurenumber 0, 1, 2, 3 are represented as s, p, d, /respectively, x is the number of electrons 
present in a particular sub shell. For example electronic configuration of He is Is2. It 
indicates that there are two electrons in first orbit and s-sub shell i.e. I = 0.

(iii) Fill the electrons according to increasing energy level of the sub-shells or 
obey Aufbau principle.

(iv) An orbital cannot contain more than two 
electrons. This is based on Pauli’s exclusion 
principle.

(v) Electrons never pair until no available empty 
orbitals of same energy are left to them. This is known as
Hund’s rule.

(vi) Energy level tend to become filled or exactly 
half filled of electrons. This is due to the fact that every ( 
system tries to acquire minimum energy for its stability 
and it is acquired by symmetry of the orbitals. Therefore 
one electron from the lower energy level goes to higher 
energy level. For example, the electronic configuration of 
chromium atom is Is2, 2s2,2pG, 3s2, 3jD6, 3d5, 4s1 and

not Is2, 2s2, 2p6, 3s2, 3p6, 3d4, 4s2. .The reason is C78'

simple that 3d5 being a half filled sub-shells is more 
stable than 3d4. Similarly, the electronic configuration 
of copper atom is [Ar], 3d10 4s1 and not [Ar], 3d9, 4s2.

Because the 3d10 being a completely filled subshells is 
more stable than 3d9.

(vii) The electronic configuration of lanthanides (ggCe to 71 Lu) and actinides
(90 Th to 103 Lw) is little different from the arrangement for other elements. The 
electronic configuration of 50 Ba is [Xe] 6s2, the next electron in 57La enters in 5d 
subshell and not 4/-subshell i.e. La is [Xe] dd1 6s2. However the subsequent electrons in 
the remaining elements of lanthanides enter the 4/-subshell (but not in 5d-subshell) in 
accordance to the arrangement as given for the other elements i.e. 
5gCe: [Xe] 4/1 5d16s2. The filling of 5d-subshell is restarted from
72Hy : [Xe] 4/14 5d26s2 only when the 4/-subsheIl is completely filled up as in 

71Lw : [Xe] 4/14 Sd1 6s2.

Similarly the electronic configuration ofggAc is [Rn] 6dJ 7s2. Now in the case of 90 Th 
the next electron enters in 5/-subshell (not a 6d-subshell). Therefore the electronic 
configuration of goTh is[Rn] 5/1 bd1 7s2. The filling of 6d-subshell is restarted after 
iosLw [R^S/^Gd^s2.

The electronic configuration of first thirty elements is given here.
Electronic configuration of the elements

18

2s
[2p,

3S
30

48
3d

4p
58

4d

5p.
6s

|1, At
5d

.60

6d 5f

6d

Alternative sequence of filling

0 P QElement . Atomic 
number

K L M N
4s 4p4d 4f 5s 5p Sd Sf 6s 6p6d 7s1s 2s 2p 3s 3p 3d

H 1 1
He 2 2
Li 3 2 1
Be 4 2 2
B 5 2 2 1
C 6 2 2 2
N 7 2 2 3
O 8 2 2 4
F 9 2 2 5
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Ne 10 2 2 6
Na 211 2 6 1
Mg 212 2 6 2
Al 13 2 2 6 2 1i

Si 2 2 214 2 6
P 15 2 2 6 2 3
S 216 2 6 2 4
Cl 2 2 6 2 517

}

Ar 18 2 2 6 2 6
K 2 2 619 2 6 1

)
Ca • 20 2 2 6 2 6 2
Sc 21 2 2 6 1 

2 6 2 
2 6 3 
2 6 5 
2 6 5 
2 6 6 
2 6 7 
2 6 8

2 6 2
Ti 222 2 6 2
V 223 2 6 2;
Or 2 2 624 1
Mn 25 2 2 6 2
Fe 26 2 2 6 2
Co 27 2 2 6 2
Ni 228 2 6 2

Cu 29 2 2 6 2 6 10 
2 6 10

1
Zn 30 2 2 6 2

• SUMMARY:

• Bohr successfully explained the structure of H-atom and hydrogen like ion sxxclrx 
He+ , LiH‘+ , Be3+ etc. But there are certain limitations.

• In hydrogen spectrum five series of lines are observed which are known as Ly m s 
Balmer, Paschen, Brakett and Pfund series.

• According to de Broglie, the wavelength (X) of a particle of mass m and vel( -city 
given by the relation \ = hi mu.

• Heisenberg's uncertainty principle : It is impossible to datermi 
simultaneously both the position and velocity (or momentum) of a small movi 
particle like an electron.

• ... The Schrodinger’s wave equation may be given as :
d2v|/ d2y 52\|/ 87r2m/r,
—if + —2 + —2 + —Z— (.E - V) \j/ = 0 

. dx2 .dy2 dz2 h

• • Schrodinger wave equation can be written in polar coordinates (r, 0, 4) in place
cartesian coordinates (x, y, z). Polar equation is very useful about the stmcLy 
orbitals.

• The shape of s, p, d and f orbital can be explained by polar coordinate equta-fcior:
• The number of nodes in any orbital may be calculated by (n - / -1).
• There are four quantum numbers (Q. No.) such as principal Q. No., Azim a-tlial 

No., Magnetic Q. No. and Spin Q. No. which are represented by n, l, rn. arxc 
respectively.

• Hund's rule: Electrons are distributed among the orbitals of a sub-shell i n. sxicl 
way as to give the maximum number of unpaired electrons and have th-C sar 
direction of spin.

• According to Pauli's exclusion principle, No two electrons in a given a tom c 
have the same four quantum numbers.

• According to Aufbau's principle the electrons are first accomodated in the oprl>ital 
• lowest energy viz. Is, 2s, 2p, 3s,3p, 4s, 3d, Ap, 5s, Ad etc.
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Atomic Structure• STUDENT ACTIVITY
1. Write the postulates of Bohr's theory of atom.

2. Discuss the spectrum of hydrogen atom.

3. Derive de Broglie's equation.

4. State Heisenberg's uncertainity principle.

5. Describe Schrodinger wave equation.

6. Discuss briefly Radial and Angular wave functions.

7. Describe all the four quantum numbers.

8. Write a note on Pauli's exclusion principle.

9. Write a note on Hund's rule.

10. Discuss {n + /) rule for distribution of electrons as different orbitals of an atom.
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• TEST YOURSELF
Answer the following questions :
1. Describe Bohr's model of hydrogen atom and its limitations.
2. Describe the spectrum of hydrogen atom.
3. Derive de Broglie’s matter wave equation.
4. Derive Schrodinger’s wave equation.
5. Discuss the significance of y and y 2.

6. Explain the differences between orbit and orbital.
7. Describe quantum numbers.
8. Write short note on :

(i) Hund's rule
(iii) Heisenberg's uncertainty principle
(iv) Aufbau principle

9. Draw the shapes of s, p and d orbitals.
10. How do you distribute the electrons in different orbitals ? Write the elec 

configuration of the atoms of atomic numbers 7, 24, 28 and 29.
11. What do you mean by node and nodal plan ?
12. The kinetic energy of an electron is 5.76 x 1015 J. Find out its wavelength.

(me =9.1 x 1(T31 kg, h =6.626 x 10'34 Js).

(ii) Pauli's exclusion principle

tronic

13. Calculate the energy emitted by an excited atom which gives a spectral lint wrfcla.
values /tj and n2 equal to 3 and 5 respectively. I

14. Find the uncertainty in the position of an electron having uncertainty in the vexoci'fcy 
6 x 10-4 ms"1.

15. de-Broglie’s equation is :

(b) x = — (d)X = -i- 
hmv

16. The preference of three unpaired electrons in the nitrogen atom can be explaine cl by: 
(a) Pauli's exclusion principle 
(c) Aufbau principle

17. Magnetic quantum number is related with :
(a) Shape of the orbital 
(c) Orientation of the orbital

18. p-orbital can accomodate

, . , mu
(a) * = — 

n
(c) X = hmv

mv

(b) Hund's rule 
(d) None of these

(b) Size of the orbital 
(d) Spin of the electron

electrons.
(a) 2 (b) 6 (c)10 (d) 14

19. Aufbau principle is not correct for :
(b) Cr and Zn

20. According to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle :

(a) E = me2.

(a) Cr and Ar (c) Cr and Cu (d) Ar and Zn

(b) A* x Ap = — 
4ti

(d) Ax x Ap = —(c) Axx Au = —
4k k

21. Which one of the following orbitals is symmetrical about x-axis :
(c) P2

22. If f = 3, then the values of magnetic quantum number will be:
(a) 0
(c) ± 2, ± 1, 0

23. Which one of the following electronic configurations is not possible :
(b) Is2 2s2 2p6

(d) Is2 2s2

(a) px (b) py (d) d 2

(b) ±3, ±2, ±1, 0 
(d) All the above

(a) Is2 2s2 2p5

(c) Is2 2s2 2p7

24. Fill in the blanks :
(i) The number of unpaired of the atom of atomic number 7 are
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Atomic Structure(ii) If there are two electrons in an orbital, their spin is............
’ (iii) The electronic configuration of the atom of atomic number 24 is
(iv) The sphere of p-orbitals is...... .........

25. Identify True (T) and False (F) statements.
(i) The de-Brogli's equation may be applied for atomic particles.
(ii) The energy level of 3d-orbital is more than that of 4s-orbital. ^
(iii) The electron density in the xy plane of 3^x2_ 2
(iv) There are three nodal plane for 3s-orbital.

orbital is maximum.

ANSWERS
13.1.55x10"22 kJ12. 0.065A 

17. (c)
22. (b)
(iii) Is2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d5 4s1 (iv) dumbell shape 25. (i) T, (ii)T, (iii) F, (iv) F.

.16. (b) 
21.(a)

14.0.1926 m 15. (b) 
20. (b)19. (c)

24. (i) Three, (ii) Opposite,
18. (a) 
23. (c)
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2
CHEMICAL BONDING

STRUCTURE
Ionic or Electrovalent Bond
General Characteristics
Types of Ions and Radius Ratio Rule
Packing of Ions
Bom-Lande’s Equation and Modelung Constant 
Bom-Haber Cycle and Solvation Energy 
Covalent Bond 
Valence Bond Theory (VBT)
Hybridisation
Bent's Rule and Resonance 
Molecular Orbital Theory (MOT)
Formal Charge
Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) Theory 
Shape of the Molecules 
Bond Length 
Fajan's Rule
Dipole Moment and ionic Character
Summary
Student Activity
Test Yourself
Answers

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going this unit you will learn :
• Nature of the ionic bond and types of the ions
• Packing of ions in the ionic crystal
• Thermal stability of the ionic compounds
• sp3, sp2 and sp hybridization and shapes of covalent molecules

• VBT and MOT for covalent compounds
• Shapes of the molecules possessing lone pair/s of electrons
• Polarity of the molecules

• 2.1. IONIC OR ELECTROVALENT BOND
According to electronic theory of valency, every element has a tendency to (!*cculi>5 

inert gas configuration (ns2 np6)of the nearest gas. This configuration may be atteiiraec 
by transference of electron(s) (Ionic valency) or by sharing of electron(s) (Covaleii.oy') 01 
by donation of lone pair(s) of electrons (Coordinate valency).

Thus ionic or electrovalent bond is formed by the transference of one or more 
electrons from one atom to another. It depends upon following three major fact;ox*s.

(i) Electron affinity of one atom should be high.
(ii) Ionisation energy of second atom should be low.
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Chemical BondingLattice energy of the compound formed should be high. 
Accordingly the properties of the ionic compounds varies.

• 2.2. CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTROVALENT COMPOUNDS
(i) They are hard crystalline solids. Hardness of these compounds increases with 

decrease in the inter-ionic distances and increase in the ionic charge.
(ii) These compounds have high melting and boiling points. Because there is a 

powerful electrostatic force of attraction between the ions in the crystal lattice.
(iii) They are soluble in polar solvents like water and liquid ammonia, but insoluble 

in organic solvents. Some compounds such as sulphate and phosphate of barium are 
insoluble in water. This is due to the fact that their lattice energy is higher than 
solvation energy.

(iv) They have polar nature. The linkage between the oppositely charged ions (poles) 
is non rigid and non directional.

(v) In crystalline state they are bad conductor of electricity because ions are not 
movable. But their aqueous solutions conduct electricity due to availability of free ions.

(vi) They are incapable of exhibiting any type of isomerism,
(vii) They undergo fast reactions.
(viii) They are highly brittle.
(ix) They have high density.

• 2.3. TYPES OF IONS
Ions are of two types, known as cations and anions.

Formation of Cations
These are formed by the removal of electron(s) from the outermost orbit of the atom. 

As the number of removal electron increases, charge on the cation increases and it 
becomes more and more difficult. In other words, it is easier to form univalent cation 
than divalent cation and trivalent cation etc. To explain this we consider the formation 
of AICI3 (s). It is a covalent compound, but in aqueous solution it becomes ionic 
compound or it forms Al3+ (aq). The reason is .that the sum of first three ionisation 
energies is very large (5113.9 kJ mol'1).

Al(g)---->M+(g) + e~ (XK)! = 577.4 kJmol-1 ;l
Al+ (g)---->Al2+(g) + e~ (LR)2 =183a0kJmor1

Al2+ (g)--- > Al3+ (g) + e~ (IE.)3 = 2703.5 kJ mol'1
Al(g)---»Al3+(g) + 3e“ (LK) = 5113.9 kJmol -1

while rarely more than 1500 kJ mole'1 energy is available when combination of atoms 
takes place. Due to this fact, generally the elements of 13 and 14 groups do not form 
ionic compound. >

But when A1C13 (s) is added in water it liberates too much energy (i.e., hydration 
energy is very large). This available energy is sufficient to release three electrons from 
aluminium atom and it becomes trivalent aluminium ion (Al3+).

AICI3 + 6H20 [A1 (H20)6]3+ (Cn3 or
AICI3 . 6H20 + Hydration energy

It is clear from the discussion that why does A1 not form Al3+ ion easily and it forms 
covalent compounds preferably. In the same way we can discuss other examples ef the 
elements of group 14. ■ j

hi!. h
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Formation of Anions >

Anions are formed by the addition of electron(s) to the neutral atom which is relatec 
to electron affinity. The elements of groups 17 and 16 form anions of one and twc 
negative charge easily, this has been discussed. Now we consider the formation of* N"-

ions (group 15). To get these ions three electrons are to be added in nicro^en— 
atom which requires too much energy, which is ordinarily not available in chenxicstl 
reactions. Hence the formation of such ions is rare. In the same way we may expla in for 
other atoms of group 15. In the case of the elements of group 14 it is too difficult to form 
C4-, Si

Size Effect: The size of the cation is always smaller than that of the correspoiLding 
atoms. It is due to increase of effective nuclear charge (Z€ff). As the charge on the elation 

increases, Zeu increases and size of the cation decreases i.e., order of size of the cation is 
M > M+ > M*+ > M3+ and so on. On the other hand the size of the anion is always 

greater than that of the corresponding atoms. It is due to the decrease of the Zeff, Ais tiio 
charge on the anion increases, Ze^ decreases and size of the anion increases t.e.,(S>rcler 
of size of the anion is M < M~ < M2“ and so on.

Packing of Ions in Crystals
In ionic crystals the units occupying lattice points are cations and anions. These are 

closely packed. For example in NaCl, the units are Na+ ions and Cl” ions. Oppos Ltely 
charged ions are held by coulombic force of attraction which are very strong. Therefore 
the amount of energy required to separate ions from one another is very high.

It has been shown that the particles are closely packed in the crystals even then 
there is some empty space left in between the spheres. This is known as interstice^ Cor 
interstitial site or holes or empty space or voids). The interstices are of two types

(i) Tetrahedral interstices : We have seen that in hexagonal close packing 
and cubic close packing (ccp) each sphere of second layer touches with three sphere 
first layer. Thus they leave a small space in between 
which is known as tetrahedral site or interstices 
(figure). Since a sphere touches three sphere in the 
below layer and three spheres of the above layer hence 
there are two tetrahedral sites associated with one 
sphere. It may be noted that a tetrahedral site does not 
mean that the site is tetrahedral in geometry but it 
means that this site is surrounded by four spheres and 
the centres of these four spheres lie at the apices of a 
regular tetrahedron.

(ii) Octahedral interstices : Hexagonal close

3—

andP3-

4- •ions etc.

i
& of

/t> Tetrahedral
^-Sid4

1 /

Tetrahedral interstices.

packing (hep) and cubic close packing (ccp) also form another type of interstices (or si t 
which is called octahedral site (or interstices). In figure two layers of close paclcecl
spheres are shown. The spheres of first layer are shown by full circles while that 
second layer by dotted circles. Two triangles 
are drawn by joining the centres of three 
touching spheres of both the layers. The apices 
of these triangles point are in opposite 
directions. On super-imposing these triangles 
on one another an octahedral site is created. It 
may be noted that an octahedral site does not 
mean that the hole is octahedral in shape but it 
meajis that this site is surrounded by six nearest 
neighbour lattice points arranged octahedrally.

of

Octahedral interstices.
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Chemical Bonding* 2.4. RADIUS RATIO RULE
We know that, in ionic crystals, the coordination number of ions and geometric 

shapes of the crystal depends upon their radius ratio (r/i?).
Let us discuss the role of radius ratio by taking the example of molecule AB3. 

Therefore A+ is surrounded by three B“ ions. If the size of A+ is such that all the three 
B~ ions are touching with each other as well as with A+ (r/i? a 0.155). In this case force 
of attraction among oppositely charged ions is quite strong. But the B" ions are also 
touching with each other therefore there will be stronger repulsion. If the size of A+ is 
bigger (i.e., r/R > 0.155), the force of attraction will be quite strong but force of 
repulsion due to B” ions will be quite small. If the size of A+ is smaller (i.e.,rl R < 
0.155) i.e.,A+ ion is not touching B" ions the force of attraction will be weak and force 
of repulsion will be high i.e, crystal will be unstable.

In short we may state that radius ratio (r/i?) ranging between 0.155-0.225 trigonal 
site will be preferred in which coordination number of cation is 3.

Similarly r/R ranging between 0.225—0.414 tetrahedral site will be preferred in 
which coordination number of cation is 4. In the range 0.414-0.732, octahedral site 
(C.N. of cation 6) will be adopted by the cation. Above 0.732 cubic site (C.N. of cation 8) 
will be favoured.

Evidently radius ratio (r/R) plays a very important role in deciding the stable 
structure of ionic crystal. Larger cations prefer occupying larger holes (cubic etc.) and 
smaller cations prefer occupying smaller holes (tetrahedral etc.). The preferred 
direction of the structure with increase in the radius ratio is as follows :

Plane triangularTetrahedral-^^* OctahedralCubic 

Limiting Radius Ratio for Various Types of Sites
Structural

arrangement
Coordination 

number of cation Exampler/R

Plane Trigonal Boron oxide0.155-0.225 3

ZnS0.225 - 0.414 4 Tetrahedral

Square Planar0.414-0.732 4

Sodium halides, AgCI, MgOOctahedral0.414 - 0.732 6

Cubic CsCl.CsBr, TICI0.732-1.000 8

Example 1. A solid A+ B~ has NaCl type close packed structure. If the anion has a 
radius of250pm what should be the ideal radius for the cation ? Can a cation C+ having 
a radius of 180 pm be slipped into the tetrahedral site of the crystal A+ B~ ? Give reason 
for your answer.

Solution. In Na+Cl- crystal each Na+ ion is surrounded by 6 Cl" ions and vice 
versa. Thus Na+ ion is placed in octahedral hole.

The limiting radius ratio of octahedral site = 0.414 

— = 0.414or
R

Given that R = 250 pm
r = 0.414f? = 0.414 x 250 pm or r = 103.5 pm

Thus, ideal radius for cation (A+) is 103.5 pm. 

We know that (r/R) for tetrahedral hole is 0.225.

- = 0.225
R
r = 0.2257? = 0.225 x 250 = 56.25 pmor
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Thus, ideal radius for cation is 56.25 pm for tetrahedral hole. But the radiug of C ^ : 
180 pm. It is much larger than ideal radius i.e., 56.25 pm. Therefore we can ihot sli 
cation C+ into the tetrahedral site. I

Summary of Various Structure of Tonic Crystalline Solids I

No. pf 
units 

(AB) per 
unit celt

Crystal
Structure

Coordination
NumberCharacteristics r/R Example*?

Rock salt 
(NaCI-type)

Na+ -> 6 
CP ->6

1. 0.414-0.732 4 Halides of Li, 
Na, K ahd F*fc>; 
NHjCl IMH4.Br.

AgR. 
AgBr, Oxides of 
Mg, Ca, Ti . Fo,

CP ions in ccp, 
Na+ ions occupy 

octahedralall
NKjlvoids.

Ni

S ions in ccp, 
Zn2+ ions occupy 
alternate 
tetrahedral voids.

Zn2+ ^ 4 
S2- 6

2. Zinc blende 
(ZhS-type)

0.225-0.414 ZnS.BeS, HgS, 
CuCI.
Cul, Agl

4
OuBr,

S2~ ions in hep, 
Zn2+ as in Zinc 
blends.

Zn2+ -►4 
S2" -4 4

3. Wurtzite
(ZnS-type)

0.225-0.414 ZnS, ZnO,4
BeO, CdS

4. Caesium
Chloride
(CsCI-type)

0.732 -r 1.000 Cs+ -► 8
cr ^8

1 CsCI, Cs 
Csl, CsC

CP ions in bcc, 
Cs+ ions in the 
body of cube. -

Ca2+ ions in ccp, 
F~ ions occupy all 
tetrahedral voids.

CaS

2+5. Fluonte
(CaF^-type)

0.225-0.414 4 Fluorides of Ca, 
Sr, Ba, Cd, Hg. 
Chlorides of Ba,

Ca ->8
F ” ->8

Sr

O2 ions in ccp, 
Li* ions occupy all 
tetrahedral voids.

6. Anti-fluorite
(L^O-type)

Li* -4 4 
O2' ^8

0.225-0.414 4 Na2QK2d>, 
Na2S, K2S.

Limitations
Radius ratio rule is applicable only the packing of rigid spheres. But larger anions 

are easily polarised thus they do not behave as rigid spheres. Due to polarisation. s\xcli 
anions tend to form covalent bonds. Since covalent bonds are directional hence 1 aditis 
ratio rule is not applicable.

It is important to note that although radius ratio value is useful guide to guess the 
geometry of the molecule, but there are many exceptions where they predict the 
structure. Therefore it is necessary to examine the assumptions behind the radius 
concept if they are valid. These assumptions are :

(i) That bonding is 100% ionic.

(ii) That ions are spherical in shape.

(iii) That accurate values of ionic radii are known.

(iv) That ions behave as hard inelastic spheres.

(v) That ions always adopt the highest possible coordination number.

(vi) That stable arrangements are only possible if the cations and anions touLCla. 
each other.

ratio
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Chemical Bonding• 2.5. LATTICE ENERGY IN IONIC SOLIDS
The lattice energy may be defined as, “The amount of energy released when cations 

and anions (in gaseous state) are brought from infinity to their respective lattice sites in 
a crystal to form one mole of the ionic solid”. It is expressed as U. Thus,

^-►AB(s)A+ (g)+B“ (g) (U = Lattice energy)

Since energy is released in this process hence it is an exothermic process. In this 
process potential energy of the systems decreases. It is important to note according to 
first law of thermodynamic it should be expressed with negative sign.

On the other hand, if one mole of A+ B" (s) absorbes energy V to change into A+ (g) 
and B” (g) then it will be endothermic process and it has positive sign.

+ 17 + A+(g) + B" (g)A+ B" (s)

It means higher the value of U, higher is the stability of the ionic compound.

Evidently the lattice energies of the ionic compounds are very high. This is due to 
strong force of attraction. The lattice energy decreases as bond length increases and 
increases as we move from uni-univalent ionic solids, to uni-bivalent ionic solids and to 
bi-bivalent ionic solids.

Calculations of Lattice Energy *
. The lattice energy of ionic solids can be calculated by considering two types of forces 

operating between the ions of the crystals. These forces are:

(i) Electrostatic forces of attraction acting between oppositely charged ions 
(cations and anions).

(ii) Repulsive forces-due to inter-penetration of electron charge clouds.
Let us calculate the magnitude of these forces considering the example of NaCl.

(i) Attractive forces between cations and anions : According to Coulomb's law 
of inverse square,

(Zie)(-Z2 e)F =
r2

where Zi and Z2 are the charges on the cation and anion, e is the electronic charge and r 
is the bond length (or internuclear distance between the ions).

Now if one of the ions is moved under the influence of attraction of the other from
infinity through a small distance dr, the work done in the process may be given as,

(Z1e)(-Z2 e)
... (i)Work done = dr

r2
(Zle)(-Z2 e)r=rOn integration Work done = J dr

r2r=oo

(Zie)(—Z2 e)
Work done =

r
. But according to definition, work done is equal to the electrostatic potential energy 

between the two ions. Thus

Attractive potential energy =
(Zie)(—Z2 e)

... (ii)
r

(ii) Repulsive interactions due to interpenetration of electron charge 
clouds : When cation and anion approach close to each other, there is repulsion 
between them due to same charge on the electrons. This repulsive interaction may be 
given as :

be2
...(hi)P.E repulsion

r"
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where 6 is repulsion coefficient, eis the electronic charge and n is called Born exp>on« 
The repulsion coefficient measures the strength of the repulsive force and 
upon the particular ion present. The value of n depends upon the type of < lecture 
configuration of the ion. Its value increases with increase in electron density ai OAjmd 
ions. The value of n is 7, 9, 10 and 12 for the ion having 10, 18, 36 and 54 
respectively.

P-^net =I>-E- + P.E. repulsiveattractive

P.Enet -
rnr

The eq. (iv) is called Born equation.

It is clear from the eq. (iv) that repulsive 
forces increase more rapidly than attractive 
forces as the value ofr decreases. Born equation 
is mainly used in the calculation of energy 0 
released if a cation and anion, which are 
separated by an infinite distance in gaseous 
state are brought together in a crystal at a r 
distance r from each other.

$

Wf
& w

Now, we illustrate the application of Born 4 
equation to a NaCl crystal. We know that in 
NaCl crystal Na + and Cl" ions are arranged in a 
definite geometry. Therefore it is necessary to 

• consider P.E

2r 1Inter-ionic distance in NaCl rystal

and P.E between all of them.attractive
In a crystal of NaCl (figure) the potential at a Na+ results from

(i) 6 Cl' ions at a distance r.
(ii) 12 otherNa+ ions at a distance V2r

repulsive

(iii) 8 more CP ions at a distance V3 r

(iv) 6 other Na+ ions at a distance 2r.

(v) 24 more CP ions at a distance -/Sr.

(vi) 24 more Na+ ions at a distance V6r and so on.

Using the above data, potential energy may be calculated as :
6e2 12e2 8e2 6e2 24e2 24e2

(P.E)i  -------+ --=-------p— + —:-------^- + -^- + ....
r V2r v3r 2r V5r V6r

L _^2 + _8_ _ 6 + ^4 _ 24 
r [ V2 + V3 2+ Vs V6 --- <

where (P.E)! is the potential energy due to attraction. For Na+ Cl crystal the value 
Zjand Z2 is 1. The quantity in the bracket is the sum of an infinite series and is callc 
Madelung constant for NaCl crystal. Its value is 1.747558 for NaCl. Since thi|s vstlx; 

depends only on the geometry of the crystal hence all the crystals of NaCl type have tl: 
same value of Madelung constant. If this constant is represented by A then fix-*
term may be expressed as :

A.Z^e2
(P.E)i ... <v

r

The value of Madelung constants for same common crystal structure are given in. "til 
following table:
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Madelung constant for some common crystal structure Chemical Bonding

Coordination number of 
ions

Madelung
ConstantCrystal Structure Example

Na+ : 6; CP: 6Sodium Chloride NaCI 1.7475

Cs+ : 8; Cl": 8 

Zn2+ ; 4; S= : 4 

Zn2+ : 4; S=: 4 

Ca2+ : 8; r: 4 

Ti4+ : 6; 0= : 3 

Cd2+ : 6; I": 3

1.7627Cesium Chloride CsCI

1.6381Zinc blende ZnS

Wurtzite ZnS 1.6410

CaFgFluorite 5.0388
4*

Ti02 4.8160Rutile

Cdl2 4.7100Cadmium iodide

Now we consider the second term of Born equation. In NaCI crystal each Na+ ion 
is surrounded by 6 Cl" ions hence the term 6e2/rn maybe written as 6 6e2/rn orB/r" 
where jB = 66e2 and is known as, Born coefficient or repulsion coefficient. 
Therefore the equation (iv) may be written as

A.Z2 e2 B
(P-E)net =“ + —

r"r
-A.Z2 e2.r-1 + Br~nP.E ... (vii)or net ”

where A = Madelung constant; Z^ and are replaced by 2 as ^ = Z2 = Z.
When attractive and repulsive forces are equally balanced a state of stable 

equilibrium position is attained. Thus the term B may be eliminated. At this state the 
potential energy of the ion is minimum and d(P.E)/dr = 0. The inter-ionic distance, r 
may be taken as r0. By differentiating the eq. (vii) with respect to r, we get

— (P.R) = -—AZVr"1* —Br~n
dr drdr

— CP.E) = + AZ2e2r“2 
dr

When r = tq, then —(P.E.) = 0.

-n-l- nBror

dr
(-n-l)0 = + AZ2e2r0'2 - riBr^ 

AZ2e2r~2 -or

nBn-lor ro AZ2e2
i

( nB n-l ... (viii)r0 =or
{AZ2e2

AZVrf-1
B = ...(ix)and

n
On substituting the value of Bin eq. (vii), we get

AZ2e2r0n-lA.Z2 e2
(P.E)0 =- +

nr0nro

AZ2e2 AZ2e2

ro nr0
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1--1
r0 n

Since the unit of lattice energy (t/0) is given in per mole hence;

t7o=^0x(P-£)
Where Nq is Avogadro's number

N0AZ2e2(l
... (--1

r0 \n

Since n is always more than 1, hence Uq would be negative. The eq. (xi) is k[nowxi 
Born-Lande's equation.

Conclusions from Born equation : From eq. (xi) we may derive some iiAjpoirfcs 
conclusions which are as follows :

i •.

(1) The higher the charge on cation and anion, the greater would be the 
lattice energy (t/o)or greater would be the stability of the crystal e.g.,

Na+F" < Mg++F~ < Mg++0=

2882

K+F" < Ca++F“

2580

v&lIxxg

i

3932 (kJ mol-1)914

< Ca++0=
3520 (kJ mol-1)

(2) The smaller the interionic distance the greater would be the magnitude < ►£ la-tt: 
energy (Uq) or greater would be the stability of the crystal e.g.,

Size of M+ ion Li+ < Na+ < K+ < Rb+ < Cs+
Lattice energy of 1034 914 812 780 744

fluorides (kJ mol-1)

Size of X- ion ■ F" < Cl~ < Br” < 1“
Lattice energy of 1034 840 781 718
Li+ (kJ mol-1)

SizeofM++ ion 
Lattice energy of 4540 
oxides (kJ mol-1)

(3) The higher the value of A (Madelung constant, which depends upon t:
coordination number and geometry of the crystal) the greater would be Uq. 1

(4) The higher value of n (Born exponent, which is measurement of t' 
compressibilities of ionic crystal) greater would be the value of lattice energy.

Kapustinskii noticed following facts about the ionic crystals :

(i) If the Madelung constants for a number of structures are divided loy t 
number of ions per formula unit, almost same value is obtained for all structu ros.

(ii) This value increases with increase in coordination number, due to ixiciroa 
of ionic radii with increase in coordination number.

Thus he proposed following equation to calculate the value of lattice energyL kiap-v 
as Kapustinskii equation.

812

+ + + + + + + + + +Be < Mg < Ca < Sr < Ba
3932 3520 3325 3108

125200v£+ Z_ 34.5
r0 J

where v is the number of ions per molecule e.g., v = 3 for BaCl2 ,Li20 etc. and Aq is t. 
sum of the ionic radii of the ions.

Ve-
ro
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Chemical Bonding ,Correction of Born - Lande’s equation : The eq. (xi) may be further improved by 
considering the following correction factors :

(i) van der Waals forces between the ions.

(ii) Zero point energy of the crystals. This type of energy is due to vibration of 
the ion in the crystal.

(hi) Resonance energy. This type of energy is due to the covalent nature of the 
ionic bond upto some extent.

Example 2. Calculate the lattice energy of NaCl crystal with the help of 
Born-Lande's equation from the following data :

e = 4.8 x 10 6.S.U., A = 1.7476, ro=2.76A-10

Solution. According to Born-Lande’s equation,
N0AZ2e2(l

U = --1
ro n

HereiV0 = 6.023xl023mor1, A = 1.7476, Z = l,e = 4.8x 10-10 e.s.u,

= 2.76 A= 2.76x 10“8 cm, and n=(l/2)(7 + .9) = 8

[We know that n = 1 for Na+ ion and n = 9for Cl” ion, hence n =(7 + 9)/2 = 8J.

r0 *

Qn substituting these values in the above equation
6.023 x 1023 mol-1 (1.7476) (l)2 (4.8 x lO-10 esu) 2 /

u = -8 82.76 x 10 cm
12 (e.s.u)2 -imol= -7.688x 10

cm
= -7.688 x 1012 erg mol-1 

= -7.688x 105 Jmol”1

= -768.8 kj mol-1.

i

• 2.6. BORN-HABER CYCLE :
Since the direct determination of the lattice energy of the compound is not easy 

hence it is determined indirectly with the help of a thermochemical cyclic process. This 
cyclic process is known as Born-Haber cycle.

The formation of an ionic compound from'its constituent elements proceed in a 
number of steps. For example, the formation of one mole of sodium chloride from 
sodium and chlorine atoms may be represented as follows :

Sublimation Ionisation
»Na+ {g) + e■> Na (g)Na(s)

IS

(+ e ) ElectronDissociation\c\2(g) *C1(S) affinity E1/2 Z)

Crystal formation
Na+ (g) + Cr(g) + NaCl(s)u

I = Ionisation energy of sodium 
S = Sublimation energy of sodium metal 
D = Dissociation energy of molecular chlorine 
E = Electron affinity of chlorine atom 
U = Lattice energy of sodium chloride

where
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The Bom-Haber cycle may be represented as :

Na+ (9) + Cl (9) Na+ (g) + Cl (g)

-6
+ 800-•

+ 1/2D Na+(9) ♦ CP (9)

Na4(g) 1/2 Cl2 (g)

T. + 7
§ + 400- •
2 Na (g) + 1/2 Cl2 (9) -U
>N

E».
c + SHI

0-
Na(s) + 1/2CI2(g)

AHf

- 400-•
NaCI (g)

Bom-Haber cycle for the formation of NaCI.

The enthalpy of formation of sodium chloride (A#f) may be given as : 

AHf =S + -D + 1 + E + U
2

The higher is the negative value of heat of formation, the greater will be the stalDil: 
of ionic compound produced.

Applications :

The lattice energy is very important to explain some properties of the ionic ci y stal.
(i) Solubility of ionic crystals in different solvents : When any ionic c ry stal 

dissolved in solvent the crystal lattice is reptured and crystal dissolves in solv sxit:- T 
required energy is obtained due to interaction of ions and solvent i.e., solvatio x of* io 
(In the case of water as solvent, then it is called hydration of ion and energy is call 
hydration energy). If solvation process is an exothermic process then the sblvati 
energy is utilized in rapturing the crystal lattice. Therefore the solvents whi[clx t Ixa 

high dielectric constants, such as water, liq. NH3 ,liq. HF etc., are good solvents fox*' iox 
solids. On the other hand the solvents which have low dielectric constants, sxxclx 
benzene, ether, carbon tetrachloride etc. are not good solvents for ionic compoviixcis.

On the basis of above discussion we can explain the less solubility of the sal-ts 
alkaline earth metals (Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba) with polyvalent anions (SOJ ,PO^ ,C2( > ^ ■ etc
The lattice energy of such compounds is too higher than their hydration energ y.

(ii) Stability of ionic compounds: We know that stability of the ionic con ijsoxirx 
depends upon the lattice energy. The higher value of lattice energy means lairg 
attractive forces between the cations and anions and higher is the stability. Tixerefo 
the magnitude properties such as melting point, boiling point, enthalpy of forxxxa'fcic 
enthalpy of sublimation would be high due to higher lattice energy.

Example 3. Calculate the lattice energy of NaCI crystal. The heat of sublimcition, 
sodium is 108.8 kJ mo/-1, the heat of dissociation of chlorine gas is 242.7 kj m( *1 ~ ^ t

— *3<SC

— 41C
ionisation energy of sodium is 498.3 kj mol-1, the electron affinity of chlorine is 
kJ mo/-1 and the heat of formation of solid sodium chloride from its elements is 
kJ mol-1.
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Solution. The cycle for the formation of solid sodium chloride can be represented as Chemical Bonding
above.

Atf/=S+-D+I+E+U 
' 2

-U =S + -D + I + E-MIf 2 ;

Substituting the different values on the right hand side, we get:
-U = 108.8 + i (242.7) + 498.3 - 380.7 + 410.9

U =-758.65 kJ mol-1.

Hence,

or

or

• 2.7. SOLVATION ENERGY
When an ionic solid is added in solvent, the cations and anions present in ionic solid 

are surrounded by negative and positive ends of the solvent molecules respectively. As 
a result of that the charge on cations and anions is partly neutralised and the solvent 
molecules act as an insulating sphere. This insulating effect is known as dielectric 
effect. Thus ion-dipole interaction takes place due to which there is loose combination 
between the ions and solvent molecules is called solvation and the energy released in 
the process is called solvation energy. If solvent is water, these terms are called 
hydration and hydration energy. For example

M+ n (g) + aq.

Evidently as the hydration energy increases solubility of ionic solid increases. The 
ions with small size and high charge are heavily hydrated and are having maximum 
hydration energy. Therefore the order of hydration energy of Li+ ,Na+ and K+ is 
Li+ > Na+ >K+.

* M+n (cm?.) + Hydration energy

On the basis of above discussion we may conclude that dissolution of ionic solids in 
water depends upon their lattice energy and hydration energy. These two terms are 
related with enthalpy of solution (AH') as :

AH = Hydration energy — Lattice energy

It is interesting to note that solubilities of silver halides are lower than alkali metal 
halides while their lattice energies are of the same order as that of alkali metal halides. 
This is due to the fact that silver halides undergo appreciable polarisation due to their 
electronic configuration (4s2 4p6 4c?10) and hence appreciable change from ion to 
covalent character. On the other hand alkali metal ions are not polarised too much due 
to ns np configuration.

• 2.8. COVALENT BOND
First of all Lewis (1916) explained the formation of covalent bond in terms of 

electrons. According to Lewis the atoms (similar or dissimilar) may combine with one 
another by- sharing of electrons in their valency shell to acquire the electronic 
configuration of nearest inert gas. Such types of bonds are known as covalent bond 
and the compounds are known as covalent compounds.

If similar atoms share their electron, the bond formed is called non-polar covalent 
bond. In the case of dissimilar atoms, the bond formed is termed as polar covalent 
bond. If both the atoms have been sharing one, two or three electrons each : single, 
double or triple covalent bonds would be formed, these bonds are represented by single 
line (-), two lines (=) and three lines (=) respectively.

Now we give certain examples of covalent compounds by electron dot representation 
(Lewis structures).
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H* + *H H : H or H —HAtomic Structure, Bonding and 
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:C\:C\:CI- + -Cl: or Cl — Cl

:q: + :0: :o::o: or 0 = 0
:N* + IN: :N:iN: or N=N

H:o:HH* + -0- + *H or H —0 —H

3IH*] +■ -N- or H — N — H
H H

H .H
4 [H*] + -C- H:c:H or H — C — H

H H
:0: + :c: + :o: :0::c::o: or 0 = 0 = 0 

H H
or H — C = C — M

H H
H:C::C:H2 [H*] + -C: + :C- + 2 [*H]----- ►

H- + -Cl + :C* + -H ----- ►

Characteristics of Covalent Compounds
(i) These compounds are slightly soluble in water but highly soluble in ourgfa: 

solvents.

(ii) The covalent bond is generally rigid and directional hence 1 Ixere 
possibility of position isomerism and stereo-isomerism among such compound s.

(iii) Generally covalent compounds are gases or liquids with low boiling ;pox:n. 
The solid covalent compounds have generally low melting points.

(iv) Covalent compounds do not dissociate or conduct electricity.

(v) The rate of reaction of covalent compounds are much slower as compared
ionic compounds. I

(vi) Covalent compounds, generally, from three types of crystals such as (a) 
which the molecules are held by van der Waal’s forces e.g., sulphur, phosplxor 
pentoxide, iodine etc. (b) in which a giant molecule is formed e.g., silicon Dar"k>ic 
diamond etc. and (c) in which separate lattice layers are formed e.g., graphite ^-fcc.

(vii) These compounds are soft, non-brittle and waxy due to weak forces.

Covalency : According to Lewis, the number of electrons that an atom con :ri'h>'ui't 
for sharing in a covalent bond is known as its covalency. As shown above the covalen 
of H, Cl, 0, N and C is 1, 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

Variable Covalency
Generally the covalency of an element is equal to number of unpaired e. ectroj 

present in s-and j>orbitals in its valency shell in ground state. But the elements wlxic 
contain d-orbitals in their valence shell configurations (S, P, Cl, Br etc.) show ^ 'aria.to 
covalency. Because these elements get excited, the paired electrons of p-orbitals toecon 
unpaired and one or more electrons shift to d-orbitals. Sometimes even paired electroi 
of s-orbitals become unpaired and such elements exhibit more than one covaler icy. F 
example, phosphorus from PCI3 and PCI5 (covalency 3 and 5), sulphui forn 
SCl2,SCl4,SF6 (covalency 2, 4, 6), chlorine forms different covalent compoun is wil 
covalency 1, 3, 5 and 7 etc. The variable covalency of the elements of 3rd and to.igin.« 
periods is due to increase of number of unpaired electrons (n) due to different excibr 
states.

uH:C::C:H or H — CsC —
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3p 3d3s Chemical Bonding
P-atom in 

ground state [S rrrm ■ (/? = 3 ;
J covalency = 3)

m (/7« 5;
covalency = 5)

P-atom in 1st 
excited state t t t

0 1 til f 11 

0 111111
S-atom in 

ground state
S-atom in 1st 
excited state

(n = 2;
covalency = 2)
(n ~ 4 ; "'0 
covalency = 4)
(n = 6 ;
covalency = 6)

t
S-atom in llnd 
excited state m t tt t
Cl-atom in 

ground state
Cl-atom in 1st 
excited state

0 00TT 

0 I0^T 

0 111111

(n = 1 ;
covalency = 1) 
(ft — 3;
covalency = 3) 

(n *= 5 ;
covalency = 5) 
(n - 7;
covalency = 7)

t
Cl-atom in llnd 
excited state t t

mCl-atom in Mlrd 
excited state f t t t

Wave Mechanical Treatment of Covalent Bond

Actually speaking treatment of the covalent bond is far more difficult than treatment of 
the electrovalent bond, because here we have to understand

(i) What type of forces exist which keep the electron pair in contact with the two 
atoms ?

(ii) What is the bond energy ?
(Hi) What is geometry of the covalent compound ?

(iv) How the electrons are arranged ?
(v) Why covalent bond is formed ?
The answer of such questions may be given by Wave Mechanical Treatment of 

Covalent Bond. This is based On :
(i) Valence Bond Theory (V.B.T.)

(ii) Molecular Orbital Theory (M.O.T.)

• 2.9. VALENCY BOND THEORY
According to Lewis concept, a covalent bond is formed by the mutual sharing of 

electrons between the two atoms. This concept could not explain the nature of forces 
which hold the two atoms together in a covalent molecule. In order to explain the 
nature of these forces, Heitler and London in 1927 put forwarded valency bond theory 
which was later on extended by Pauling and Slater in 1931. This theory is based upon 
the pairing and resultant neutralization of opposed electron spins. Heitler and London 
calculated the energy of two interacting f 
hydrogen atoms when they are brought 
from large distance to form a hydrogen _ 
molecule. The energy curves so obtained 
may be represented as in Figure.

2>
The spin of the electrons of two ® 

hydrogen atoms may be in the same ® 
direction, i.e., H (t) and H(T) or in the 1 
opposite directions, H'(t) and H (i). When ® 
two hydrogen atoms having similar spin o. 
of their electrons are brought nearer to 
one another, the potential energy of the

>.

Separated
atoms

Internuclear distance (A)
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system increases as shown by curve I. This is due to the strong repulsive forces t>et;w€ 
the electrons of similar spin. When two hydrogen atoms having opposite spin, of* tin 
electrons are brought nearer to one another, the potential energy of the syst 
decreases as shown by curve II. As the distance between the two atoms decrees ss „ tln< 
occurs an increase in the force of attraction and ultimately a critical inte rinu.cl 
distance is reached at which the potential energy of the system is minimum. Or l fvxirfcl: 
decreasing the internuclear distance, the potential energy of the system, ages 
increases. This is because at such short distances, the forces of repulsion betv^eean t 
two nuclei predominate and the molecule becomes unstable. The dissociation en-ergy 
H2 molecule is 103.2 kcals/mole, i.e., it is the energy required to dissociate H2 molecx 
into atoms. Thus, it is evident that the same amount of energy will be released wJ-xen t 
bond is formed between two hydrogen atoms. The minima in curve II shoWs t>o 
formation.

At critical internuclear distance, the electron of one atom moves to the other" a.-fcc
and vice versa, i.e., an exchange of electrons may take place. Each electron has am ecji. 
possibility of being found on either atom and each nucleus may be associated watlx t>c 
electrons. Thus, it is not possible to distinguish the two electrons after thte t>o: 
formation, i.e., it cannot be said as to which electron belongs to which atom) JOuie 
exchange of electrons, the exchange forces develop which further stabilize the mjolecu..

The formation of a stable bond between two atoms having electrons of opposite s jp 
is also in accordance with Pauli’s exclusion principle. Each electron possesses 
magnetic dipole because of its spin. When the spin of two electrons is opposite irx i 
orbital, the mutual neutralization of dipole moments results in an attractive for 
which is responsible for holding the atoms together in a molecule. According tc • orToit 
concept, a covalent bond is formed by the overlapping of atomic orbitals. As s. resxf 
there is an increase in the electron density wherever overlapping occurs, i.e., at: tl 
midpoint between the two atoms. Thus, the electrostatic attraction between th 2 nixcl 
and accumulated electron cloud is responsible for holding the atoms together in 
molecule.

The theory can be extended to other molecules if their atoms have irxjpair 
electrons. If the electrons are not unpaired in the ground state, there must be jparese: 
vacant orbitals of slightly higher energy of the same main energy level to accom rnoda 
the previously paired electrons in the separate orbitals. The energy needed to mxpa 
the electrons is utilized from the ener^ released when a covalent bond is formed- Tta/vx 
nitrogen with outer configuration 2s* 2pi 2ply 2p\ can form only three bonds as :
NCI3. Nitrogen cannot form NClj as it does not have vacant d-orbitals to accorntnocLa1 
one of the unpaired 2s electrons. On the other hand, phosphorus with aix oixtc 
configuration 3s2 Zp\ 3pJ, Zp\ can form PCI5 also as phosphorus atom has vacar
d-orbitals to accommodate one of the unpaired 3s electrons.

Limitations of valency bond theory : This theory does not explain :
(i) The formation of co-ordinate bond in which shared pair of electrons 

contributed by only one of the combining atoms.
(ii) The paramagnetic nature of oxygen molecule.
(iii) The structure of odd electron molecules or ions where no pairing of electron 

takes place.
(iv) The directional nature of covalent bond.
(v) The formation and structure of several compounds involving resonance an 

hybridization.
Pauling-Slater Theory: Pauling and Slater (1931) accepted the essential fe attire 

of Heitler-London theory and they extended it to make it more general and xlso t 
account for the directional nature of covalent bonds. According to this theory :

(i) The greater the overlapping of atomic orbitals, the greater will t>© tlx 
strength of the bond formed. Thus, the strength of the bond is directly proportional t 
the extent of overlapping of the two atomic orbitals.
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Chemical Bonding(ii) The overlapping takes place between orbitals of only those electrons which 
are involved in the bond formation, i.e., outermost orbitals containing valency 
electrons.

(iii) The s-orbital is spherically symmetrical, i.e., its electron density is 
uniformly distributed around the nucleus. When such an orbital is involved in the bond 
formation, the electrons will not show any directional preference.

(iv) The electron density of all other orbitals is directed in certain specified 
direction in space. For example, in the case of p-orbitals it is directed towards the three 
axes, i.e.,X,YandZ. These orbitals will form a bond in the directionof greatest electron 
density.

(v) Of the two orbitals having same energy, the one which is more directionally 
concentrated will form a stronger bond. For example, durable shaped p-orbital will 
form stronger bond than spherically symmetrical s-orbital.

Structures of Some Molecules on the Basis of Overlapping of Atomic 
Orbitals :

(i) Hydrogen molecule (a—s overlapping) : The hydrogen atom has la1 orbital 
and is, therefore, available for bond formation. In the formation of hydrogen molecule 
two s-orbitals overlap (s—s overlapping) and form a covalent bond.

Formation of H2 molecule by s - s overlapping

(ii) Fluorine molecule (p—p overlapping) : The electronic configuration of 
fluorine is Is2 2s2 2pxz 2py2 2pz1.In this atom one unpaired electron is present in
the 2p orbital. In the formation of fluorine molecule, two such orbitals overlap (p— p 
overlapping) and form a covalent bond.

The formation of Cl 2 and Br2 molecules may be explained in a similar manner.
(iii) Hydrogen

overlapping) : The electronic configuration of hydrogen is 
Is1 and that of fluorine is Is2 2s2 2px2 2py2 2P21. Thus,

both hydrogen and fluorine have half filled s and p-orbitals.
In the formation of HF molecule Is orbital of hydrogen 
overlaps with 2pz orbital of fluorine (s— p overlapping) 
and forms a covalent bond.

The formation of HC1 may be explained in similar manner.
(iv) Ammonia molecule The electronic configuration of nitrogen is 

Is2 2s2 2px1 2py1 2p^1 and that of hydrogen is Is1. Thus, nitrogen has three half filled
p-orbitals and hydrogen has one half filled s-orbital. The nitrogen, therefore, combines 
with three atoms of hydrogen to form a molecule of NH3.

moleculefluoride (s—p

Formation of Fj

Formation ofFormation of H—F 
by s-p overlapping NH3 by s-p overlapping
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• 2.10. HYBRIDIZATION
The formation of compounds of beryllium, boron, carbon and many other eleme: 

could not be explained simply by the concept of overlapping of atomic orbitals. I 
example, the electronic configuration of carbon is :

6C = Is2 2s2 2pJ 2pl 2p°

In the ground state, carbon has two unpaired electrons. Therefore, it stou-lci 
divalent but it is found to be tetravalent in almost all its compounds. The tetravalor: 
of carbon may be explained by assuming that one of the two 2s electrons is e^ci'tocl 
vacant 2pz orbital, thus, giving the configuration as Is2 2s1 2p\ 2pxy 2p\. t-Tow t
carbon atom has four unpaired electrons and, therefore, it can form four bonds, ■tlxiroe 
which formed by three p-orbitals will be at right angles to one another and th e foxrr 
formed by s-orbital will have no directional preference. Accordingly, the three loon 
should be of one type and the fourth should be of another type. Butin actual practice, 
the four bonds of carbon are equivalent in all respects. To explain this, it is assn.m 
that four atomic orbitals of carbon (2s, 2px,2 py and 2pz) get mixed up and form fo 
equivalent hybrids of equal energy.

The phenomenon of mixing up of atomic 
orbitals of similar energy and formation of 
equivalent number of entirely new orbitals of 
identical shape and energy is known as 
hybridization and the new orbitals so 
formed are called hybrid orbitals. The bonds 
formed by these orbitals arc stronger than 
the bonds formed by pure s, por d-orbitals.

The four new bonds, thus formed are 
directed towards the four corners of regular 
tetrahedron and are inclined to each other 
at an angle of 109° 28'. The whole 
phenomenon may be represented as :

Since in the above case, hybridization 
has taken place by the combination of one s 
and three p-orbitals, it is called as sp3 
hybridization.

Energetics of Hybridization
When atomic orbitals combine to from hybrid orbital’energy is releasee wlaic 

provides extra statility to the molecule. Let us discuss the formation of BeCl2- In rfcla 
molecule Be is a central atom and its electronic configuration is Is2 2s2. Since 
no unpaired electron in Be atom hence according to VBT it should not form a m i>leonl 
But BeCl2 is formed, therefore we say that Be atom be gaining some energy comes : 
excited state (Is2 2s1 2P1) after that it gains some energy by mixing 2s and 2p-ox*’fc>i-ta.! 
to form sp-hybrid orbitals. When two half-filled hybrid orbitals overlap with 3p oarfoi'fca!

4-

2px2$ 2Py

Hybridize

«

109°28 ’

Four sp3 Hybrid orbital 
sp3 hybridization.

s

^Hybrid state 

^Excited state

-y- sp hybridisation' 

- ' 1s2 2s1 2p1 ---- 1s22s1 2P1^ Excited state

>
B^Ground state “ Is2 2s2 

(B.E.)2

o ^Ground state1s2 2s2a.
iuz
UJ

(BE.)t F
Excess energy released 
due to the involvements 

of hybrid orbital in bondingC
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Chemical Bondingof chlorine energy is released and BeCl2 molecule is formed. It is illustrated in the 
figure given above.

Evidently energy released (B.E.)i is due to the formation of obond between sp 
hybrid orbitals of Be and p-orbitals, of chlorine atoms. Energy released (B.E.)2 is due to 
the formation of a-bonds between s and p-orbitals of Be and p-orbitals of chlorine 
atoms. In figure (B.E.)! and (B.E.)2 are represented by BC and EF respectively.

Since some addition energy is released due to the involvement of the sp hybrid 
orbitals of Be-atom in bond formation hence these bonds are stronger then the bonds 
formed by pure s- and p-orbitals of Be atom.

In the same way we can explain the energetics of hybridization of different hybrid 
orbitals such as sp , sp , dsp , d sp etc.

Types of hybridization and shapes of covalent molecules
(i) sp-Hybridization : The combination of one s and one p-orbital to form two 

hybrid orbitals of equal energy is known as sp hybridization. This type of hybridization 
is found in beryllium compounds like BeF2, BeCl2 etc.

The molecules involving this type of hybridization are linear with a bond angle of 
180°. Other common examples of sp-hybridization are CO2 ,HgCl2 ,C2H2 etc.

2pis 2s

-QUOD;
Is 2s

=[~tti m [
486

(Ground state) 2p
t480

(Excited state) 2pIs 2s
Dotted arrows indicate the 
electrons shared with fluorine or. 
chlorine atoms...............

T4. T i T -lElectronic structure of = 
Be in BeF2 or BeCl2

sp Hybridization

HybridizeOO-^x

Two sp Hybrid orbitals2px
Structure of BeF2 molecule

(ii) sp2-Hybridization : The combination of one s and two p-orbitals to form 
three hybrid orbitals of equal energy is known as sp2-hybridization. This type of 
hybridization is found in boron compounds like BF3, BC13 etc.

5B Is 2s 2p
(Ground State) = | ^ | i 1 

5B Is 2s
(Excited State) = T-I [~T7] (~T

Is 2$
=T^n rftiiniTi

¥
2p Ml] Dotted arrows indicate the 

electrons shared with F or Cl atoms
Electronic structure 
of B in BF3 or BC13 j

sp2 Hybridization

Cl
p-Orbita!s of 

Chlorinesp2 Hybrid 
orbitals of 

Boron V~

Structure of BCI3 molecule.
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The molecules involving this type of hybridization are plane triangular with. a. too. 
angle of 120°. Other common examples ofsp2 hybridization are S02, C2H4 ,CO; “ , JSTC
benzene etc.

(iii) sp3-Hybridization : The combination of one s and three p- orbitals -to foi 
four hybrid orbitals of equal energy is known as sp3-hybridization. This tjrpo 
hybridization is found in carbon compounds like CH4, CC14, CH3 OH etc.

6C Is 2s ____ .
(Ground state) = "TT | Tl | f f

6C ■ }s 2s 
(Excited state) = J T | T T

Is 2s

= J£\ HI] inlnTu

2p

2p
Dotted arrows indicate the electrons 
shared with hydrogen or chlorine 
atoms

Electronic structure 
ofCin CH4 or CC14

sp3 Hybridization

H

109°28>
Lc

H —
H

H

Structure of CH4 molecule.

The molecules having this type of hybridization are tetrahedral with a bond a.ng’lo < 
109° 28'. Other common examples of sp3 hybridization are SiH4, SiF4, SiCl4, Nil J*23 >
etc.

(iv) sp3d-Hybridization : The combination of one s, three pand one d-orbi-tals t 
form five hybrid orbitals of equal energy is known as sp3d hybridization. An exarnp>le i 
the structure of PCI 5, PF5 etc.

15P 3j 3p
(Ground state) = 1 Ti | | T [ T 

3s _____ 3pm 1 t 1 f rn r
3d

I
3d15P II(Excited state) =
3d•3p3s

Electronic structure of P in = | T X 1 1T ll Tl 1 t*H I ?Xl 
PCIjorPFs j

sp3d-HybridiMtion

(Dotted arrows indicate the electrons shared with chlorine or fluorine atoms

Cl

Cl Cl
p

Cl

Cl
Structure of PCI 5

The molecules having this type of hybridization are trigonal bipyramidal in 
having bond angle 120° and 90°.

stoajDe
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(v) sp3 d * Hybridization: The combination of one s, three pand two d-orbitals to Chemical Bonding
3 j2form six hybrid orbitals of equal energy is known as sp°d hybridization. An example is 

the structure of SFg.
15S 3s 3n

(Ground state) = | 'tl~) | “fi T
i6S 3^ ■ -

(Excited state) = | T. .1 L T

3d
T

¥ 3d
T T T

3s 3p 3d
Electronic structure of S in SF6 _ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Tsl.ti

s,p2d2-Hybridization

(Dotted arrows indicate the electrons shared with fluorine atoms).
F

F

F
Structure of SFq

The molecules having this type of hybridization are octahedral in shape having a 
bond angle of 90°.

(vi) sp3d3 Hybridization : The combination of one s, three pand three d-orbitals
Q Q

to form seven hybrid orbitals of equal energy is known as sp d hybridization. An 
example is the structure of IF7.

5d.53I 5s 5p
(Ground state) = ] ti | | Tl tl t

5d5p5s531
(Excited state) = 1 t | [. t" T _.T

5s 5p
Electronic structure of I in IF7 = [JT] j tl.lTllTll IT l itl Itl

sp3d3-Hybridization

(Dotted arrows indicate the electrons shared with F atoms).

T . _ T T
5d

F

F

Structure of IF?

The molecules having this type of hybridization are pentagonal bipyramidal in 
shape with a bond angle 72° and 90°.

Bent's Rule
According to hybridization atomic orbitals combine and redistribute their energies 

to form hybrid orbitals. These are identical w.r.t. energy shape etc. Shapes of the hybrid 
orbitals depends upon the contribution of s, p-orbitals.
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In the case of sp -hybridisation, CH 4 orCCl4 shows tetrahedral geometry witli loo

angle 109°28'. But in the case of CH2F2, the F—C—F bond angle is less, thiJ 

explained with the help of Bent's rule.
Bent's rule states that, ‘More electronegative substituents prefer hybrid orbitc 

having less s-character and more electropositive substituents prefer hybrid orbitc 
having more s-c/iorocter.”

This is the reason that in F—C—F s-character is less than 25% while in H— O-----Mi
is more than 25%.

In trigonal bipyramidal structures, the tendency of more electror .eg-giti' 
substituents to seek out the low electronegative pzy d 2 apical orbital (i.e., apex 
is known as ‘apicophilicity’.

It is interesting to note that in the formation of PClg, P-atom exhibits 
hybridization in which three hybrid orbitals are on the plane and two hybrid orloitai 
are above and below the plane. In this pz d 2 form linear hybrid orbitals axk -lly slx 
s px py form trigonal equatorial bonds. Evidently P—Cl bonds which are on the a.xis a: 
longer (i.e., lesser bond energy) than equatorial. But in the case of PCI3F2 ,it is 0 >sei*v€ 
that P—F bonds are on the axis andP—Cl bonds are on the equatorial. This is ac DOi*<3.ir 
to Bent's rule, because F-atom is more electronegative hence prefer less s-charac ter ar 
is on the axis (pz d 2) while Cl-being less electronegative prefer more $-charact* 
(spxpy).

If we consider the case of PFg in which P-atom exhibits sp d hybridization. wh.ic 
may be considered to be a combination oi pzd 2 hybrids (which forms two linear laybril 
orbitals bonding axially) and s px py hybrids (which forms the trigonal, eqc atorii 
bonds). The bond lengths in PF5 are 153.4 pm and 157.7 pm for equatorial bon is Ct'gc 
and axial bonds (r^) respectively. It clearly indicates that equatorial bonds ar 
stronger than axial bonds. In other words, energy of equatorial bonds is higher tha 
that of axial bonds. Similarly we can explain the other examples of the type MX5 
As, Sb, Bi and X = Cl, Br, I).

Atomic Structure, Bonding and 
Hydrocarbons may

tivc = i

• 2.11. RESONANCE
It may be defined as
(i) Resonance involves canonical forms in which certain atoms are required to t>ect 

unit charges. These charges are termed formal charges and their calculation is bctseo 
upon the number of electrons in valency shell of the atom (shared electrons cot nts ct 
one-half of a unit negative charge).

(ii) Resonance is the description of the electronic structure of molecule (ion) by ect-n.. 
of several schemes of pairing electrons, with features of each scheme contributing t o firtct 
description.
Principles of Resonance

(i) Position of the atoms in a molecule (ion) should remains the same, el ectror 
may be changed.

? P0
U-0-0" —

(ii) Resonance is particularly important when the contributing structuire 9 
are of about the same stability. For example structures I and II are -fctie 
resonating structures’ of benzene. Because other structures have difffererxt 
stabilities.

<—> 0 =: C — 0 <—► 0 — C ^ 0

IV VI

Kekule structures Dewar structures
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Chemical Bonding(iii) The number of unpaired electrons in each contributing structure 
must be the same, therefore structure VI for benzene is not accepted.

(iv) The more stable is a contributing structure the greater will be its 
contribution to the resonance hybrid.

(v) The resonance hybrid is more stable than any of the contributing 
structure. The difference in energies is known as resonance energy.

(vi) The greater is the number of contributing structures that can be 
written for a molecule, the more stable it would be.

(vii) In resonating structure atoms should not undergo appreciable shift
(Tautomerism).

(viii) Resonating structures must have nearly the same energy. Structures 
which have very high energy do not contribute, lower the energy greater the 
contribution.

(a) Structures having lesser number of covalent bonds have higher energy 
i.e., lesser stability. For example, for BFa the structure I is less stable while 
structure II is more stable, due to the increase of bond by one. It has 54% n 
character. ~

FN/.f: :.F\/F+:F\ / F
B"B- B"B

:f:+ f:'F:F:
IVII

(b) Structures with unfavourable charge distribution do not coincide. 
For example in HF molecule H_F+ resonating structure is not possible. Hence 
the resonance will be in the following structures:

H—F<—»H+ —F"

(c) If adjacent atoms have the same charge structures do not 
contribute. For example

:N—N=o:
+ +n2o :N = N = o: :N = N^O

^j$=N—n: 
H ... ,

H- +
n3h = N = n:

Ft
:n—Ns=N:

lV hr
I

>
In both the cases structures III are not possible,
(ix) The canonical form should be of similar energies because a relatively 

very high energy form is not expected to contribute much towards resonance.

- Energy of the 
canonical form 1£>.

2> S
2

4> </>
.£ c - Energy of the 

canonical form llT0)</> 0)
W

CO
0)

CO
Resonance energy2o oc 1 Energy jOf the 

real structure
Idea of resonance energy.

(x) The relative position of various atoms involved must remain 
unchanged in all canonical forms,

Properties of Resonance Hybrid
(i) Heat exchange : The observed heat of formation of a resonance 

hybrid is more than that calculated for any discrete structure. For example,
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the observed heat of formation of CO2 is greater than calculated vauLme C 
structure 0=C=0) by 31.6 kcal. In other words, actual C02 is more stal
than expected on the basis of discrete structure, 0-C=0. Such a difdEearer: 
in observed value and calculated value of heats of formation is gejixer'a! 
called as resonance energy. This idea can be represented as shown, in t 
Figure. Hence we conclude that greater the resonance energy of a mi>Xecn. 
the more stable it would be. Thus stability is directly proportional 
resonance energy.

(ii) Bond lengths : It is also seen that bond lengths in molecule snoAAri: 
resonance are different from those expected on the basis of discre 
structure. For example in benzene (structure I or II); this will reqiiire "t. 
" of two types of carbon-carbon bonds and these bonds should Ixa
lengths of 1.54 A and 1.33 A. Actually carbon-carbon bonds of benzo 
equal and have a length of 1.397 A, intermediate between lengths 0: i* sixxg 
and double bonds. Such bonds are generally called as hybrid bond 3.

*

presence
xx o a

I

Examples:
(i) H2 molecule : Let there be two hydrogen atoms as A and B associate 

with electrons 1 and 2 respectively. Its resonance forms are given be^ow :
HJ <-> »42 hb <-»H;1,2 hb <-»«; h

Ionic structure

(ii) CO molecule : In ground state, carbon atom has two unfpaxrc 
electrons (2pj2p^) hence the structure of carbon monoxide can be wri b-terx i
C = 0. But this structure is not tenable on the following basis :

(a) Bond length : The measured bond length between carbon sljt. 
oxygen is 1.13 A which is intermediate between double bond (1.22 A.) ar: 
triple bond (1.10 A) in carbon and oxygen atoms.

(b) Bond energy : The calculated bond energy is 173 kcal mol' 
whereas measured value is 256 kcal mole-1 for CO molecule. This difference 
83 kcal mol"1 represents resonance energy.

(c) Dipole moment : The dipole moment is very very small 
according to its structure given above, it must show an appreciable v 
dipole moment.

Hence CO is a resonance hybrid of I and II

-1.2
B

Covalent structure

wlxil 
lino <

:c-: :‘0+::c::0:
1

(iii) CO2 molecule : On the basis of classical model of atom, CO2 is represe nxtedl £ 
0=C = 0. This structure is supported by dipole moment value i.e., zeio. 131 
resonance energy and bond length, as discussed above, do not agree with this stru-ctm 
hence the following resonance hybrids are given as :

o=c = o ► 0+ S3 c—0" > 0" —c = o+
I II III

Symmetrical structure uneymmetrical structures

The dipole moment for the structures II and III is again zero due to opjDosit; 
directions.
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(iv) N3 (Azide) ion: Azide ion is linear and symmetrical with bond distance 1.15 A

from the central atom. This is compatible with resonance among the following three 
structures: .

Chemical Bonding

(N — N—N]- 

1.15 A 1.15 A
+ + +

:n = N = n: N—N =n: :N = N—N

Some more examples are given in the following Table :

Molecule 
or Ton

General
Geometry Resonance forms*

2++ +
N- N- N-N N1. N02 Bent

/\ o'V/\/V
0 O'+ / 

O’ — N*0 = N o-2. NOg Planar \ \ Xo0.o
oO- 0“

0- — cfo=cc/3. C03‘ 0" —Planar \\\ 0oo.
0- 0 O-

4. S042‘ S2+/\\
O q- O etc.

Tetrahedral S
✓||\O l 0‘

O
c/'h3c—h3c—5. CHgCOO’
XoQ

Q-
CH3.CH2 — N CH3CH2—6. C2H5N02

\0 0

• 2.12. MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY
Hund and Mullikan (1930) developed an approach to bond formation.
According to this theory the atomic orbitals combine and form a resultant orbital 

known as the molecular orbital in which the identity of both the atomic orbitals is lost. 
All the electrons pertaining to both the atoms are considered to be moving along the 
entire molecule under the influence of all the nuclei.

This may be illustrated by the figure depicted here.

A

V.B. method+

B

M.O. method
Formation of AB molecule by valence bond method and molecular orbital method

v\
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Basic Principles of MOT

1. When nuclei of two atoms come close to each other, their atomu' orbi 
interact resulting in the formation 0/molecular orbitals (M.O.). In a molecu le aifco 
orbitals of atoms lose their identity after the formation of molecular orbitals.l

2. Each M.O. may be described by the wave function y, which is known as 
wave function. \y2 represents the probability density or electron density.

3. Each M.O. wave function (\j/) is associated with a set of quantun. nvirr 
which represents the energy and shape of the occupied M.O.

4. Each \|/ is associated with a definite energy value. The total ener 
molecule is the sum of the energies of the occupied M.O.

5. Electrons tend to fill the M.O. in the same way, as they filled in tl ato 
orbitals following the Aufbau principle, Hund’s rule and Pauli’s exclusion principle

6. Each electron in a M.O. belongs to all the nuclei present in the molec u.le.
7. Each electron moving in the M.O. is having clockwise or anticlockwk a ^ c

of

lor — spin.
2

Comparison between Atomic and Molecular Orbitals

Atomic Orbitals Molecular Orbitals

1. They belong to a particular atom and are 
influenced by one nucleus /. e. monocentric.

1. They belong to the whole mo ecu la 
ion) and are influenced by more than c 
nucleus i.e. polycentric.

2. They are denoted by s, p, d, f etc. They are denoted by 0,0 ; re, tc ; e2.
1 etc.

3. They have definite shapes..

They can accommodate b maximum two 
electrons of opposite spins.

3. They do not have definite shapes.

They can also accommodate a maxim 
two electrons of opposite spin.

4. 4.

Salient Features of Molecular Orbital Theory

(i) When two isolated atomic orbitals (A.Os.) (or their wave function) of t> vo ate 
having similar energy and symmetry combine linearly with ✓*■—\

Lf-each other by linear combination of atomic orbital (LCAO)

Representation o. 
electron wavemethod (described below) two M.Os. are obtained. If both the 

atoms are of the same element that is called homo-nuclear 
diatomic molecule or ion (e.g. H2,H2+ ,H2-,N2,02!02+ ,02" etc.). If both the aftoms

of the different elements, that is called hetero-nuclear diatomic molecule 01 
CO, NO, HF, CN\NO+ ,NO" etc.)

ion C

When three A.Os. of similar energy and same symmetry combine with one anotf 
three M.Os. are obtained.

Therefore, it may be concluded that number of M.Os. obtained is always ©Qua! 
number of A.Os. combining together.

(ii) Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) : Themolecula* o:rL>it 
can be obtained by the method of LCAO. Let two atoms A and B form AB molec 
(hetero-diatomic molecule). Their A.Os. are represented by and y % resf ectiv« 
There are following two ways of their combination.

(a) Additive overlap : It is also known as positive overlap or ++ overlaf . In t 
type of linear combination, the positive lobe (i.e. the lobe having + sign) of over la
with the positive lobe of y 5 thus a molecular orbital is formed. This molecuk r orl>.
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Chemical Bondinghas lower energy than that of atomic orbitals of atoms A and B due to attraction 
between the nuclei of A and B. Such type of molecular orbitals are known as bonding 
molecular orbitals (BMO) and represented as y

(b) Subtractive overlap: It is also known as negative overlap or + - overlap. In this 
type of linear combination, the positive lobe of \\i^ overlaps with the negative lobe (i.e. 
the lobe having - sign) of vy # thus a molecular orbital is formed. This molecular orbital 
has higher energy than that of atomic orbitals of atoms A and B due to repulsion 
between the nuclei of A and R Such type of molecular orbitals are known as anti 
bonding molecular orbitals (ABMO) and represented as \|/a or vj/ .

, Antibonding 
ais molecular 

orbital>.
&

tv
°1so>

•55 Atomic
orbital

Atomic
orbital

(0
2o

Bonding 
molecular 

orbital
Formation of bonding and anti-bonding molecular orbitals.

Differences between BMO and ABMO
BMO ABMO

These are formed by the subtraction of the 
orbitals of same phase or addition of the 
orbitals of different phase i.e.,
V = VA~ VB-
They have higher energy than atomic 
orbitals involved.

Electron charge density decreases 
between the nuclei involved thus stability 
of the molecule decreases.

These are formed by the addition of the 
orbitals of same phase i.e.,
V = NM+ M'S-

1.1.

They have lower energy than atomic 
orbitals involved.

Electron charge density increases 
between the nuclei involved thus stability 
of the molecule increases.

2.2.

3.3.

Pictorial Representation of Combination of Atomic Orbitals to form 
Molecular Orbitals : Here we discuss the combination of different atomic orbitals s- 
and p-orbitals as follows :

(i) Combination of s-orbitals : When two s-orbitals overlap with each other we 
get two molecular orbitals known as BMO and ABMO. Obviously first one is due to 
additive combination (or ++ overlap) and second one is due to subtractive combination 
(or + - overlap). In ++ overlap the electron charge density in the region between the two 
nuclei would get intensified. i: ..

Thus high charge density in between the two nuclei shields them from mutual 
repulsion and holds them together at the observed distance from each other while in + - 
overlap the electron charge density would get removed from the middle of the two 
nuclei. Thus there will be no shielding of the nuclei or repulsion between two nuclei 
would be increased thereby increasing the energy of the molecular orbital formed.

If Is atomic orbitals overlap with each other, the BMO is represented as a (Is) 
orbital. The sign csignifies that the orbital is symmetrical about the molecular axis and 
the script (Is) indicates that it is formed by the combination pf Is atomic orbitals, while 
ABMO is designated as <7* (Is).

In the same way if 2s or 3s atomic orbitals combine to form BMO and ABMO, these 
will be designated by a (2s) and a* (2s) or a (3s) and a* (3s).

The formation of a (s) and a (s) molecular orbitals are shown in the following 
figure.

f

i
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+ + overlap+
or addition

Sigma bonding molec 
orbital (o5)Two s-orbitals

Node or nod^tl 
^— plan e

OiO+ - overlap+
or subtraction

Sigma antibonding- 
molecular orbital (a^ )

Formation of o(s) molecular orbitals by + + and + -overlap of two s-orbitals.

Two s-orbitals

(ii) Combination ofp-orbitals : There are three p-orbitals (p*, am.d 
p-sub-shell. These can overlap and can combine either end to end to give o-ir olecu. 
orbitals or side to side (sidewise) to give Tt-molecular orbitals. Here both types 
combinations are described.

(a) Combination of p* orbitals : Let A^-axis be the molecular axis. Tjfcier*©£< 
when two px atomic orbitals overlap on x-axis, then two sigma molecular orb Ltals a 
formed.

One of these is sigma BMO [i.e.a (p*)] having lower energy (due to + + overl -tlx 
that of p,.-atomic orbitals and the other is sigma ABMO [i.e. a*(px)] having- Ixig-!: 
energy (due to + -overlap) than that of px-atomic orbitals. The sigma apx etc. signif: 
as above. The formation of these molecular orbitals are shown in the following fTigrxxr

Nucleus
axis

-GXD—OO GX3SXD—+ + overlap

Sigma bonding mole< 
orbital (opx)

ula.x*Two px orbitals

GX3DO-*G>o i
Sigma antibondiang 

molecular orbital

Formation of o(px) and o*(px) molecular orbitals by ++ and + - overlap of two px-ort>itals

+—overlap

Two px orbitals

(b) Combination of py or pg orbitals : Since x-axis is considered, 
molecular axis hence y- and z-axes are perpendicular to molecular axis. W1 .en.. tv

z z

Nodal plane+ +
+ + overlap+

Two pj. 
orbitals

pi bonding
molecular orbital idp,}

z z
Nodal plane+

++
overlap

+

Two pz 
orbitals

pi antibonding 
molecular orbital

Formation of n(px) and n (^z) molecular orbitals by + + and + - overlap of two
p. orbitals
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Chemical Bondingpy or pz orbitals overlap together along the molecular axis (i.e. x-axis) two pi 
molecular orbitals are formed. One of these is pi BMO [i. e. n (py) or n (pz)] having lower 
energy (due to + + overlap) than that of py or pz atomic orbitals and the other is pi 
ABMO [i.e.n* (py)ov n*(pz)] having higher energy (due to + -overlap). The sign n, py
or pz etc. signifies as above. The formation of these molecular orbitals is shown above. 

Similarly we can show the formation of n (py) and n*(py) molecular orbitals.

Bond order : The bond order (B.O.) in diatomic molecules is half of the difference 
between the total number of the bonding electron (/V5) and antibonding electrons (Na). 
Therefore

Xb-NaB.O. =
- 2

As the bond order increases stability of the bond increases and bond length 
decreases.

If bond order is zero, the molecule does not exit. If bond order is 0.5, the atoms of the 
molecule are linked by one electron only e.g., H2+ it may be written as [H. H] . The 
bond order of H2- and He2+ is also 0.5, but in this case there are three electrons 
therefore they may be represented as [H - • • H]“ and [He • • • He]+ respectively. If bond 
order is 1.5 or 2.5 it indicates that one bond is formed by three electrons e.g., O2 maybe

written as [;0 —Q; ]" (B.O. 1.5). The ions N2+ and 02+ both have B.O. 2.5 and maybe

written as [N=N]+and [;0 = 0: ]+ respectively.

1 Magnetic Properties : The species (molecule or ion) which have unpaired 
electrons are paramagnetic while those have paired electrons are diamagnetic. The 
magnetic moment (p ) is related with number of unpaired electrons as :

peff = ■'jn (n + 2) B.M.
where n is number of unpaired electrons.

Energy Level Diagram for Molecular Orbitals
The energy level of these orbitals have been determined experimentally from 

spectroscopic data. The order of their increasing energy is given below and shown in the 
figure.

The electrons in the molecular orbitals are filled in the following order : 
ct (Is) < ct*(1s) < a(2s) < o (2s)<a(2p:z)<Tt(2px) = K(2py)

<71*(2px) = h* (2py) < a* {2pz)

According to recent convention, the M. Os. such as a (2s), a* (2s), a (2pz),a*(2pz) 

etc. are written as a^, 03,04 where asM. Os. n (2px),n (2py),K*(2px),n*(2py)a.re

written as ^1, ^2> TC3, n4 as shown in the figure (page 64). This new convention is 

i particularly useful for heteronuclear molecules or ions.
It is observed that for some elements (Li, Be, B, C and N) the above energy level is 

not correct. For these elements the energy level of o(2pz) MO is higher than n(2px) or 
7t (2py) MOs. This is due to the mixing of 2s and 2pz AOs as discussed here.

Mixing of Orbitals : We know that due to the combination of 2s AOs of two atoms 
ct (2s) and o*(2s) MOs are formed. In the same way by the combination of 2P2, AOs of . 
two atoms o {2pz )and a (2p2)are formed. But if the difference between 2s and 2p AOs 
is smaller, then there is possibility of the mixing of 2s and 2pz AOs to acquire 
sp character. Under this condition neither a (2s) and a* (2s) MOs retain pure s 
character nor a (2p2) and a* (2pz) MOs retain pure p character. Due to this s p mixing,
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/ \
2p 2p«*(2p<)K*(2pp

\ ''~&sy /
& "(Spj) «(2pj,) /'
a>c

Cd

o(2pz)

.2s 2so*(2s)

a(2s)
Energy level of different molecular orbitals

the energies of these four MOs change in such a way that a (2s) and a*(2$)becoin.e nhio: 
stable (attain lower energy level) and a (2pz) and o (2pz) become less stable 
higher energy level) as shown below.

a* (2P2) or c4*

o—
'!

a* (2Pa)
n* (2Px), n* (2Py) or tiJ, nj

O------a (2Pa) or ct3 i

7i (2Px) and n (2Py) or itj, 7i2-O-""
a(2Pz) 

a* (2s)

a>

a* (2s) or aj

o—-o--.
0 (2s)

a (2s) or 0!

Normal energies of MOs 
before mixing

The change in energy levels of MOs during the mixing of s and pz AOs

New energies of MOs after the 
mixing of s and p AOs

, <
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Because 71 (jd) orbitals are not involved in mixing therefore their energy levels 
remain unchanged as shown in the figure. Due to this fact a new sequence of energy of 
MOs is obtained, which is given below :

a (Is) < a* (Is) < a (2s) < o (2s) < 7t (2^) = 7t (2py) < o (2p2)

<7:* (2px)= 71* (2py)<a* (2pz)

The above energy level of different MOs is shown in the following figure :

Chemical Bonding

/ • a*(2p2)

7r*(2px)7t*(2py)

\

7t(2px) 7l(2py)

It is very important to note that the above sequence of the energy level is for Li, Be, 
B, C, N atoms. The reason is that the difference in energy levels between 2s and 
2p2 AOs for these atoms is lower while that for O and Fis very large as reported in the 
following table.

Energy Difference of 2s and 2pz AOs of some Elements i

FBe C N OLi BAtoms

1430 1970Difference between energies of 2s and 
2pz AOs (kJ mol-1)

178 262 449 510 570

Molecular Orbital: Configuration of some diatomic molecules are given here.

1. Boron molecule (B2) : The electronic configuration of boron is Is 2s 2p .It 
means there are ten electrons in B2 molecule, out of which four electrons belong to 
i£-shells and six electrons are distributed as o (2s)2, a*(2s)2, tc ^Pj.)1 and 

7t (2py )2 MOs. Thus the MO configuration of B2 is as :

B2 : KKg(2s)2 cy*(2s)2 k(2px)1 K(2py)1 or KKo^ a*2 rc} n\

B.O. = - (4 - 2) = I 
2

a*(2s) 2s2s

rl

a(2s) ' 5.

BB2B
MO energy level diagram for B2 molecule

*NT
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The bond dissociation energy and bond length of B2 molecule have been foi .rxcL 'fco 
289 kj mole-1 and 1.59 A respectively. j

2. Carbon molecule (C2): The electronic configuration of carbon is Is 2s 2^ 
Thus there are twelve electrons in C2 molecule which are distributed in differ BTX't i?Wfc
as: 1

C2 : K K a(2s)2 a* (2s)2 n{2px)2 n{2py)z |

B.O. = - (6 - 2) = 2 |
* ^ ■ i

Since-there is no unpaired electron in C2 molecule hence it is diamagrxe-fcic
nature as expected. Its bond energy and bond length have been found to l>e GZ*" 
kJ mo!-1 and 1.31 A respectively. ]

3. Nitrogen molecule (N2) : The electronic configuration of nitrog'en. 
Is2 2s2 2p3. Thus there are fourteen electrons in N2 molecule which are distripu.'fceci 
different MOs as: 1

N2 : if if a(2s)2 ct (2s)2 n{2pxy2, n(2py)2 a(2p2)2 j
- 1

flO. = — (8 - 2) = 3 ]
2 I

Thus nitrogen molecule contains a triple bond. It is diamagnetic in m 
expected, Because in this case there are four bonding orbitals and only one antit>orxciii 
orbital, therefore it should be a highly stable molecule. Its bond dissociation enearggy jar 
bond length have been found to be 945.6 kJ mol*1 and 1.10 A respectively.

4. Oxygen molecule (O2) : The electronic configuration of oxyg-exx 
Is2 2s2 2p4. Thus oxygen molecule has 16 electrons out of which 12 electrprxs -a.: 
distributed in different MOs as : i

1

1

MO energy level diagram forOa molecule
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02 -. K K ct(2s)2 a* (2s)2 a(2pz)2 n{2px)2 n(2py)2 n* (2px)1 n* (2py)1-

SO. = — (8 - 4) = 2 
2

Thus oxygen molecule contains a double bond. It is paramagnetic due to the 
presence of two unpaired electrons. Since there are four antibonding electrons hence it 
is less stable (or more reactive) than nitrogen molecule. Its bond energy is 494.6 kJ mol'1 
and bond length is 1.21 A.

5. Fluorine molecule (F2) : The electronic configuration of fluorine is
99c

Is* 2s* 2p . Thus fluorine molecule has 18 electrons out of which 14 electrons are 
distributed in different MOs as :

F2 : KKu(2sf a*(2s)2 o(2pzf n(2px)2 n(2py)2 n(2pxf n(2pyf

SO. = -(8-6) = l 
2

Thus a fluorine molecule contains a single bond and it is diamagnetic in nature 
as expected. Since there are four bonding orbitals and three antibonding orbitals hence 
F2 molecule is more reactive than O2 molecule. Its bond dissociation .energy is 
155 kJ moF1 and bond length is 1.42 A.

Example 4 : Write the molecular orbital configuration of the following species :

02+ , 02 ,02~ and 02

Chemical Bonding

2-

Which would have the maximum bond strength ?
Solution : The molecular orbital diagram for oxygen molecule (O2) and other 

species are as follows :
02 : KKo(2s)2 a*(2s)2 a(2pz)2 n(2px)2 n(2py)2 n*(2px)1 n*(2py)1

SO. = -(8-4) = 2 
2

In02+ species one electron is removed from 7ianti-bonding orbitals of 02 molecule 
[i.e.7i*(2px)or 7i*(2p>,)3. Thus,

02+ : KKo(2s)2 cj*(2s)2 a(2pz)2 n(2px)2 n(2py)2 n*(2px)1 

i(8-3) = 2.5
2 H

In 02 " species one electron is added in 71-antibonding orbitals of 02 molecule. Thus,

SO. =

02- : KKc(2sf o'(2s)2 a (2pzf n(2pxf n(2pyf n (2pxf n(2py)1 

i(8-5) = 1.5

species two electrons are added in 71-antibonding orbitals of 02 molecule.

SO. =

2-In 02
Thus,

: KKo(2s)2 ct*(2s)2 a(2pz)2 n(2px)2 %{2py)2 k*(2px)2 n*(2py)2

SO. = i(8-6) = l 
2

We know that higher bond orders are associated with higher bond strength and 
shorter bond length. Thus 02 + species has maximum bond strength.

2-
02
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Some parameters of 02+, 02,02- and02 are as follows :Atomic Structure, Bonding ana 
Hydrocarbons

o2+ o2“Parameter 02 o2“

Bond order 2.0 12.5 1.5
l 210494 394Bond energy (kJ mol ) 

Bond length (A)

642

91.21 1.251.12 1.4

6. Nitric Oxide molecule (NO) : The electronic configuration of nitrogen a 
oxygen atoms is Is2 2s2 2p3 and Is2 2s2 2p4 respectively. In this case Jonly 

electrons are to be adjusted in different MOs. These electrons are distributed as :
NO: KK<5(2s)2 <7*(2s)2 a^)2 n(2px)2 n(2py)2

RO. = — (8 - 3) = 2.5 
2

Due to the presence of one unpaired electron NO molecule is paramagnet ic.
If we compare the stability of NO molecule with N2 and02 molecules, we fin i tlx at 

NO molecule there is one electron extra in antibonding orbital as compare d to ' 
molecule therefore NO molecule is less stable (bond energy 667.8 klmol-1) blxan " 
molecule (bond energy 945.9 kJ mol-1). Similarly we can prove that NO molecule * is xnc 
stable than 02 molecule (bond energy 494.6 kJ mol-1).

Energy Atomic 
orbitals

Atomic Energy- 
orbitals

Molecular
orbitals

a*2pz

n*2py

HR
2p* 2p92irz.

..-R> n
W-'-RF ^,--2pz2py2px

n2p^,n2px

o2pr

a* 2s
2s

2s!

a2s
0NON

molecule atomatom
MO energy level diagram for NO molecule

Similarly we may write the molecular configuration of NO+ (nitrosyl or nitrosonix. 
cation), N02+ and NO- ions as followsi:

-> a(2s)2 a*(2s)2 a(2pz)2 7i(2px)2 n(2py)2 

a(2s)2 a*(2s)2 a(2pz)2 7i(2pI)2 7t(2p:y)1

NO+ cation

2+NO cation
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H*VT4- *-«"
•.*" * ■**•'*•*

> a (2s)2 a* (2s)2 a(2pzf n(2px)2 n(2py)2 tu* (2px)1.7c* (2py)1

Evidently the bond order (B.O.) for N0+,N02+ and NO' is 3, 2.5 and 2 
: respectively. Since B.O. is decreasing as NO >NOz >NO- hence bond energy 

decreases NO+ > N02+ > NO- and bond length increases as NQ+ < N02+ < NO-. NO 
cation does not possess unpaired electrons hence it is diamagnetic while N02+ and 
NO- ions are paramagnetic due to the presence of unpaired electrons.

7. Carbon monoxide molecule (CO) : The electronic configuration of carbon 
and oxygen atoms is Is2 2s2 2p2 and Is2 2s2 2p4 respectively. In CO molecule the 
electrons of the if-shells do not take part in the formation of MOs. Thus four electrons 
(2s2 2p2) and six electrons (2s2 2p4) i.e. ten electrons are involved in the formation of 
MOs. These electrons are distributed in different MOs as follows :

CO: K Ka(2s)2 a*(2s)2 n(2px)2 n(2py)2 a(2p2)2

RO. = — (8 - 2) = 3
. 2 . . i.

Thus CO molecule contains a triple bond. Its bond energy is very high 
(1067 kj mol'1 ) and bond length is equal to 1.14 A. Since there is no unpaired electron in 
CO molecule hence it is diamagnetic in nature. . -

Chemical BondingNO anion

'+ ■

Molecular orbitals ! Orhitals of O-atbrii " ' '
of CO molecule !

o* 1° sp -sp - I

Orbitals of C-atom

b£a ^ ,
2py '\2pz /; 2pycc

ti' uO) •/'£
':'Lsp)c.a (sp)c

\
$-1 \ U U /
01

n(2py) n(2pz)H t /
(sp)c'''x

'''' (sp)o

u sp-sp

lindp)
(sp)o(sp)o

MO energy level diagram for CO molecule as suggested by Coulson

According to Coulson the MO diagram for CO given here is not correct. He suggested 
to adopt concept of hybridisation for CO molecule as shown in figure which is as follows: 

In CO molecule both C and O-atoms undergo sp-hybridisation as below :

2s2 2P,1 2p/2pf°

:(sp)c (sp)1c 2py1 2pz°

* ; 2s2 2P*1 2py2 2pz1

4 (sp)o (sp)o ZPy2 2Pzl

C-atom (Ground state) 

C-atom (sp-Hybridised state) 

O-atom (Ground state) 

O-atom (sp-Hybridised state)

4

*
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It is important to note that in carbon atom, fully filled sj>hybrid orbital [(4 p>y ^In 
higher energy than that of half filled sp-hybrid orbital [(sp)J]. This order is'« vearse 
oxygen atom i. e. [(sp)^ ] has lower energy than that of [(sp) J ] hybrid orbital. As i lsu.3.1
and pz orbitals of both carbon and oxygen atoms have same energy. In.both the: ;e a.t:o: 
electron pairs residing in sp hybrid orbitals remains as lone pair (Ip) of electron, aincl 
not participate in the formation of CO molecule. Therefore these pairs of elect roans £ 
known as non-bonding electron pairs.

Atomic Structure, Bonding and 
Hydrocarbons

Now half filled sp-hybrid orbitals of both C and O atoms overlap to form a^sp -s&y 
which has two bonding electrons. Its energy is lower than that of both sp-hybridf oarbita 
of C and O .atoms. While o*e MOhasa verylargeenergy.The py and pz orbitals o: 
and 0 atoms overlap as usual to form four MOs such as n(2py)2, n(2pz)2 ,n 

and 7t*(2pz)°. These orbitals are perpendicular to molecular axis i.e. x-axis. 'llnu.s t

sp-sp

molecular configuration of CO may be given as : 

Mo n(2py)2 n (2pz)2 (sp)? n* (2py)(i jr*(2pz)° c(® 

As expected bond order, in this case, is also 3 having one a and two bonds

CO (sp-sp)

8. Hydrogen chloride molecule (HC1) : The electronic configuration 
hydrogen and chlorine is Is1 and Is2 2s2 2p63s23p5 respectively. Hence the -o is o 
unpaired electron each in hydrogen atom and chlorine atom which can tomt>i: 
effectively along the axis. In this way a (sp) MO is formed.
Thus in the formation of HC1 molecule 3s2, Spx2 and Spy2 electrons of chlorin e do r:
take part in the formation of MOs.
Only Is1 electron of hydrogen atom 
and 3pzl electron of chlorine atom 
combine to form c (sp) MO which 
contains two electrons. The energy 
level of <j(sp)MO is lower than 3px 
and 3py AOs. Hence the MO 
configuration ofHC1 molecule maybe 
represented as:
HC]: K (2s)2 a(spf (3ft.)2 (3ft,,)2

o*(sp)
\ Cl(3ft)Cl(3ft.)\

\ -®S)—vHSfexr;
0
Is

a(sp)

—@— 
Cl(2s)

S>
3s

The MO diagram for HC1 molecule 
is given in the figure.

9. Beryllium Hydride (BeH2 ): It is a linear molecule (similar to BeF2). V /lien . 
and2px orbitals of Be and Is orbitals ofH-atoms overlap MOs for BeH2 are formed. I 
M.O. configuration may be written as

H HC1 Cl

O
<*;
O

2px 2py 2pz

-------OObfi
C

2stn
as OOJ
u \Sqc o&

aa o
o,‘
o
ft6o

MO diagram for BeH2 molecule7 0 Self-Instructional Material



a (s2) a(2px)2

The molecular orbital diagram of BeH2 may be represented as above.

10. Carbon dioxide (CO 2): It is a linear molecule. Let molecular axis be s-axis. 
Therefore 2py and 2pz orbitals form ic-bonds. In this case six ^-molecular orbitals are 
generated which are perpendicular to x-axis. Two each - of them are bonding, 
non-bonding and antibonding.

The energy level diagram for CO2 may be given as follows :

Chemical Bonding

<y*x

©
71*ee

^0
2p

gE '
c

i$bn%b Cd

©0
© ee

71* Tty2s
©ap.

© 2saGs

ee
2sa2sb

2sa

MO diagram of linear CO2 molecule

There are 16 valence electrons to be filled in these MOs. Out of these, eight electrons 
are filled in four non-bonding MOs [2sA , 2sg , nnb (2py) and nnb (2p2)] and eight

electrons are filled in four bonding MOs [o(2s), o(2px), 7t(2py) and 7t(2p2)]. Thus in CO2 
molecule there are two abends and two 7t bonds, or there are two double bonds in CO2 
molecule (0=0=0). It is also noted that the filled orbitals are more stable when the 
molecule is linear, therefore it is concluded that CO2 molecule is a linear molecule.

Comparison of VBT and MOT 

Similarities between VBT and MOT :
(i) They account for the directional nature of the bond.

(ii) Bond results by the overlapping of two orbitals of minimum energy.

(iii) Electronic charge persists in between two atomic nuclei in bond formation.

(iv) Atomic orbitals should be of same energy overlap and have same symmetry.
Dis-similarities between VBT and MOT

VBT MOT

Molecular orbitals are formed by LCAO of all 
atomic orbitals from the valency shell of two 
atoms.

Interatomic orbitals are produced by 
multiplying, exchanging and combinations of 
space wave functions of two unpaired 
electrons.

1.
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2. Orbitals of bonded atoms cannot lose their 
identity.

Orbitals of bonded atoms lose their i 
identity.

ndividL

3. Atomic orbitals are monocentric. Molecular orbitals are polycentric.

4. It explains that inert gases have orbital 
already spin paired, so they have no 
tendency to form any linkage.

Molecular orbitals theory fails to ex plain t 
existence of molecular state of ine ~t gase 
since number of bonding and aniibondi 
electrons are equal. I

It explains how electrons are orginally prase 
in atomic orbitals and are distributed in n' 
molecular orbitals.

5. Pauli's exclusion principle decides the spin 
function combination with wave functions as
U ft

Bonding Antibonding

6. VBT introduces a special form to explain the 
presence of ionic character inbond.

MOT is capable of predicting ionic ohiarac 
in a bond.

Formal Charge : It is the charge that an atom in a molecule would have if* a.11 
atoms had the almost same electronegativity. It may be calculated by the follo'W': 
formula :

Qf=NA-Nlp-lNip

where Qf = Formal charge
Nji =No. of electrons in the valence shell in free atom.
Nip = No. of electrons in lone pairs (unshared pairs)
Nfy = No. of electrons in bonding pairs

Examples : 1. H2O: The Lewis structure of H2O may be given as H—0— JHC
••

••

For‘O’ Q; = NA-Ntp-±Nbp

= 6- 2x2-—x2x2 = 6- 4- 2= 0
2

For ‘H’ Qf=NA-Nlp-\Nbp
z

= 1- 0x2-—x2 = l- 0-l=0
2

••
2. H30+ : The Lewis structure of HsO* may be givep as H—0—H

For‘O’ Q{ = Na -Nlp ~-Nbp

=6-lx2--x2x3=6-2-3=+l
2

For ‘H’ Qf =NA-Nlp-]-Nbp
A

1 1
=1-0x2--x2x3=1-0-1=0

2

3. NzO: The Lewis structure of N2O may be given as

:n( : :nc: :o : or n

Since, Qf=NA-Nlp-±Nbp 

For'N/Q^ =5-2x2-2

= NC=0t

-x2x2=5-4-2=- 1
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1 Chemical Bonding‘Nc’Qy = 5-0x2--x 2x4 = 5-0-4 = +1 2
*0' Qy =6-2x2--ix2x2 = 6-4-2=0

4. CO : The Lewis structure of CO may be given as JC* * *0*. 

Since Qf =NA -Nip -^Nbp

For ‘C Qf =4-lx2-^x2x3 = 4-2-3=-l

‘O’Qf = 6 - lx 2-—x 2x 3 = 6- 2- 3= + X
2

•• ••
:o::s::o:

5. SOs : The Lewis structure of SOg may be given as ••
••

•o *
SmceQf=NA-Nlp-±

Since ‘S’ Qf ~

‘O’ Qf =6-2x2- — x2x2 = 6-4-2=0

6-0x2- — x2x6 = 6-0-6 = 0
2

2

« 2.13. VALENCE SHELL ELECTRON PAIR REPULSION (VSEPR) THEORY
This theory was proposed by R.J. Gillespie and R.S. Nyholm in 1957 and was given 

to account for the geometry of covalent molecules. The main points of this theory are :

(i) The geometry of the covalent molecules depends upon the number of shared and 
lone pairs of electrons around central atom of the molecule. These electron pairs are 
arranged in space as apart as possible so that there is a minimum repulsion and 
maximum stability.

(ii) The molecule will have regular geometry if all the hybrid orbitals of central 
atom contain only shared pairs of electrons.

(iii) The geometry of the molecule is distorted if one or more hybrid orbitals of 
central atom contain lone pair of electrons. The presence of lone pairs decreases the 
bond angle because the repulsion between the two lone pairs is greater than the 
repulsion between lone pair and bond pair of electrons which, in turn, is greater than 
repulsion between two bond pairs of electrons.
lone pair-lone pair repulsion > lone pair-bond pair repulsion > bond pair-bond pair

repulsion

(i v) Greater is the number of lone pairs of electrons on the central atom, greater will 
be the distortion in the geometry of the molecule.

(v) The lesser is the electronegativity of the central atom (the number of electron 
pairs surrounding central atom and nature of the attached atoms being the same), the 
larger is the bond angle.

For example,
NH3' PH3 AsH3 

106° 45' 93° 20' 91°50'
Nitrogen atom is sp hybridized,

(i) NH3 : In the case of NH3, three of the hybrid orbitals are used for bond formation 
and contain shared pairs of electrons, whereas the fourth hybrid orbital contains a lone 
pair of electrons. The bond angle in this case is reduced from 109° 2? to 106° 45 because 
the repulsion between the lone pair and shared pair is greater than that between the
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two shared pairs. Due to this distortion in the bond angle, the resulting stn ictunre 
NH3 is pyramidal.

Is 2s 2p■ irn fm i r i r i r7n
2p ■2s

Electronic structure = fTTi 1711 ffT TI fTl Dotted arrows indicate the clecti
shared with hydrogen atoms

oras
of N in NH3 L j

sp3 Hybridization

Lone pair 
of electron

\„

N

H

106o45'
H

Shape of NH3 molecule

(2) H30+ : In this ion, oxygen atom is sp3 hybridized. Two hybrid parhji-fce
containing one electron each form bond with two H-atoms and contain shared p>axx*s 
electrons whereas one hybrid orbital containing a lone pair of electron forms bond wTL- 
H+ ion. The fourth hybrid orbital containing a lone pair of electron remains la 
The resulting shape of the molecule is pyramidal just like NH3. |

(3) H20: In the case of H2 0, only two hybrid orbitals are used for bond form.a.tic 
and contain shared pairs of electrons whereas rest two hybrid orbitals contain lon.e -pa 
of electrons. The bond angle in this case is further reduced to 104° 27 because fclae tv 
lone pairs of electrons repel each other more strongly and cause the two 0— HC t>or 
pairs to come closer to each other than in the case of NHj. Due to this distortio: * in. t.1 
bond angle, the resultant structure of H? 0 molecule is V-shaped

Is 2s
= [n] jn] I til t It |

___  ___ 2p
Electronic structure = pu] [tTI |UIt ilTil Dotted arrows indicate thc elections 

ofOinH20 ---- ,l—1 1---- LLjfcJ----  shared with hydrogen atoms

nn.se

2p
80

Is 2s

1
sp3 Hybridization

Lone pair 
of electrons

* 104o27'
H H

104°27'

Shape of H20 molecule
1

A

(4) SF4 : In SF4, sulphur atom undergoes sp d hybridization. In this molecule, fon 
hybrid orbitals are used for bond formation and contain shared pair of eh sotron 
whereas one hybrid orbital contains lone pair of electrons, as shown below :

H

3d3s 3d
igD (Ground state) = I Ti I TX t FT

3d3p3s
= U TX T _Tj TigD (First excited state)

3d3p3s= ID 1 rut ■.mi mElectronic structure of S in SF4 
molecule

]
s/?3d-Hybridization
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Structure of SP4

The molecule should have trigonal bipyramidal structure but its shape is distorted 
{i.e., see saw) due to the presence of lone pair of electrons.

(5) ClFg : In CIF3, chlorine atom undergoes sp^d hybridization. In this molecule, 
three hybrid orbitals are used for bond formation and contain shared pair of electrons 
whereas rest two hybrid orbitals contain lone pair of electrons as shown below :

3p
nn mini t

3jprm 1 n1r1r

Zd3s
17CI (Ground state)

3d
17CI (First excited state) m

3p 3d3s
Electronic structure of Cl in C1F3 [ ^ | | Iti iT.i.

5/?3d-Hybridization

’ This gives the molecule a trigonal bipyramidal structure but due to the presence of 
two lone pairs of electrons, the shape of the molecule is distorted and becomes slightly 
T-shaped with bond angle 87.'5°.

F

F
Structure of CIF3

Q
(6) IClg : In ICI2, iodine atom undergoes sp d hybridization as shown :

5d5s • 5p
53I (Ground State) = j U 1 1 U I ti I f~|

5s 5p
Electronic structure of Tin IC1 = I tl I | Ti 1U T i

5d

5s 5p 5d
Electronic structure of 1 in =) fj, j 

IClJ molecule 1____
n nffl XX

sp3d-Hybridization

(Cross indicate the lone pair of electrons donated by Cl- ions).
Cl

Cl
Structure of ICI2

This gives the molecule a'trigonal bipyramidal structure but due to the presence of 
three lone pairs of electrons, the shape of the molecule is distorted and the molecule 
assumes a linear structure.
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(7) In XeF2, Xe atom involves spad hybridization as shown below :

54X0 _ pm
(Ground state) ~ I 1 ^ I

Xe 154Ae _ ftTl
(First excited state) i——J

55-m .

Atomic Structure, Bonding ana 
Hydrocarbons

5s 5p 5rf
T i T i U

5p 5rf
t i fi t T

5p 5d
Electronic structure 

of Xe in XeF2
U Ti Ti n

j Dotted arrows indicate 
the electrons shared 

with F atoms

L
sp^-Hybridization

F

Xe

Structure of XeF2

Thus, in XeF2 molecule. Xe atom contains five completely filled hybrid orbits Is, ~tw 
of which contain shared pair of electrons and the remaining three contain lone paurs c 
electrons. This gives the molecule a trigonal bipyramidal structure but due I to tin. 
presence of three lone pair of electrons, the shape of the molecule is distorted anncl tin
molecule assumes a linear structure.

(8) H—F : In HF, fluorine atom undergoes sp3 hybridization. In this molecul e, onl; 
one hybrid orbital is used for bond formation and contains shared pair of elt ctron 
whereas remaining three hybrid orbitals contain lone pair of electrons as shown t) elo w:

2s 2p
9F (Ground state) = pj\), 'll f h/Fxh F.

2s 2p
TTl 1 n 1 n I n ‘FElectronic structure 

ofFinHF
jp^-Hybidization

Dotted arrow indicates the electron 
shared with hydrogen atom

This gives the molecule a tetrahedral structure but due to the presence of thr< Ion* 
pair of electrons, the shape of the molecule is distorted and becomes linear.

Limitations :

(i) The theory is applicable to covalent compounds only. It can not be applied t d ioni« 
compounds.

(ii) The theory does not make any distinction between the electrons present in s, >0, c 
and /-orbitals of the same valency shell.

(iii) The theory fails to predict the exact bond angles in the molecules like N113 arxc 
H20which do not have regular geometries.

(iv) The theory does not explain the shapes of coordinatation compounds.
(v) The theory does not explain the difference in the bond angles in a se *xes o. 

compounds, such as NH3. PH3, ASH3 etc. in which different central atom is bon ied tc 
similar atoms.

♦ 2.14. MULTIPLE BONDING (g AND tc BOND)
According to orbital concept a covalent bond is formed by the overlapping of atomic 

orbitals. This overlapping can take place either along the axes of orbit? lIs 
perpendicular to their axes. Thus, it gives rise to two types of bonds, a- and 7t-bo ncls.

ox
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(1) Sigma (o) bond : The bond formed as a result of coaxial (or end to end) 
verlapping of atomic orbitals is known as a-bond. Such a bond results from the 
verlapping of s — s,s — p or p — p orbitals along their axes. This bond is a strong 
ond as the overlapping is maximum.

$ — s overlapping : Since the s-orbital is spherically symmetrical, its overlapp- 
-ng with other s-orbital will always be maximum and will result in the formation of a 
-bond. For example :

Chemical Bonding

cr-Bond

+
s-Orbital s-Orbital

Formation of o bond by s - s overlapping
s-s Overlapping

s—p overlapping : Formation of a-bond as a result of s — p overlapping is 
-llustrated by the formation of halogen acids (HF, HC1 etc.).

H + F -> HF
cr-Bond

©
p-Orbital

Formation of a bond by s - p overlapping
s-p Overlappings-Orbital

p—p overlapping : Formation of a-bond as a result of axial overlapping of 
j— p orbitals is illustrated by the formation of halogen molecules (F2, Cl2 etc.).

F + F F2
a-Bond

00 + 00
p-Orbital p-p-Overlappingp-Orbital

Formation of a bond by overlapping of p - p orbitals.

(2) Pi (rt) bond : The bond formed as a result of sideways 
werlapping of p—p orbitals is known as n-bond. In this case, the 
jverlapping is only partial and, therefore, the bond formed is weak. 
Che rr-bond is formed when a-bond is already present in the 
nolecule.

Formation of a N2 molecule. The electronic configuration of 
litrogen is Is2 2s2 2p^ 2p3,1 2pzl. Thus, nitrogen has three half

Sideways 
overlapping of 
p-.p orbitals

’illed p-orbitals. In the formation of nitrogen molecule, these three 
lalf filled orbitals of one nitrogen atom can overlap with those of the 
>ther nitrogen atom to form three bonds. Out of these three bonds, 
me bond is a, whereas the rest two are a 71 as shown in figure.

Sideways overlapping
(n Bond)

Sideways overlapping
Axial overlapping 
(ct Bond)
Formation of n bonds in nitrogen molecule.

(jt Bond)
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Formation of C2H4 and C2H0 molecules : In C2H4 molecule, carbom. 
sp hybridization as:

1 JL JL 1- ^hybridization J_ J_ J_ t
(Excited state) 2s 2p 2p 2p Sp2 Sp2 Sp2 2 :?

In this way there are four unpaired electrons out of them three belong to 5/p2 —£ 
orbital and one belongs to 2p-orbital. Similarly second carbon atom is hybr idLizoc 
one sp2 hybrid orbital of each carbon atom overlaps to form (a -bond)C— C borx 
remaining two sp2-hybrid orbitals of one carbon atom overlap (0 -bond) w itFx tt 
Is-orbitals of two hydrogen atoms, similarly second carbon behaves. Now 2p —oartoi 
both the carbon atoms overlaps to form Tihond. Hence C2H4 may be rep reserr 
given in figure.

Sigma Bond 
Overlap \

Sigma Bond 
Overlap

PI Bond Overlap

Sigma Bond 
OverlapH

Sigma Bond 
i OverlapSigma Bond 

Overlap
Pi Bond Overlap

Formation of ethene molecule, C2H4

In C2H2, both the carbon atoms undergo sp hybridization. In this way there slz 
sp hybrid orbitals and two 2p-orbitals all are half filled. The overlapping takes 
as above to form HC CH in which there is one a - bond and two n -bon els be' 
carbon-carbon atoms. Hence C2H2 may be represented as given in Figure.

Pi Bond Overlap

,.) Sigma Bond 
'' Overlapw.

si\J!

Sigma Bond / v 
Overlap

. Sigma Bond ... 
V Overtap /|\^

ll

Pi Bond Overlap
Formation of ethyne molecule, C2H2

Formation ofSO.2 Ion : In SO 
4 4

thus it has six unpaired electrons (as shown in SF6) and then 
sp3 hybridization as :

2- ion, sulphur atom comes in second e cci/ted
uLiacle

o-
t t sp3hybridization

3s 3p 3p 3p 3d 3d /
O’

sp3 sp3 sp3 sp3 3d 3d

while oxygen atom (0) and oxygen ion (0") have the following

S
a

TV

a 7X

electronic configuration: O
0 -»• 2s2 2p2 2py 2p\

0“ 2s22p22p22pl

Now all the four half filled sp3 hybrid orbitals overlap with two 2p- orbit 
oxygen atom (0) and two 2p-orbitals of oxygen anion (0") and form 4<y hor ids C&JE 
bonds). After that two 3d -orbitals overlap with two 2p-orbitals of oxygen a.to: 
form two Ji honds (d n -pn bonds) as shown in figure.

Formation c 
ion.so2 —

I. •I.
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Differences Between a and n Bonds Chemical Bonding

G. No. o-Bond n-Bond
■1. The bond is formed by the coaxial or end to 

end overlapping ois—s, s—p and p—p 
atomic orbitals.

The bond is formed by the sideways or 
partial overlapping of p — p atomic orbitals.

2. It is a strong bond as the atomic orbitals 
overlap to a considerable extent.

It is a weak bond as the atomic orbitals 
overlap to a little extent.

3. It is less reactive. It is more reactive.
There can be more than one jr-bond 
between two atoms.

There can be only one o-bond between two 
atoms.

4.

The electron cloud of o-bond is symmetrical 
about the molecular axis.

The electron cloud of rt-bond is 
unsymmetrical.

5.

The free rotation of atoms about rc-bond is 
not possible.

The free rotation of atoms about obond is 
possible.

6.

The bond is formed only after o-bond has 
been formed.

The bond is formed independently /.e., the 
bond formed without having a rc-bond in the 
molecule.

7.

The shape of the molecule is not affected 
by these bonds.

The shape of the molecule is determined by 
these bonds.

8.

2.15. BOND LENGTH
.. Since atoms in a molecule are always vibrating with respect to each other hence the 
question of any fixed distance between the nuclei of the atom does not arise. Even then 
he average distance between the two nuclei of two bonded atoms is called bond length.

Determination of bond length : There are many methods; such as X-ray method, 
neutron diffraction method, electron diffraction method, molecular spectral method, 
slectronegativity method etc. to determine the bond length.

If covalent radius of an atom /I is , the bond length d^/^ oi A — A bond in A2 
molecule may be given as :

d-A-A ~ ^A
If covalent radius of.an atom 13 is r^, the bond length dft_Q of B-Bbond in B2 

molecule may be given as :

dB~B =2rB
For a molecule AB;
If the electronegativity difference {XA -Xq) is very small, then the bond length 

dA _q is equal to the sum of covalent radii of atoms A and B i.e.,
d-A-B =rA + rB

If the electronegativity difference (X^ -Xq) is appreciably large, then the bond 
length dA_g may be given according to Schomaker and Stevenson equation i.e.,

dA_B =rA + rB -0.09 {XA ~XB)
Here rA and rB are given in A.

For ionic compounds it may be given as :
+ r-B~ rA +

The bond lengths of some common diatomic molecules are given in the
+

Table.
Bond lengths (A) of Some Common Covalent Bonds

Bond
length

BondBond
length

Bond Bond
length

Bond Bond
length

Bond

1.42C—F0.926 C—C 1.5430.751 H—FH—H

1.771.330 C—ClH—Cl 1.284 c =c1.435F—F
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Bond Bond 
length

Bond Bond
length

Bond j Bond 
\ length

Bond

1.200 1 .91Cl—Cl 2.002 H—Br 1.423 i C = C C—Br

2.1 3Br—Br 2.286 H—I 1.615 0—0 1.480 C—I

1 .47I—I 2.666 H—O 0.957 0 = 0 1.207 C—N

N—N 1.334 C—O 1.420 1 .281.470 H—S C = N

N = N 1.094 H—N 1.014 C = 0 1.220 C=N 1.15

Factors Affecting Bond Length

It should be noted that the value given in the above table do not hold good fc 
compounds. Because bond length is not a simply addition of the ionic or covalent ara 
the two concerned atoms. There are several factors which are responsibl ^ fox* 
length such as :

(i) Electronegativity : According to Schomaker and Stevenson equation as 
difference in electronegativity of elements A and B i.e., (XA -Xq) increases 
length decreases.

(ii) Bond order : It is clear from the above table as bond order increases '. 
length decreases. This is due to the fact that as the number of bonds increase s bet's 
two atoms the degree of overlapping of orbitals increases and atoms come clc se to 
other. Therefore,

1Bond order oc
Bond length

(iii) Hybridization : Bond length decreases with the increase in the per 
s -character in a hybrid orbital.

This statement is justified by considering example C2H6!C2H4 and C2 
following table.

cent a

E-T 2 i*:

Molecule % of s -character C—H Bond 
in hybridization ‘

Types of 
hybridization

C-G jEfcot- 
lengtbf(Aslength (A)

sp3Ethane H3C—CH3 25 1.093 .54

sp2EtheneHjC = CH2 33.3 1.087 1 .32

EthyneHC s=CH 50 1.057 1 .20sp

(iv) Resonance : Bond length is also effected by resonance. For 
carbon-carbon bond length in CgHg molecule is 1.39 A which is intermedia! s Toet'v 
the values for C—C (1.543 A) and C = C(1.33 A).

exar

• 2.16. COVALENT CHARACTER IN IONIC COMPOUNDS
There are very few molecules which are 100% ionic or 100% covalent. Tho.s mo 

the compounds possess both ionic and covalent character. The phenomenon dm. 
which bond possesses both ionic and covalent character is known as polarisa.'fcxo: 
ions. When oppositely charged ions approach each other closely, then tne ca. 
attracts the outermost electron charged cloud and repels the nucleus of the anion 
vice versa. Therefore the electron charge cloud of the anion no longer remains! s;plae:i: 
but get distorted or deformed i.e., polarised towards the cation. The electron cti£ 
cloud of cation is also distorted but the polarisation of cation is farness polariied du 
its small size. Due to polarisation electron charge cloud is concentrated between 
nuclei of both the ions. Thus the bond is intermediate between an ionic and '<.. cova. 
bond. Such type of the bond is known as polar covalent bond. This bond is n 
stable than pure covalent bond. As the degree of polarisation increases the s ^alDilit 
the polar covalent bond increases. Evidently the degree of polarisation depends u.
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the polarising power of the cation and polarisability of the anion. The factors governing 
the distortion or polarisation of anion was given first of all by Fajan and is generally 
known as Fajan's rules.

Chemical Bonding

■*:

!S?!mi : Iri •-f- •
% ■

Transition between ionic and covalent bonding.

According to Fajan's rules, The increases in the degree of polarization of 
anion is favoured by :

(i) Large charge on the ions (cation and anion) : For appreciable distortion 
cation Na+ < Mg2+ < Al3+ and anion should have a large charge, F~ < 02“.

(ii) Small cation and large anion : Smaller the cation greater is the electrostatic 
force with which its nucleus will attract electrons of the anion, larger the anion, less 
strongly it can hold its outermost electrons.

For example, the polarizing power of bivalent cations of 2nd group elements is in the 
order : Be2+ >Mg2+ >Ca2+ >Sr2+ >Ba2 >Ra2+ while their ionic radii (A) is in the 

Be2+ (0.31) < Mg2+ (0.65).< Ca 2+ (0.99) <Sr2+ (1.13)<Ba2+ (1.35)
(1.40). It means maximum covalent character is with beryllium compounds 

which is further supported by the melting points (°C) of their chlorides as BeCl2 (405) < 
MgCl2 (712) < CaCl2 (772) < SrCl2 (872) < BaCl2 (960).

In the same way polarizability tendency power of monovalent anion of 17 group 
elements is in the order : F“ < Cl- <Br“ < I-. While their ionic radii (A) is in the order: 
F“(0.72)< Gl"(0.99)< Br_ (1.14)<I“ (1.33). This is supported by the melting point 
(°C) of their calcium compounds as :

CaF2 (1392) > CaCI2. (772) > CaBr2 (730) > Cal2 (575).
(iii) Nature of the solvent: Solvent like water (high dielectric constant) weaken 

the electrostatic force between the ions and thereby decreases the tendency for the 
electro-valency to pass into covalency.

(iv) Electronic configuration of the cations : It has been observed that cations 
ofl8(s2 pG d10) electrons in outermost shell can polarize more anion than cation 
having 8(szpD)electrons in the outer most shell.

Na+ = Is2,2s2 p6 

Cu+ = Is2,2s2 p6,3s2 p6 d10

order 
< Ra2+

(less effective)

(more effective)

The d -electrons of 18 electrons shell screen the nuclear charge of the cation less 
effectively than the s - and p -electrons of the 2 electrons shell. Hence the 18 electron 
cations behaves as if they had a greater charge. Hence the melting point of NaCl 
(800°C) is greater than CuCl (442°C). Similarly that for KC1 (776°C) > AgCl (445°C) 
and RbCl (715°C) > AuCl (170°C, decomposes).

Application of the Concept of Polarization1
Polarization power of a cation is generally represented by ^and also known as ionic 

potential charge density. It can be represented as :
((> = charge on cation/radius of cation.

The important applications of this concept are given below :
(i) Character of a cation : The larger the value of ()>the greater is the degree of 

covalency and its tendency to form complex compounds.
(ii) Solvation energy : When a substance is introduced into a solvent, the 

interaction that takes place is called solvatiom and the energy, change involved in this 
process may be denoted as solvation energy. If the solvent is water than it is known as 
hydration (hydration energy).
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The larger the value of <J> for a cation, the greater is its tendency towards sol^'Srtiox 
For example, the value of <J> decreases from Li+ to Cs+ in 1st group, therefore 
forms hydrated compounds such as LiCL2H20, LiCL 3H20 etc. while other alkali met£ 
ions do not form hydrated compounds. This is the reason that LiCl is soluble in or*ga.rL:* 
solvents (pyridine etc.) while other halides are insoluble in organic solvents.

(iii) Diagonal relationship : Although the diagonal relationship can not 1 
explained by the value of even then it is very helpful in some extent e.g., the va Lue ofT 
for Be2+ and Al+3 is 6.4 and 6.0 respectively; therefore these elements exhibit di agons 
relationship.

(iv) Nature of oxides: Covalent character of the M—0 bond increases with lax*ge 
the value of § [for the cation, M] and at the same time the oxides will be acidic in i latux*: 
For example, covalent and acidic character is of the order : Na20<MgO<Al2D3 
their values of <|>is of the order:

Atomic Structure, Bonding and 
Hydrocarbons

& fixll

, whxil

^(1.05) < 4^2, ms)<^+ (6.0)

Na20 is highly basic in nature while AI2O3 is amphoteric in nature.

According to Cartlidge, M”On is basic when yj($Mn+) < 2.2, is amphotetrk wti«:

V(*Mn+ ) = 2.2 to 3.2 and is acidic when ^/(4>Mn+ ) > 3.2.

(v) Nature of anhydrous halides : The larger the value of § for a cati< xx, 'tlx 
anhydrous halides will be more covalent and non-conductor of electricity. If the v a.lu.e c 
^ for a cation is more than 2.2 the halide will be covalent and non-condu irtox* o 
electricity. On the other hand if it is less than 2.2 the halide will be ionic an i goo< 
conductor of electricity.

(vi) Thermal stability of carbonates : The larger the value of <{>for a bivalexx 
cation, the lesser is its thermal stability. Because with increase in the value of < >
will be strong pull on the electron cloud of the neighbouring oxygen atom of* 'tlh.« 
carbonate get readily decomposed (°C) e.g.,

BeC03 (~ 100)<MgCO3 (350)<CaCO3 (547)< SrC03 (778)< BaC03 (998)
Similar reason may also be applied to the decomposition of sulphides, hydn xcicles 

nitrates etc.
On the basis of above facts, we are considering some more examples regaxrclixif 

covalent nature of couple of the compounds. For example.
(i) CuO and CuS: Between CuO and CuS; CuS is more covalent due to large sizo o. 

S as compared to 0.
(ii) AgCl and NaCl: Between AgCl and NaCl, AgCl is more covalent because ttir 

outermost shell of Ag+ ion contains 18 electrons whereas the outermost shell ot ISFa 

contains 8 electrons. It is due to the smaller screening effect of d -electrons in Agl ioix.

(iii) LiCl and KC1: LiCl is more covalent due to smaller size ofLi+ ion as comx>a.x*ec 
toK+ ion.

(iv) SnCl2 and SnCl4 : SnC^ is more covalent due to more charge and small size oi 
Sn4+ ion as compared toSn2+ ion.

(v) AJC13 and GaClg : A1C13 is more covalent due to smaller size of Al3+ ioi. -fclxa.xsi 
Ga3+ ion.

(vi) NaCl and CuCl: CuCl is more covalent because Cu+ ion possesses 18 ele( :‘tx*oxi.s 
in the outermost orbit. It is due to the fact that the screening effect of d -electrons .s le s s 
than s-and p-electrons. Therefore Cu+ ion possesses ISe" in the outermost orbit: axxcl 
can polarise Cl- ion more as compared to Na+ ion. Thus CuCl is more covalent! tlxem. 
NaCl.
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Chemical Bonding.2.17. DIPOLE MOMENT
It has been observed that if the two atoms linked by a chemical bond differ in their 

electronegativities, the more electronegative atom will get the negative charge and 
other will get a positive charge. In this state the molecule is said to possess a dipole 
moment. For example when HC1 molecule is formed the shared pair of electrons is 
drawn near Cl, leaving a small positive charge (+g) on the H atom and a small negative 
charge (—q) on the Cl atom. The molecule becomes dipoles (H+ Cl-) on account of the 
relative displacement of centres of positive and negative electric charge on it. Such a 
molecule has a dipole moment and has equal positive (+q) and negative (-<7) charges 
separated by the distance, d.

H-'C1 H+5: Cl-8 {dipolar)

Hence the dipole moment, p, may be defined as :

“The vector equal in magnitude to the product of the electric charge, q and the 
distance, d having the direction of the line joining the positive and negative centres.”

Dipole moment = Electric charge x Distance.
\x - qx d

The dipole moment, p is generally expressed in terms of e.s.u. or the Debye unit (D). 
Since for an electron, q is 4.8025 x 10-10 e.s.u. and internuclear distance d is of the order 
oflO-8 cm,, the value of the dipole moment is of the order of 10-18 e.s.u. cm. or Debye.

In S.I. units eand d are of the order of 1.6 x 10_19C and 10-1°m respectively. Hence 
p is of the order 10-19 x 10~10 = 10_29m C (metre Coulomb). Therefore

4.8 x 10-18 e.s.u. cm = 4.8 D

i.e.,

1.6 xio-29 Cm = 4.8 D 

0.33 xiO-29 Cm = 1D

The following methods can be used to determine the dipole moment of the 
molecules:

(ii) Ebert's method(i) Temperature method 

(iii) Molar refraction method.

Applications of Dipole Moment
1. Calculation of Ionic Character : In case of diatomic molecules, the 

measured dipole moment gives information on the displacement of the centre of the 
negative and positive charges. As discussed above,

% Ionic character =—obs~ x 100
^ ionic

Example 5. In the HCl molecule, dfjci 1-27 A. The dipole moment of gaseous HCl 
is 0.347x 10_29m C. Calculate % ionic character of the bond.

Solution. For 100% ionic bond,
[i = q x d

- 1.6x 10-19 Cx 1.27x 10_1°m 

•- = 2.032x 10-29 mC
Observed dipole moment x 100% Ionic character =

Dipole moment for 100% ionic bond

0.347 x 10'29 m C x 100
-29 m C2.032 x 10

= 17.07%.
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2. Insight Geometry:

(i) Bond Moment: For polyatomic molecule, it is customary to under s-tai*cl 
molecular dipole moment in terms of the contribution of the individual boiLcls of 
molecules. The contribution of individual bond is called the bond moment. T1 .e met 
of calculating bond moment is given below :

The measured dipole moment of water is 1.85 D. The dipole moment is the vecfcc 
sum of the individual bond moments of two — OH bonds directed at an angh of 10 
with respect to each other.

p = [p12 + P22 + 2M1p2cose]1/2

Mobs =(Moh +^OH ^OH cos i04-50]”2 

L85 = pOHV2 [1 + cos 104.5]V2

= 1.511.85or MOH = V2xV075
The bond moments of some common bonds are given below :

H-Br 
0.8D 
C-Br 
1.4D 
H-C 
0.4D

(ii) Bond Polarity : Dipole moment indicates the polar character of the boncl si« 
the dipole moment in case of HF, HC1, HBr and HI decreases from HF to JHtl. T 
indicates that the polarity of the H—X bond decreases progressively from HF -to TrL~

3. Geometry of the Molecules

A molecule is polar or non-polar depends also upon the arrangement of ato ons in 
molecules i.e., upon bond angles and the bond length of the molecule. Various examr 
are given here:

(i) Triatomic molecules of the compounds (e.g., CO2, CS2JC6H5 —Hg 
have no dipole moment and thus have a linear structure.

dMsXD
M = 0

(ii) Water, hydrogen sulphide, sulphur dioxide etc. have definite dip 
moments showing that they are not linear molecules. They have a triangular st mc-tu.:

H-F H-Cl H-I
1.9 D 1.1D 0.4D
C-F C-Cl C-I
1.4D 1.5D 1.2D
H-0 H-N
1.5D 1.3D

ii.’

(sHsHs) h

M = 0 *

O Ss
/\ /\ /\

H H H H O O „
n = 0.93D

(iii) Methane, carbon tetrachloride, benzene have dipole moment zero in die a 
a symmetry in their molecules.

M= 1.85D H = 1.7D

H Cl

H—C—H Cl—C—Cl
H Cl

<M=0)

(iv) Disubstituted products of benzene (o-, m - and p -) have different; dip> 
moments, p -Dichlorobenzene has zero dipole moment while the values for 0 - and r 
products are 2.33 and 1.55 D respectively, and value of dipole moi nent: 
monochlorobenzene is 1.55 D.

(m=0) (m=0)
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Ortho (n = 2.33D) Meta ((i = 1.55D) Para (|i = 0.0D) ■

(v) For geometrical isomers, the dipole moment of the cis- isomer has a higher 
value than the more symmetrical trans isomer. For example cis-1,2-dichloro ethene has 
a dipole moment, but in the trans form, the effective produced in one half of the 
molecule will be cancelled by that in the other half of the molecule and thus it will have 
zero dipole moment.

H—C—Cl H—C—Cl

H—C—Cl 
c/s-form 

(tx= 1.86D) 
cis 1,2-dichloroethene

Cl—C—H 
frans-form 

(n = 0)
trans 1,2-dichloro ethene

4. Calculation of bond angle between two bonds : When two or more bond 
moments constitute the dipole moment of the molecule, dipole moment is calculated by 
the vector sum of all the groups or bond moments :

p2 =p2 + p2 + 2pxp2 COS0

where p is the resultant dipole moment of the molecule, p j and p 2 are the dipole 
moments of the two groups or bonds and 0 is the angle between them.

Example 6. The dipole moment of methyl alcohol {CH3O#) is 1.56 D. Calculate the 
bond angle HOC. The bond moments are as follows:

V-H-C =0.4D, Pc-o and p#-0 =1.5D
Solution. The structure of CH3OH may be shown as :

Here,

H

H—c-^o^p 
\-

0.40.1.0.70
PH_c = (0-4 + 0.7) = 1.1D and p2 = 1.5D 

p = (p2 +p22 + 2p! p 2 cos 0]1/2

1.56D = [(l.l)2 + (1.5)2 + 2 (1.1) (1.5) cos©]172

!•
H

2.4336 = 3.46=+ 3.3 cos 0

0 = 110°cos0 = 0.311 or

The dipole moment of NH^ molecule is considerably higher than that of NF^ 
molecule. Although the difference of electronegativities between the atoms in the 
respective bonds are almost identical. Explain 1

Explanation : Since F-atom is more electronegative than N-atom Hence the| 
direction of the three dipoles of the three N—F bonds in NF3 molecule are towards! 
F-atom N F) and thus oppos' ' he effect of the lone pair of electrons on N-atom. While1 
in the case of NH3 the direction of three dipoles of the three N—H bonds are towards 
N-atom (H if N) and thus are added to the effect of the lone pair of electrons on 
N-atom. Consequently the resultant dipole moment of NH3 is towards the lone pair of 
electrons and becomes greater than that ofNFs molecule.

or

The above statement may be represented as follows :
Lone pair of 

elections
Lone pair of 

electronsmir

® . n
o al
0*0

tS §£ iS v 
5 « § 

£ £

05 CO

sa£
■

N

F
’ Representation of direction of resultant dipole of Nf^ and NH3 molecules.
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• 2.18. IONIC CHARACTER
The percentage ionic character of a polar covalent bond depends upon followiryg tvuo 

factors:
(i) Electronegativity differences of the bonded atoms : According to Pa' alixigr 

percentage ionic character of binary compound may be given as :
Percentage ionic character = [1 - e0'25 ^*a-xb) ]%

= [18(xa_xb)14]%

where and xq are the electronegativities of atoms A and B respectively. Hem e tfcie 
difference in the electronegativities amounts to 1.7 the bond is 50% ionic in charac . If“ 
the difference is less than 1.7, the bond is more covalent in character, if the differe rxce is 
more than 1.7 the bond is more ionic in character. The following relation may be given, 
between difference of electronegativities (x^ -xq) and percentage of ionic charact ex* :

0.6 1.0 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.4 3.0 3.2

% Ionic character- 9 22 39 51 63 76 91 92

or

xA-xB

Hannary-Smith (1946) proposed following equation for degree of ionic chai actex* 
for a non-polar ABmolecule :

Percentage ionic character = [16(24 ~xb)+ 3-5 (xA -xg)2]%

where xA and xq are the electronegativities of the elements A and irrespective!} -
Example 7. Calculate the percentage ionic character in gaseous HF, HCl, HB ^ cxtigL 

HI molecules. Given thatx^ =2.2,*^ =4.0, sc/= 3-2,Xj3r =3.0 and s; =2.7.
Solution. According to Pauling's equation;

Percentage ionic character = 18^ - xq )L4

For HF molecule = 18 [4.0-2.2]L4 =41%

HCl molecule = 18 [3.2-2.2]14 =18%

HBr molecule = 18 [3.0 - 2.2]14 = 13.2%

HI molecule = 18 [2.7-2.2]14 =6.8%

According to Hannary and Smith equation :
Percentage ionic character= [16(*4 -xB) + 3.5(*4 ~xq)2)%

For HF molecule = [16(4.0-2.2)+ 3.5(4.0-2.2)2] =40.1%

HCl molecule = [16(3.2-2.2)+ 3.5(3.2-2.2)2] = 19.5%

HBr molecule = [16(3.0-2.2) + 3.5(3.0-2.2)2] = 15.0%

HI molecule = [16(2.7-2.2) + 3.5(2.7-2.2)2] = a9%

It is clear that both these results are comparable. Since in all these cases perceivfc£i.gfe 
ionic character is less than 50% hence all these molecules are covalent in natulre ixx 
gaseous state and this character increases from HF to HI.

(ii) Dipole moment of the polar molecule : Dipole moment (p) is an another goocl 
method to calculate the percentage ionic character of a diatomic molecule. Accordi mg to 
this method,

Observed dipole moment x 100Percentage ionic character =
Dipole moment of ionic compound

Mobs x 100

Distance x Electronic charge
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• Formation of ionic bond depends upon electron affinity, ionization energy 

and lattice energy.
• Ions are of two types cation and anion. The size of the cation is smaller than 

that of atom and the size of the anion is greater than that of atom.
• Radius ratio rule is helpful to decide the structure of the ionic crystal.
• Lattice energy of a ionic crystal can be calculated by Born-Lande's equation.
• Enthalpy of formation of ionic compounds can be calculated by 

Born-Haber's cycle.
AH/- =S + D + I + E + U 

(All the terms have usual meaning)
• Solvation energy of the ionic compounds depends upon hydration energy 

and lattice energy of the ionic compound.
• Formation of covalent compounds may be explained by VBT and MOT.
• Heitler and London put forward VBT. It was extended by Pauling and 

Slater accordingly the covalent bond is formed by the overlapping of the 
atomic orbitals.

• Hybridisation is an important phenomenon to explain the formation of 
covalent compounds. It is of different types e.g., sp, sp2, sp3, sp3d, sp^d2 and 
sp3d3.

• Bent's rule may be stated as, ‘More electronegative substituents prefer 
hybrid orbitals having less s-character and more electropositive substituents 
prefer hybrid orbitals having more s-characters’.

• Resonance is the description of the electronic structure of molecule (ion) by 
means of several schemes of pairing electrons with features of each scheme 
contributing to final description.

• According to MOT the AOs combine and form a resultant orbital known as the 
molecular orbital in which the identity of both the AOs in lost. We get BMO 
and ABMO by LCAO.

• As the B.O. increases stability of the bond increases and bond length 
decreases.

« The energy level of different MOs increases as
a(ls)<a (ls)<a(2s)<a (2s) < a(2p2) < [7r(2pa:) = 7t(2p;y)]

< [rc*(2px) = k* (2py)] < a*(2p2)
But due to mixing of the A.O.’s (in 02, F2 etc.) the order is 
a (Is) < a* (Is) < a (2s) < a* (2s) < [n(2px) = n(2py)] < c(2p2) <

[n (2px) = n (2py)}<c* (2pz)

• Formal charge on an atom in a molecule can be calculated as :
■ 6/ =Na -N,p ~\Nbp

• According to VSEPR theory the order of repulsion is
lp-lp> Ip - bp > bp-bp

It is helpful in deciding the structure of the molecules.
• In multiple bonds first o-bond is formed after that Tr-bond(s) is (are) formed.
• Bond length in a molecule AB may be given as :

dA_B = yA +yB -0.09(xa ~xb)
• Bond length depends upon : bond order, electronegativity, hybridisation and 

resonance.
• Fajan's rules are based of power of polarisation of cation.
• Dipole moment = Electric charge x Distance = ex d]. Its unit is Debye (D).
• Ionic character of the bond may be calculated by dipole moment or 

electronegativity.
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• STUDENT ACTIVITY
1. Discuss the conditions for ionic bond formation and characteristics of 

compounds.
ionic

2. What is radius ratio rule ? Describe its applications.

3. Derive Born-Lande's equation.

4. Discuss V.B. T. in brief.

5. Describe MOT in brief.
* -

6. What do you mean by hybridisation.

r
7. Write the principles of resonance.

8. Describe the M.O. diagram of NO and CO molecules.

9. What is formal charge ? Calculate the formal charges of the atoms in sulphate ion.

10. Describe VSEPR Theory.

11. What do you mean by <j and jr-bonds ? Give suitable examples.
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12. Discuss dipole moment along with its applications.

• TEST YOURSELF
Answers the following questions :
1. What do you know about ionic bonds ? Write its characteristic properties and 

formation of cations and anions.
2. What are limiting radius ratio and radius ratio rule ? Discuss the limitations of this 

rule.
3. Discuss lattice energy of ionic solids. Derive Born-Lande's equation.
4. What is the covalent bond ? Write its characteristic properties. Draw the Lewis 

structure ofN2,C2H4 andC2He.
5. What is valence bond theory ? Write its limitations also.
6. How can you describe the directional nature of covalent bond according to Pauling 

and Slater ?
7. What are sigma and pi bonds ? Compare them.
8. What do you know about hybridization ? Describe its rules.
9. Describe resonance and its principles. What is resonance energy ?
10. How does s- p-and d -orbitals hybridize ? Give their examples.
11. What is VSEPR theory ? Describe its rules and limitations.
12. Describe the structure of any three compounds of the following, on the basis of 

VSEPR theory.
NH3, H20, SF4 andCIFs as well asH30+ andICl2 ions.

13. Discuss radius ratio rule. How do you calculate lattice energy of NaCl by Born- 
Haber cycle ?

14. What is molecular orbital theory ? Differentiate between atomic and molecular 
orbitals ?

15. Explain the formation of bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals according to 
LCAO with figures.

16. Draw the molecular orbital diagram ofN2 and NO molecules. Calculate their bond 
order.

17. Draw the molecular orbital diagram of O2,0^" andO^". Calculate their bond order.

18. Draw molecular orbital diagram for CO and NO molecules. Calculate their bond 
order.

19. What is dipole moment ? How can you calculate the ionic nature of the bond by 
dipole moment ?

20. Write short notes on the following :
(i) Modelung constant
(ii) Tetrahedral and octahedral interstices 
(hi) Shape of the SF4 and XeF2
(iv) Differences between BMO and ABMO
(v) Polarity of the bond
(vi) Solvation energy

21. The following species possess highest bond order :
<c)0£(b)°2 <d)o;(a)02

22. Choose the correct bond order sequence :
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(a)Oj >022->02 

(c) 0~ >02>0^

(b) Og >02 >02

(d) 0- >o2+ >02
Atomic Structure, Bonding anc 
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23. Which one of the following molecules contains one unpaired electrons ?
(c) N2

24. Oxygen molecule is paramagnetic, because :
(a) It contains unpaired electrons (b) There is no charge 
(c) It contains paired electrons (d) It contains double bond

25. Choose the molecule which possess highest dipole moment:
(a) NH3 (b) PH3 (c) AsH3 (d) SbH3

26. Acetylene molecule consists :
(a) 3ct and 2n bonds 
(c) 2a and 2 n bonds

27. Na2S04 is soluble in water but BaS04 is less soluble in water. Because
(a) The hydration energy of Na2S04 is lower than its lattice energy.
(b) The lattice energy of BaS04 is greater than its hydration energy.
(c) There is no importance of lattice energy in solubility.
(d) The hydration energy of BaS04 is higher than its lattice energy.

(a) NO (b) CO (d) 02

(b) 2a and In bonds 
(d) 2a and 3 n bonds

28. Carbon atoms exhibit following hybridizations in diamond, graphite anc^ 
respectively :
(a) sp2,sp,sp2
(c) sp3,sp2,sp

(b) sp2, sp2, sp 

(d) sp.sp2 ,sp3
29. The central atom of BF3 molecule exhibits geometry and hybridization a 3 folio 

(a) Linear and sp 
(c) Tetrahedral and sp3

30. 1, 3-Butadiene consists :
(a) Only sp hybridized carbon atoms
(b) Only sp2 hybridized carbon atoms
(c) sp - and sp2 hybridized carbon atoms
(d) sp-, sp - and sp -hybridized carbon atoms

>-

(b) Triangular and sp
(d) Pyramidal and sp"3

31. Fill in the Blanks
(i) In the nitrogen molecule the energy of a (2p2) orbital is 

ji(2px) orbital.
(ii) According to MOT, the paramagnetic character of 02 molecule is dub to ... 

unpaired electrons.
(iii) 0” ion is

thart ttiat

stable than 02 ion.

(iii) The shape of NH3 molecule is ....
(iv) In SF6 molecule sulphur exhibits
(v) BF3 is a

hybridization.
molecule and bond angle is.................

(vi) In a diatomic molecule on increasing bond order, then bond energy .
and bond length.....................

32. Choose True (T) and False (F) Statements
(i) Antibonding molecular orbitals stabilizes the molecule.
(ii) The bond order of N0+ is three.
(iii) All molecules with polar bonds have dipole moment.
(iv) sp2 hybrid orbitals have equal s and p character.
(v) Oxygen atom exhibits sp3 hybridization in water molecule.
(vi) XeF2 in a linear molecule in which Xe exhibits sp-hybridization. 

33. Arrange the following in increasing order as given in bracket
(Thermal stability)(i) BeS04, MgS04, CaS04, SrS04
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(ii) H20,NH3,C02,CH4
(iii) o2,o-,o2+,o2=
(iv) BeCl2, MgCl2, CaCl2, SrCl2
(v) Na+,Mg++, Al3+

■ Chemical Bonding(Bond angle) 
(Bond length) 
(Melting point) 
(Polarising power) 

(Covalent nature)(vi) CuCl, NaCl
34. Numerical Questions
(i) Calculate the heat of formation of sodium fluoride. If the sublimation energy and 

ionization energy of sodium are 108.7 and 497.7 kJ mol-1 respectively. The 
dissociation energy and electron affinity of fluorine are 156 and 322 kJ mol-1 
respectively. The lattice energy of sodium fluoride is 900.4 kJ mol-1.

(ii) Magnesium oxide is prepared as :
Mg(S) + io2fe) 

£
-> MgO(s)

The sublimation energy and ionisation energy for two electrons are 152.7 and 2178 
kJ mol-1 respectively. The dissociation energy and electron affinity for two 
electrons are 495.4 and — 744.7 kJ mol-1 respectively. The lattice energy of MgO is 
3933 kJ mol-1.
Draw Born-Haber’s cycle diagram for this reaction and calculate the heat of 
formation of MgO.

(hi) The internuclear distance in HC1 molecule is 127 pm, and its dipole moment is 
C m. Calculate the ionic charge of the bond (charge on electron-30a44x 10 

= 1.6xlO-19C).

ANSWERS
21. (b) 22. (b) 23. (a) 24. (a) 25. (a) 26. (a) 27. (b) 28. (c) 29. (b) 30. (b)
31. (i) lower, (ii) two, (iii) less, (iv)sp^d2, (v) triangular, 120°, (vi) increases, decreases.

33. (i) BeSC>4 < MgS04 < CaS04 < SrSC>4 

(ii) H2O < NH3 < CH4 < CO2 (iii)O^ < 02 < 02 < 02 (iv)BeCI2 <MgCI2 <CaCI2 <SrC!2 

(v) Na+ < Mg2+ < Al3+ (vi) NaCl < CuCl 34. (i) - 540 kJ mol-1 (ii) - 609.9 kJ mol-1 (iii) 17%.

32. (i) F, (ii) T, (iii) F, (iv) F, (v)T, (vi) F.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AMD 

STEREOCHEMISTRY

STRUCTURE
• FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

Inductive Effect 
Electromeric Effect 
Resonance and Hyperconjugation 
Cleavage of Bonds 
Nucleophiles and Electrophiles
Reactive Intermediates : Carbocations, Carboanions and Free Radicals
Strength of Organic Acids and Bases
Aromaticity

• STEREOCHEMISTRY
Conformation
Representation of Three-Dimensional Molecules 
Concept of Chirality 
Geometrical Isomerism 
Optical Isomerism
CIP Rules : R/S and E/2 Nomenclature
Summary
Student Activity
Test Yourself
Answers

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going this unit you will learn :
• inductive and electromeric effect along with their uses
• Resonance and hyperconjugation and their effects
• Cleavages of bonds and types of attacking reagents
• Reactions intermediates formed during the reactions
• Acidic and basic characters of the acids and bases
• Aromatic character of organic molecules
• Conformations of certain alkanes
• Stereoisomerism of organic molecules
• CIP rules

FUNDAMENTAL OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

In organic chemistry chemical reaction may be presented as :
-> Products

The reaction may or may not be occur depending upon the density of electrons SL~t ■tt 
site of reaction in the substrate. The electron density in the substrate is infli cedi to 
inductive, electromeric and mesomeric effects.

Substrate + Reactant
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• 3.1. INDUCTIVE EFFECT (I)
When a covalent bond is formed between similar atoms e.g., H—H, Cl—Cl etc. the 

bonded electron pair is equally shared between the two atoms, hence the bond is 
non-polar. However a covalent bond formed between dissimilar.atoms is polar since the 
sharing of electrons is not equal, the more electronegative part (atom) attracting a 
greater share, e.g. C Cl bond. This displacement of bond electrons towards one 
direction of transmitted through the carbon'atoms in a carbon chain and is called 
inductive effect. Atoms or groups which are more electronegative than hydrogen,, 
exert negative inductive effect (-1) i.e., they pull electrons towards themselves. On 
the other hand, if the atom or group is less electronegative than hydrogen, it exerts a 
positive inductive effect (+1), i.e., they repel or realease electrons away from 
themselves.

Some of the groups and atoms with their decreasing negative and positive inductive 
effects are given below :

N02>F> Cl> Br> I> OCH3 > C6H5 (Decreasing order of-I)
H (No inductive effect)

(CHgJgC —>(CH3)2CH —> CH3.CH2—> CH3—(Decreasing order of+I)
(a) Acid strength : An acid is a compound which release H+ ion. Acid strength is, 

therefore, the ease with which H+ is released. Release of H+ always depends upon the 
stability of the anion formed. Thus carboxylic (organic) acids release H+ as the 
carboxylate ion stabilises due to dispersal of negative charge between two oxygen 
atoms.

O O:O

•o: — —c=o—C—O—H- 
Carboxylic group

Carboxylate ion

Any group or atom attached in a carboxylic acid can increase its acid strength if it 
shares the negative charge present on oxygen of its anion (It is possible due to the -I 
effect of groups or atoms). On the other hand, if an atom or group present in a carboxylic 
acid increases negative charge on the oxygen atoms of its anion, it makes the acid 
weakly acidic (It is possible due to +1 effect of group or atom). Thus, chloroacetic acid 
is stronger than formic acid (-1 effect of chlorine atom) which in turn is stronger 
than acetic acid (+1 effect of methyl group).

0 0 o
Cl—CH2—C—O—H > H—C—O—H > H3C—C—“O—H 

Chloroacetic acid

As the number of groups or atoms exerting -I effect increases in an acid, the strength 
of acid also increases. Thus, amongst the following acids, the decreasing order of acid 
strength is:

Formic acid Acetic acid

C13C —COOH > Cl2CHCOOH > C1CH2C00H >ch3cooh
Trichloro acetic acid Dichloro acetic acid Monochloro acetic acid Acetic acid

The acid strength of monosubstituted acids also depends on the -I effect of the 
substituent. A substituent with greater -I effect increases the acid strength, thus

O2N.CH2COOH > Cl.CH2COOH > Br.CH2COOH
Nitroacetic acid Chloroacetic acid Bromoacetic acid

The closer if the substituent, exerting -I effect to the carboxyl group, the stronger 
will be the acid. Thus,

Y P a
CH3CH2CHCOOH > CH3CHCH2COOH > CH2CH2CH2COOH

Y p aY P a

Cl Cl Cl
a-Chlorobutyric acid p-Chlorobutyric acid y-Chlorobutyric acid
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Substituent exerting +1 effect decreases the acid strength. A substituent gx&j: 
greater +1 effect will decrease the acid strength more than a substituent witl l less€ 
effect, thus

H -COOH > CH3 -COOH > C2H5 -COOH > C3H7 -COOH
Formic acid Acetic acid

(b) Base strength : A base is a compound which accepts H+ion. Thus ttre 1 
strength is the ease with which H+ is accepted. The acceptance ofH+ deper.ds on 
amount of electron density present on an atom of a molecule. Thus, an aton L or gr 
which increases electron density of an atom having lone pair of electrons increases 
base strength of the compound (increase is possible due to +1 effect of grou p or a 
present). On the other hand, base strength decreases if the electron density i s recLt. 
on atom having lone pair of electrons (decrease is possible due to-I effect of a n. atoi 
group present). Thus, aliphatic secondary amines are more basic than i 
primary amines which are more basic than ammonia (due to +1 effec t. o£ a 
groups). However, ammonia is more basic than chloramine (due to -I effect of < Txlorir

R—NH > R—*NH2 > NH3>CI—*NH2
Primary amine Ammonia Chloramine

Propionic acid Butyric acid

\
R

Among the methylamines, dimethylamine is most basic, then comes met! Lylam 
Trimethylamine is more basic than ammonia due to +1 effect of 3-methyl grovip»s Tor 
less basic than even methylamine owing to steric effect caused by 3-methyl grou-ips

(CHahNH > CH3NH2 > (CH3)3N > NH3
Methyl 
amine

Dimethyl Trimethyl Ammonia
amine amine

« 3.2. ELECTROMETRIC EFFECT (E)
It is another temporary effect which comes into play on demand of the reagent. 

the removal of reagent the effect also vanishes. The temporary displacement 
electrons occur in compounds containing multiple covalent bonds (e.g., C = (:, G =r 
C N etc.) or an atom with a lone pair of electrons adjacent to multiple covalent t>o 
It involves the complete transfer of either the ^-electrons of a multiple bond 
a-electrons of an atom. This effect is said to show a polarizability effect. 'I 
displacement of electrons by electromeric effect is shown by a bent arrow (/"'h) staf t 
from the original position of electron pair and ending where the electron, jpatn 
migrated. Let us take the addition of bromine to ethylene as an example. Ethj rlene . 
non-polar molecule. The two pairs of electrons are shared equally by both thje cSLOrl 
atoms (I), but as soon as bromine molecule is added the two rc-electrons of double be 
are transferred to one carbon atom as shown in (II) giving a polar character to jetby l€ 
molecule (III).

h:c::c:h 
h H

h:c:c:h h2c—ch2
h H

(i) (ii) on)

Thus, ethylene on demand, of the Br develops polar character and the 
proceeds as shown below :

xreeLCt:

h2cOch2
Ethylene

H2C — CH2 -§£► H2C — CH2BrBr"-Br-

Br

BrH2C — CH2Br 
Ethylene dibromlde

The electromeric effect is represented by the symbol E which may be +E wberi t. 
electrons are displaced away from an atom or group and by the symbol -E, vlben. t 
displacement is towards an atom or group, e.g..
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.q rv X—c =c
^=C-^C^C - E effect (Displacement towards group Y)

Some +E effect producing groups are -F, -Cl, -Br, -I, -OH, -OR, -NR2 e^c- Some -E
+ +

effect producing groups are = NR2, = NHR, =0 etc.

Actually, the displacement in the molecule would be to which side, depends upon (2) 
the nature of inductive effect of the substituent present and (ii) the relative stability of 
carbonium ion and carbanion formed, e.g., the displacement of electrons in propylene 
would be according to (i) and not (ii) due to +1 of methyl group.

h3c—ch ^bn2 
h3c—ch =Q:h2

Similarly, the displacement of electrons in 2-methyl butene-2 is as given below, 
owing to relative stability of carbonium and carbonium formed.

CH3
1 rv

H3C—C =CH—CH3

If a multiple bond is present between two dissimilar atoms, the displacement occurs 
always towards the more electronegative atom.

Fundamentals of Organic 
Chemistry and Stereochemistry

+ E effect (Displacement away from X)

(i)
(ii)

n Attacking>c=o ► >c—0reagent

• 3.3. RESONANCE
Sometimes, it is not possible to represent a molecule by a definite electronic 

structure which may be able to account for its observed properties. For example, CO2 
may be represented by the following three electronic structures :

S=C-0 
(iii)

The observed C—O bond length is 1.15 A for both bonds which is intermediate 
between those calculated for C = O (1.22 A) and C = O (1.10 A). Thus, each of the 
bonds in CO2 molecule is a hybrid, i.e., intermediate between a double and triple bond. 
The observed heat of formation of C02 molecule is 383 k.caUmole, whereas calculated 
value for structure (i) is 346 k.cal/mol. In such cases, the actual structure of the 
compound cannot be written on paper although each structure makes some 
contribution to the actual structure of the compound.

When several structures may be assumed to contribute to the actual 
structure of a compound but none of them can be said to represent it uniquely 
the compound is said to exhibit resonance. The individual structures are 
called as canonical or resonance forms and actual structure of the compound 
is said to be resonance hybrid of all the contributing structures.

Resonance gives extra stability to the molecule. It is indicated by a double headed 
arrow (<-») between the contributing structures.

[I] Conditions of Resonance
(i) All the canonical forms should have the same atomic positions. They should 

differ only in the positions of electrons.

(ii) All the canonical forms should have the same number of paired and 
unpaired electrons.

(iii) All the canonical forms should have almost equal energy.

[II] Characteristics of Resonance
(i) The heat of formation of a resonance hybrid is more than calculated for any 

of its canonical forms. This difference of energy is known as resonance energy. Greater 
the resonance energy, greater is the stability of the molecule.

0=C=0 0-C=0
(i) (ii)
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(ii) The bond distance in a resonance hybrid is different from the bond distance 
canonical structure.

(iii) The dipole moment of the resonance hybrid is different from the value c alonl; 
for canonical structures.

[Ill] Examples of Resonance

,(i) Nitrogen
+ +i N=N N=NN=Ni

(ii) Carbonate ion
0" 0"

0=C: 0-C O-CN)0_ 0_

(iii) Benzene

4-

• 3.4. HYPERCONJUGATION
inductive effect the electron release through +7 effect! 

groups is in the order, tertiary > secondary >primary. This order is reversed, ho 
the alkyl group is linked to an unsaturated carbon. Under these circumstances 
release of electrons by an alkyl group is in the order, primary > secondary ?! tertic 
This is due to the weakening of C—H bond present near to unsaturated carbo

We know that in a.
■wave

n
H H+ii r*—c-*c==c—
I I I

This mechanism of electron release is known as hyperconjugation. The effeJcfc is £ 
known Baker-Nathan effect (after the name of its discover), no-bond resonaace 
bond is shown between carbon and hydrogen in the resonating form) i .nd <y 
conjugation.

As the interaction takes place between the aelectrons of carbon-hydrogen borxd w 
7i electrons of the double bond, it would be maximum if more hydrogen atoms 
present on carbon near the double bond. Thus, the electron release amo ag-st 
following alkyl groups is in the order.

—C=C—C—
I I

CH3 ch3
a a - a a

H3C —> H3C-CH2— > H3C—CH — > H3C— C—

ch3
Wilh 3-a-H-atoms With 2-a-H-atoms With 1-a-H-atoms With no-a-H-atoms

The three hydrogen atoms of methyl group in propylene molecule contributes to t. 
effect as shown below :

H+H
H-^-CH=CH2 ---- ► H—C=CH—CH2 4Ci

I
H H

H H
. H+ C=CH-6h2 +---- ► H—i=CH—CH2

H+H

[I] Reverse Hyperconjugation
The phenomenon of hyperconjugation is also observed in the following system :
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where X = halogen—C=C—C—X

In this system, the migration of ru-electrons takes place in the reverse direction, 
hence it is called as reverse hyperconjugation.

r\\ ^—C=C—C—Cl
+

'OS1•c=c cr

[il] Effects of Hyperconjugation
(1) Stability of alkenes : On the basis of this effect, the stability of different 

alkenes can be explained. The greater the number of alkyl groups attached to doubly 
bounded carbon atom, the more stable is the alkene. Thus, the decreasing order of 
stability of different alkenes can be represented as :

R R
i I

R—C =C—R > R—C=CHR > R—CH=CH—R >
R—CH =CH2 > CH2 =CH2

In an alkene, the greater the number of a, C—H c-bonds in conjugation with Tt-bond, 
more will be its no bond resonating forms. As a result is the stability of an alkene. For 
example, propene is more stable than ethene.

R

H

H—C^-CH=CH2 > CH2=CH2 
al Ethene
H
Propene

This is because in propene, three a, C-H a-bonds are present in conjugation with 
Ti-bond. Hence, three no bond resonating structures are possible in propene.

H+H

H—C—CHs=CH2 H—C=CH—CH2
I
HH

H
► H—b=CH—CH2

H

HC=CH^-CH2 *
H+

H

Three ho bond resonating structures

On the other hand, in ethene no C-H cy-bond is present in conjugation with rt-bond. 
Hence, there is no bond resonating structure in ethene.

Hyperconjugative effect is used to explain as to why an alkene more substituted at 
unsaturated carbon is more stable than isomeric alkene with less substitution. Thus, 
butene-2 is more stable than butene-1.

H H H H 
I al

H_c—C—CH=CH2
H ^

Butene-1
(Hyperconjugative effect due to 

2-H-atoms resulting in the formation 
of 2 no bond resonating forms)

H—C—CH=CH—C^-H

H H
Butene-2

(Hyperconjugative effect due to 
6-H-atoms resulting in the formation 

of 6 no bond resonating forms)

(2) Bond lengths : The bond lengths are changed due to hyperconjugation. For 
example, in CH3 — CH = CH2 (propene), C2 — C3 single bond acquires some double 
bond character. As a result, this bond length is found to be 1.50A, whereas C—C single 
bond length is 1.54A. Similarly, Ci — C2 bond length is found to be greater than 1.34A.
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31 2 1
H—C-^CH=CH2 

3I 2 1
H H

(3) Stability of carbonium ions : The stability of carbonium ions is in th s oircle 
tertiary > secondary > primary > methyl.

HR R H

4R—C+> R—C+> R +> H—C+

H HR H

CH3 ch3 H H

CH3—C+ > CH3—C+ > CH3—C+ > H—C+

CH3
terf-butyl 

carbonium

H H H
iso*propyl
carbonium

Ethyl Methyl 
carbonium carbonium

ion ion ion ion

This can be explained on the basis of hyperconjugation. In the carbonium ions, C----- 1
bond is attached to a carbon which has a vacant p-orbital. As a result, migra tion. c 
a-electrons takes place due to hyperconjugation. The tert-butyl carbonium ion co|nt3.in 
9a, C—H a-bonds, isopropyl carbonium ion contains 6a, C — Ha-bonds, isojpiroipy 
carbonium ion contains 3 a, C—H a-bonds and methyl carbonium ion does not cfcjri'ta.ii 
any a, C — H a-bond. Hence, these have 9, 6, 3 and 0 no bond resonating struct; 
respectively due to hyperconjugation. The greater the number of bond resolaa.'fcin^ 
structures of a carbonium ion, greater is its stability. For example, ethyl carboniik 
has the following three no bond resonating structures :

xxx xox

C
H+H H H

oJ? + 1°©
H-2-C=CHz 

01“ 2 h-^c=ch2H C—CH2
o\a

H+HH H

Three no bond resonating structures

(4) Stability of organic free radicals : The stability of organic free radicals is in. 
the order, teritary > secondary > primary > methyl.

H HR R

R—C*> R—C*> R—C*> H—C*

H HR H

CH3 ch3 H H

CH3—C* > CH3—C-> CH3—C'> H—C*

ch3
fert-butyt 

free radical

H H H
Ethyl Methyrt 

free radical free radical -
iso-propyl 

free radical

This can be explained on the basis of hyperconjugation. In the organic free radicals, 
C—H bond is attached to a carbon which has a partially filled j>orbital. As a rdsul-t, 
migration of a-electrons takes place due to hyperconjugation. The 2er£-butyl free raiiical 
contains 9 a, C — H a-bonds, iso-propyl free radical contains 6 a, C — H a-bonds, etli/yl 
free radical contains 3 a, C—H a-bonds and methyl free radical does not contain amy <x, 
C — Ha-bond. Hence, these have 9, 6, 3 and 0 no bond resonating structujres, 
respectively due to hyperconjugation. The greater the number of no bond resonating1 
structures of an organic free radical, greater is its stabiliy. For example, ethyl free 
radical has the following three no bond resonating structures :
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H H H H
I

H-C=CH2 H C=CH2 ◄—► H—C=CH2H—C—CH2 
io

H H H H

Three no bond resonating structures

(5) Directive influence of alkyl groups in aromatic substitution : The 
directive influence of alkyl groups can be explained on the basis of hyperconjugation. 
The alkyl (CH3—, C2H5 — etc.) group of alkylbenzene is ortho and para directing. In 
such compounds, the migration of electrons takes place in the benzene ring due to 
hyperconjugation so that electron density is increased at ortho and para positions. As a 
result, the electrophilic substitution takes place at ortho and para positions in these 
compounds.

• 3.5. CLEAVAGE OF BONDS
The covalent bond is formed by the sharing of electrons e.g.,

C : G or C—C
When the two electrons are separated from each other the process is said to be 

cleavage of bond or fission of bond. It can takes place in two manners as :
A: B A + B (Homolytic cleavage) 

A+ + B"
(Heterolytic cleavage)A: B

A~ + B+

Both of these are discussed here.

[1] Homolytic Fission
A covalent bond undergoes homolytic fission when each of the two 

separating atoms takes away one electron with one of the bonding pair of 
electrons.

A + BA — B or A: B *
Free radicals

The two fragments, thus, produced carry an odd electron each and are called free 
radicals. These are unstable and at once react with other radicals or molecules by 
gaining one more electron to restore the stable bonding pair.

Homolytic fission proceeds to produce free radicals by the application of energy, may 
be heat or light. This type of fission generally takes place in gaseous reactions and 
explains the substitution reactions of alkanes. Consider the reaction of methane and 
chlorine to form methyl chloride. Firstly, homolytic fission of chlorine molecules takes 
place in the presence of ultraviolet light or by heat, resulting in free chlorine radicals 
which are highly reactive.

Light/Heat ^ Cl* + Cl*ci:ci
Chlorine free radicals

Methane then reacts with chlorine free radical to form methyl free radical (CH3) 
which then combines with chlorine molecule to form methyl chloride (CH3CI) and 
chlorine free radical.

CH4 + Cl* ^CHg + HC1
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Hydrocarbons [II] Heterolytic Fission

When a covalent bond breaks in such a way that both the bonding elecfcxrc 
are taken away by one of the two separating atoms or groups, it is saifi t;o Jciz- 
undergone heterolytic fission.

A
A+ + SB"A—B or AS B

/l - -U♦ AS + B+A—B or AS B

The curved arrow points towards the atoms or groups that takes away both, 
shared electrons and, therefore, becomes negatively charged leaving behfaci otB 
positively charged atom or group. In general, the heterolytic bond fission yrelcis c 
positive and one negative ion. I

The course of heterolytic fission is determined by electronegativities of atoms 
groups joined by covalent bonds. If B is more electronegative than A, then B ivill t£ 
away the bonding electron pair and fission will be according to course (i). If a! is mo 
electronegative than B, the fission will be according to course (ii).

Heterolytic fission is more common in organic reactions taking place in solmtio: 
These reactions take place more readily in polar solvents like H20 and are catalysed 
the presence of ionic catalysts.

• 3.6. TYPES OF REAGENTS
The completion of organic reactions depends, very much, on the nature of a ^-fcackii. 

reagents. The attacking reagents are generally of two types, viz., nucleophilic 1 eager: 
(nucleophile, Nu“) and electrophilic reagent (electrophile, E+ ).

A reagent that brings an electron pair is called a nucleophile and the rej iction 
called nucleophilic reaction (SN). The leaving group is called nucleofuge

R—X+ Nu®
Substrate Nucleophile

X0RNu + 
Product

(leaving group)
Nucleofuge

A reagent that takes an electron pair is called electrophiles and the reaction 
called electrophilic reaction (SE). The leaving group is called electrofuge b.g.

,H+ (leaving group)
Electrofuge

(A) Nucleophilic Reagents : The reagents which show the attraction tovvaurc 
nucleus are called nucleophilic reagents or nucleophiles (nucleo = nucleus, plxiTic 
loving). Since the nucleus is positively charged, these reagents will be negative! 
charged or electron rich substances. These are of two types : I

(a) Negative nucleophiles (Anions): These have an excess of electron paiir 3.r: 
carry a negative charge. For example,

eC6H6 + E
Substrate Electrophile

■>CgH5 ^-.E +
Product

:. •
H
I. &

R—C: •'(carbanidh),'OH (hydroxyl ion), X ' (halide'ion), !NH2 (amino ion

H

RO • (alkoxy ion).

(b) Neutral nucleophiles : These possess lone pair of electrons but no cha: •g'O-
H

R—“(5—R—-0—R, R—N—H,XX
H—0—H,

XX ’

XX
H—NS M,R—N

r
H H R

Ammonia Water Alcohol Ether Primary amine Secondary gimine
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(c) Ambident nucleophile : The nucleophiles which can attack through two or 
more atoms are called ambident nucleophile. For example

0 0
0 0©

0_ N=0, CN, — C— CH— C— etc.

The nucleophiles may also be classified according to the kind of atom that forms a 
new covalent bond with carbon atom of the substrate. The most common nucleophiles 
are oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, halogen and carbon nucleophiles.

(B) Electrophilic Reagents : The reagents which show the attraction towards 
electrons are called electrophilic reagents or electrophiles, (electro = electron, 
philic = loving). These reagents are short of a pair of electrons than the stable one. 
These reagents are of two types :

(a) Positive electrophiles : These are deficient in two electrons and carry a 

positive charge, e.g., R — CH2 ,R2CH+ , R3C+ (carbonium ion), *Br+ (bromonium ion),

NOjH+ (hydrogenium ion), H30+ (hydronium ion), 
S03H+ (sulphonium ion), N0+ (nitrosylium ion) etc.

(nitronium ion),

(b) Neutral electrophiles: In these, the central atom has six electrons but have no 
charge, e.g., BF3 (boron trifluoride), A1C13 (aluminium chloride), S02 (sulphur 
dioxide), S03 (sulphur trioxide), >C = 0 (carbonyl group), ZnCl2, (zinc chloride),

c^° (acid chloride). ‘CH2 (carbene) etc.R —
Cl

Aluminium chloride'. ..• Boron trifluotide -

Both type of electrophiles can attack the ion or molecule which is electron rich.
Differences between electrophiles and nucleophiles

Electrophiles Nucleophiles

1. These are electron rich species.

2. These are generally anions.

3. These are as Lewis bases.

4. These possess unshared electron pair 
which can be donated.

5. These have high electron density.

These are electron deficient species.

These are generally cations.

These are as Lewis acids.

These possess empty orbitals to accept the 
electrons.

These have low electron density,;'

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
©©

6. These are represented as N u6. These are represented as E.

• 3.7. REACTIVE INTERMEDIATES
Homolytic and heterolytic bond cleavage give rise to the formation of short lived 

species called reaction intermediates or reactive intermediate. These intermediates 
species are very reactive and quickly changed to more stable molecules. However, 
under certain circumstances, they are of sufficient stability to be isolated and studied. 
The most common types of reactive intermediates with less than four covalent bonds at 
carbon are the following :
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©R—C R-C • R-C R—C—R
^R Carbene

H
Free radical Carbocation Carbanion

Free Radicals

A neutral atom or group of atoms which has an odd or unpaired elec&jron. i 
called a free radical, e.g., if a carbonrcarbon bond of ethane breaks in hoAnolyti 

manner, two methyl radicals are formed.

i

H H H
H—^ C + C^—HH-3C:C^-Hi

H H-H
Methyl free radicals

Free radicals are odd electron molecules e.g., CH3, C2H5, C^Hs, (CgH5)3 C stc. \

Characteristics of Free Radicals
(i) Free radicals are formed in presence of sunlight and when the reactants are? in ‘tFi* 

gaseous state.
(ii) They are highly unstable and reactive.
(iii) They are highly unstable and immediately take an electron from a rad cal :oi

molecule to form a stable bond. j
(iv) Free radicals are generally electrically neutral since the odd electron present ox:

them is that electron which is used in the formation of a covalent bond. | !

(v) The high reactivity of free radicals is due to the nature of odd electron to 
bond with any available electron.

(vi) Free radicals are paramagnetic in nature, i.e., they are attracted by a magnetic

x*xn &
1

field.

Formation of Free Radicals |
Formation of free radical is always initiated by energy (heat or light), e.g., a mo ocxxle 

of chlorine breaks into chlorine free radicals in presence of sunlight or on heatin 1
Light/heat ^ * _j_ qj * 1

Energy
Cl: Cl

Chlorine free 
radicals

Examples:
(j) H—H —^ 2H■»

Hydrogen
molecule

Hydrogen 
free radicals

CHj + H*
. Methyl free 
radical (Primary)

(ii) CH3-H
Methane

CH3 —CH —CH3 + H* 
Isopropyl free radical 

(Secondary)

(iii) CH3 —CH2—CH3
Propane

(iv) H2C = CH2 —
Ethylene

CH2 — CH*2
Ethylene di free radical

ch3
(v) CH3-C-CH3 CH3-C-CH3 +H*

Tertiary butyl free radical 
(Tertiary)

ch3

H
Isobutane
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300°CCH3 —N=N — CH3 

C2H5-0-0-C2H5

^2CH3 +N2
1350-185°C ^2C2H50

0 0
60o-100°CC6H5-C-0-C-C6H5 »2C6H5—COO 

>C6H'5+C02c6h5coo
o

hv *RCO+RR—C—R

RCO------>R +CO

Stability of Free Radicals
(1) The energy required for breaking the C—H bond is not always the same but it is

generally different. To make CH3 from CH4, the energy required is 102 kcals, C2H5
*

from C2Hg, the value is 97 kcals, CH3 —CH—CH3 from C3H85 the value is 94 kcals 
and to make (CH3)3C* from (CH3)3C — H, the value is 91 kcals. So, electron repelling 
groups like methyl (alkyl) group increases the stability of free radicals. The order of 
stability of primary, secondary and tertiary free radicals is as follows :

H HR R

R—C* > R—C# > R—C* > H —C*

H H HR
Methyl 

(free radical)

(2) Those free radicals which have resonance are comparatively more stable, e.g., 
phenyl free radical (CgH 5) is more stable than methyl free radical (CH3). a electrons of 
a alpha C—H bond can delocalise with the half filled p-orbital of the C-atom containing 
odd electron thus spreading the odd electron over all such bonds and thereby stabilising 
the radical upto some extent. The order of stability is,

(Q H5)3C > (CgHg^CH > CgH5CH2 > CH3
Reactions of Free Radicals : Some common reactions of free radicals are as 

follows :
Halogenation of alkanes :

Secondary 
(free radical)

Primary 
(free radical)

Tertiary 
(free radical)

hvCl —Cl *C1+C1

R—H + Cl----- »R +HC1

R+Cl —Cl-----►RCl + Cl

Addition of HBr:
hvH —Br *H+ Br

>CH3 —CH2 —CH2BrCH3—CH2 =CH2 >CH3—CH—CH2
I
Br

Combination and Disproportionation:

CH3+CH3 *CH3—CH3

*CH2 =ch2 +CH3 —CH3

Structure : In alkyl free radicals C-atom shows sp -hybridisation and shape of the 
free radical is planar as :

2CH3.CH2
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*3c
r2- sp2

Planar

Difference between a free radical and an ion

Characteristics Free radicals Ions

These contain either positive1. Nature These are electrically neutral.
• • •

e.g., Cl.CHs, C2H5etc. or negative chargee.g.f OH3 , 
CHj,CriC2H6.C2HJ etc.

red in 
netic.

2. Magnetic property All the electrons are pa 
ions, so they are diamac

These have one unpaired 
electron, so they are 
paramagnetic.

The carbon atom of alkyl 
group on which unpaired 
electron is present is sp2 
hybridised.

3. Hybridisation Positively charged caart>on 
atom issp2 hybridised.l wfiile 
negatively charged carbon
atom is sp3 hybridised. |

These are formed by ttie 
heterolytic fission of coValent 
bonds.

4. Method
preparation

of These are formed by the 
homolytic fission of covalent 
bonds.

Carbonium Ion
Carbonium ion or carbo-cations : An ion containing a positively ch 

carbon centre is called a carbonium ion or carbocations. These ions are ■xarxxao 
by adding.the suffix ‘ium’ to the name of the parent alkyl group i.e., alkylium.

For example,
ch3H H

ch3 —c+ +H—C+ CH3-C
I I

H • H H
Methylium or Isopropylium or

methyl carbonium ion ethyl carbonium ion isopropyl carbonium ion
Ethylium or

TCharacteristics of Carbonium Ion

(1) All the carbonium ions are named by adding the suffix ‘ium’ to the name of* tlxe 
alkyl group present e.g., CH3 (methylium) etc.

(2) The carbonium ions are very reactive. This is due to the fact that the c 
positively charged carbon in them has only six electrons in the outermost shell ancl 'tln.ey 
have a marked tendency to complete the octet. Hence, a carbonium ion combines r 5a.ci.il3? 
with any substance that can donate a pair of electrons.

(3) Carbonium ion being deficient in electrons, is ordinarily very unstable. Ho\ /■ever, 
if an electron repelling group is present adjacent to positively charged carboii, -the 
former neutralizes the positive charge.

Formation of Carbonium Ions

(i) The carbonium ions are formed by the ionisation of halogen compounds, e.g"., 

(CH3)3C-C1 (CH3)3 C + C1
tert-Butyl chloride■; tert-Butyl 

carbonium ion
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Benzyl chloride Benzyl carbonium ion

© 0
-H2C = CH—CH2+C1H2C = CH —CH2 —Civ 

Allyl chloride

(ii) The carbonium ions are also formed by the addition of a proton to the rc-electrons 
of an unsaturated compound or to the lone pair of electrons of atoms such as oxygen, 
nitrogen or sulphur present in a neutral molecule.

Allyl carbonium ion

©
h2c = ch2 +h+ *ch3 —ch2 i

Ethyl carbonium ion

■ »\S©R\r 0 H+ R\rX-O ^R/c
••

C— 0—H= 0—H<-
R/ R/ ••

H
I ©

[R—0+ —H]R — 0— H + H+
Alcohol

R +H20-»■>

Alkyl
carbonium ion

Unstable intermediate

H
©

[R—0+ —R]R— 0— R + H+
Ether

-^R + ROH■>

Unstable intermediate

+HN02 ->R+ N2R — NH2

Stability of Carbonium Ions
The stability of carbonium ions, like free radicals, also follow the following 

decreasing order:
Tertiary > secondary > primary > methyl

The stability of charged systems depends upon the dispersal of the charge. Any factor, 
therefore, that results in spreading out the positive charge of the electron-deficient 
carbon and distributes it over the rest of the atoms must stabilize a carbonium ion. 
Thus, they are stabilized inductively by electron donating substituents and rendered 
less stable by electron withdrawing substituents.

Alkyl group, attached to a positively charged carbon exerts an electron-releasing 
(positive) inductive effect and thus reduces the positive charge of the carbon atom to 
which it is attached. In doing so, the alkyl group itself becomes somewhat positive. This 
dispersal of charge stabilizes the carbonium ion. Hence, tert-butyl carbonium ion 
containing three methyl (alkyl) groups attached to positively charged carbon is most 
stable, while methyl carbonium ion with no alkyl group attached to positively charged 
carbon is least stable.

Thus the relative stability (in solution) of some carbocations in decreasing order is 
given below :

© ©© ©
> (C6H5)3C> (C6H5)2CH > (CH3)3C+ >:c6h5-ch2

Diphenyl methyl t-Buty] 
carbocation carbocation

Benzylcarbo 
cation

Cycloheptatri Triphenyl 
enyl cation methyl carbo 

cation

> CH2=CH—CH2 > (CH3)2CH > ch3—ch2 > ch3
Ethyl Methyl

carbocation carbocation

The stability of carbonium ions depends mainly upon the tendency of the attached 
groups to release or withdraw electrons. Stabilization is, therefore, also possible 
through resonance. If the carbon atom with, the positive charge is adjacent to an 
unsaturated system, its positive charge easily delocalises over the molecular system 
making it more stable than when only simple alkyl group is present.

©© ©©

Allyl carbo 
cation

Isopropyl
carbocation
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Some Important Reactions Involving Carbonium Ions
(i) Reaction with a nucleophilic reagent.

CH3\ * e
c + oh

ch3
► CHg—^ c—OH 

ch3/ch3/
t-Butyl alcohol

(ii) Separation of hydrogen proton to form an unsaturated molecule.
->CH2—CH=CH2 +H+

(Hi) By the addition of carbonium ion to then electrons of an unsaturated

R + 'C=C

i-Butyl carbonium ion

CHg—CH2—CH2

:c-c:
R

(iv) Rearrangement reaction to form more carbonium ion, e.g.
9 9

CHg—CH—CH2 ► CHg—CH—CH3

1 JH-^

CHg CHg
9

CHg—C-----CH2 -------- ► CHg—C—CH2—CHg
©
(More stable)

(Less stable)

Structure : The carbon atom of carbocation shows sp2 hybridisation in w 
p-orbital is devoid of any electron ©. Thus it has planar structure, with three 
and bond angle 120° between them.

icln t.. 
-toon.

Vacant

Carbanion
An ion containing a negatively charged carbon centre is called c 

carbanion. These ion are named by adding the word carbanion to the parent: silk.; 
group. For example,

CHg

CHg—CHT 
Isopropyl carbanion

CHg

CHg—CH2T 
Ethyl carbanion

"CHg
Methyl carbanion

CHg—CT

CHg
t-Butyl carbanion

Characteristics of Carbanions
(1) Carbanions are named by writing the word carbanion after the name or alky 

group present in them as given above.
(2) Though the carbon of the carbanions contain eight electrons (complete octet 

even then they are highly reactive intermediates. They readily attach with electn iptoilio 
reagents (electrophiles).

(3) In general, the carbanions are unstable, as they have negative charge on c a.rtoorx 
However, the presence of some electronegative group (> C = 0, C s N etc.) in. tto.€ 
vicinity makes them stable.
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CarbanionH
Dimethyl ketone

Formation of Carbanions
Organic compounds which possess a labile or acidic hydrogen have a tendency to 

produce carbanions. In such cases, hydrogen breaks away as hydrogen proton bearing 
the lone pair of electrons on the carbon, thus producing carbanions.

—C:+H+— C—H

NHaHC = C—H ■>HC = C:+NH3

nh2 HC6H5)3C:+NH3 ;(C6H5)3CH
0OH" *ch2—cho+h2o ;CH3—CHO

0Na XC6H5)3Cl:

Carbanions are also formed by the decomposition of anions or addition of an anion 
on double bond, e.g.,]

(C6H5)3C.C1

R-C * R: + C02
0Anion

X-C-g-c=c:

Some Important Reactions Involving Carbanions
All the reactions of reactive methylene compounds such as malonic ester, 

acetoacetic ester etc., proceed via the formation of carbanions. Apart from these, aldol 
condensation reactions, base catalysed halogenation of ketones, addition reactions of 
Grignard's reagents proceed via the formation of carbanions.

H — CH2CHO + OH CH2CHO + H20
Acetaldehyde *■ Carbanion

0
H

ch3—c + ch2cho ♦ ch3—c—ch2cho

H H
OH

CH3—C—CH2CHO

H
Aldol

Stability of Carbanions
Although carbanions are electron rich but they are very reactive and are easily 

affected by electron deficient reagent (electrophiles). Ordinarily, carbanions are 
unstable because of their negative charge. They are stabilized by the presence of an 
adjacent electron attracting group. The stability of carbanions is in the order,

CH3

> CH3—C-

H ch3
ch3 >ch3—C- > CH3—C"

H H ch3
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The stability of the carbanion may be explained by resonance and/or 
withdrawing substituents.

(a) Resonance : Stability of alkylic, benzylic and aromatic carbanion 
explained by resonance e.g.

electxAtomic Structure, Bonding ana 
Hydrocarbons

can

© 0
ch2=ch—ch2* 4CH2—ch=ch2

e eCH CH CHh

<■ > <■ < • >
e

> <4------>
e

(b) Resonance and -I effect: When the carbanionic carbon is conjugated wi-tli 
C=0 or C=N group the stability of the carbanion is greater than that of ally-lie 
benzyl type carbanion.

(c) Contribution of s-character : As the s-character in carbanionic 
increases stability of the carbonion increases e.g.

SLX

caurtx:

R\r_C==C>RVx © - 0
C = C—R > R—C — CH2r/ r/50%

33% s-character

Structure : The carbanionic carbon atom shows sp5 hybridisation. Thus thjeire 
four hybrid orbitals which are tetrahedrally arranged. One of the hybrid oartn-t* 
possesses a lone pair of electrons. Thus carbanion has pyramidal structure.

25%

,©i

✓
R”=

R’
Carbanion (Pyramidal)

• 3.8. STRENGTH OF ORGANIC ACIDS AND BASES
Organic Acids : The organic compounds in which one or more carboxylic grou-jpCs 

(—COOH) is (are) present are known as organic acids. These are of two types : I
(A) Aliphatic carboxylic acids : The general formula of such acids is RCOOT

where R is aliphatic residue. The R may be saturated or unsaturated and substitu-te cl o: 
unsubstituted e.g. I

CH3COOH CH2(COOH)2 CH2=CH.COOH HO.CH2.COOH H2N.CH2COpH
Acetic acid Malonic acid Acrylic acid Hydroxy acetic acid Amino acetic aci c3

CLCH2.COOH C6H5—CH2—COOH C6H5—CH=CH —COOH etc.
Chloro acitic acid

(B) Aromatic carboxylic acids : In such acids one or more —COOH groirp(s) i«. 
(are) directly attached to the aromatic nucleus i.e., nuclear substitution e.g.

ch3

Phenyl ethanoic acid 3-Phenyl* 2- propenoic acid

COOH COOH
etc.

COOH fOOHBenzoic acid o-methy 
benzoic acido-Benzene dicarboxylic 

acid

These compounds form salt with bases, therefore they show acidic character.
The acidic strength (character) of the acid depends upon its dissociation in aq 

medium. It may be represented as :
meouLS
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RCOOH + H20 RCOQ- + H30

[RC00-]\H30+]
K = • • -' * ••[i?.C00H].(H20]

[^C00-][H30+]
Ka =

[RCOOH] i

where Ka is ionisation constant of acid, RCOOH.

Evidently Ka is directly proportional to the concentrations of ionised entities; while 
inversely proportional to the concentration of unionised entity. As the value of [H30+ ] 
or JH+ ] increases the value of Ka increases i.e., acidic strength of the acid increases. 
Thus Ka is a true index of the acidity or acidic strength (character) of the 
acid. But acidic strength is expressed as pKa. The terms Ka and pKa are related as:

pKa =-\ogKa
Let us calculate the pKa value for acetic acid. (Ka -1.85 x 10-5). 

pKa = - log (1.8 x 10-5)

-5= -logl.8-logl0 

= -0.26 + 5 = 4.74

Obviously, the pKa value for strong acid would have small value whereas weak acid 
would have higher value than acetic acid. In other words stronger acid has smaller 
pKa value (i.e., larger Ra value).

The acidic strength of the acid changes by substitution in the acid. Acid strength of 
the acid increases by the substitution of electron withdrawing group (i.e., — I effect) and 
decreases by the substitution of electron releasing group (i.e. + I effect). The pKa 
values of some aliphatic acids are presented in the table.

pKa Values of Some Aliphatic Acids

Acid Acid pKapKa
ci,ch2cooh

ci2.ch.cooh

C[3.C.COOH
CH3.CH(CI)CH2COOH
CI.CH2CH2CH2.COOH

3.8HCOOH
CH3COOH
ch3ch2cooh

ch3ch2ch2cooh

CH3.CH2.CH(CI)COOH

3.6
1.34.7
0.64.8

4.8 4.1
4.53.8

Similarly different substituents effect the acidic character of benzoic acid (pKa = 
4.2). The ortho derivatives are more acidic than meta and para derivatives, it is due to 
ortho-effect. Hydroxy (-OH) and methoxy (-OCH3) substituents show anomolous 
behaviour because highly electronegative element (oxygen) is directly attached in the 
benzene ring. pKa values of different substituted benzoic acids are present in the 
following table.

pKa Values of Substituted Benzoic Acid 
[pKa value of Benzoic acid = 4.2]

Substituent pKa Value
ortho meta para

CH3 3.9 4.3 4.4

OCH3 4.1 4.1 4.5

OH 3.0 4.1 4.6

3.8Cl 2.9 4.0

3.4N02 2.2 3.5
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Aromatic carboxylic acids are stronger acids than phenol (CgHsOH) blat rial 
weaker than mineral acids. j

Organic Bases : Alkyl or aryl amines are the organic bases. These are! 
derivative of ammonia (NH3). Amines are classified as primary (1°), seconda ~y (2 

• tertiary (3°) amines depending on whether one, two or all three hydrogen atoiiis 
ammonia molecule are replaced by alkyl or aryl groups e.g.

CH3NH2 (CH3)2NH (CH3)3N .
Methyl amine Dimethylamine 

(Primary) (Secondary)
Trimethyl amine 

(Tertiary)

Primary amines
NH22 2

CH3 2
Amino benzene 

(Aniline)
o-Aminotoluene

(o-Tolaidine)
o-Diamino 
benzene

Secondary amines

NH—CH3

N-Methyl aniline Diphenyl amine

Tertiary amines

(C6H5)3-NN(CH3)2

N, N-Dimethyl aniline

Amines (l9, 2° or 3C; aliphatic or aromatic) react with acids to form salt, ttierefc 
amines are the bases. At the same time nitrogen atom of amine possesses or lonU jp aiar 
electrons, amines are the bases. Their basic strength or character may be repijeserit:

Triphcnylnmine

as'.
R.NH2 + H2O^^RNHj +0H"

[RNHg ] [0H“]
K =

[RNH2][H20]

[RNHg ] [OH-]
*6 = [RNH2]

where is ionisation constant of base, RNH2.
Evidently \s directly proportional to the concentration of ionised spec ar

inversely proportional to the concentration of unionised species. As the valu 5 of j -fi. 
increases basic strength of the basic increases. Thus Kf, is a true index of f 1: 
basicity or basic strength (character) or the base. But basic stre xgflx 
represented as pK^ which can be given as : |

pKb=-\ogKb 

For CH3NH2 the value of Kb is 4.3 x 10-4.

=-log(4.3xl0-4) .

= -log 4.3-log 10 

= -0.63 + 4 = 3.37
\ \

Obviously, the smaller the pKb> the stronger the base (cf. the greatox- ft
Kb, the stronger the base).

The basic character of the base changes by substitution in the base. Basic stream g-tit c 
the base increases by the substitution of electron releasing group (t.e., + I effect) an

Therefore,
-4
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decreases by the substitution of electron withdrawing group (i.e., - I effect). For 
example,

pKb Values of Some Alkyl and Aryl Amines 

\pKb of NH3 =4.74]

Amine Amine pKb Amine pKbpKb

9.38CH3NH2 3.37 (C2H5)NH2 3.26 C6H5NH2

(C2H5)2NH 13.22(CH3)2NH 3.28 3.02 (C6H5)2NH

{C6H5)3N(CH3)3N 3.30 (C2H5)3N 3.24 13.30

8.92C6H5CH2.NH2 4.60 C6H5.NH.CH3 9.16 C6H5N.(CH3)2

It is interested to note that the pKb value of 3° amines is greater than that of 2° 
amine that is due to steric effect. The value of pKb changes of aniline due to different 
types of nuclear substitution. It can be presented as :

(i) The pKfy value increases due to the electron releasing group substituted in 
the benzene ring. The pK/j value decreases due to the nuclear substitution of electron 
withdrawing group.

(ii) o-substituted aniline tends to have higher pKb value that of aniline 
irrespective of the nature (electron releasing or withdrawing) of the substituent.

The pKfj values of different nuclear substituted aniline are presented here.

pKb values of substituted Aniline 

(pKb of aniline = 9.38]

Substituent Substituent PKbSubstituent pKb pKb

9.31 p-CH3 8.929.60 m—CH3o-CH3

9.00 p-NH2 7.839.52 m-NH2o-NH2

9.70 p-OCH3 8.709.52 m-OCH30-OCH3

p-N02 13.0014.30 m-N02 11.52o-N02

p-CI 10.0011.35 m-CI 10.52o-CI

• 3.9. AROMATICITY
The simplest aromatic hydrocarbon is benzene (C6H6). It occupies a pivotal 

position in the study of the chemistry of aromatic compounds. In fact, aromatic 
hydrocarbon containing one or more benzene rings are known as benzenoid 
hydrocarbon e.g.

Naphthalene

Aromatic compounds apparently are cyclic compounds and contain alternate single 
and double bonds. Although they have a high degree of unsaturation, yet they do not 
give the normal tests of unsaturated compounds, e.g., Baeyer's test, bromine test etc. 
They, generally, do not show addition reactions but they prefer to show electrophilic 
substitution reactions such as nitration, halogenation, sulphonation and Friedal-Craft 
reactions. These compounds are very stable as indicated by their low heats of 
combustion and hydrogenation. Thus, their properties are quite different from those of 
aliphatic and alicylic compounds.

PhenanthreneBenzene Anthracene
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This unique behaviour is called as aromaticity or aromatic character. lira : 
aromaticity is a property ofsj? hybridized planar rings in which p-orbitals (one on e 
atom) allow cyclic delocalization of rc-electrons.

Conditions for Aromaticity
(i) An aromatic compound is cyclic and planar.
(ii) Each atom of the aromatic ring should contain p-orbital which m.n&'t 

parallel so that a continuous overlap is possible around the ring. Thus, eac n ca3r"b 
atom is in sp2 hybridized state.

(hi) The cyclic rt-molecular orbital formed by the overlapping of p-orbit ils xxx 
contain {An + 2) n-electrons, where n is an integer, e.g., 0, 1, 2, 3 etc. This is Knowm 
Huckel's rule.

Bucket's (4n + 2) rule
According to Huckel's rule, a cyclic compound which has (4n + 2) Tr-elecfcjrc 

(where, n is an integer) should be markedly stable typical of be:xacenc 
aromatics.

The cyclic compounds with (4n)n-electrons should be even less stable than 'tla 
open-chain analogues. So, cyclic compounds with (4n)n-electrons are known 
anti-aromatic compounds, and this quality is known as anti-aromaticity

Evidence in support of Hiickel’s rule
(1) Benzene which is a cyclic compound having a cloud of a six deloc alisec

electrons, is in accordance with Huckel's (4n + 2)n-rule (where n = 1 and 6 is s. Pinoli 
number).

(2) Non-benzenoids as shown below also show the aromatic characters, sin 

they have a cyclic structure with 2 or 6 (both are Huckel numbers) rt-electrons
+

e
Cyclopropenyl cation Cyclopentadienyl anion Cycloheptatrienyl cation 

(6rt-electron)(2ji-electron) ortropylium ion 
(6n-electron)

(3) Hydrocarbons like naphthalene, anthracene, etc., are cyclic con jpoucrv

containing 10, 14 etc. n-electrons (all Huckel numbers). They should also exlxxk 
aromatic character which they actually do.

.(4) Heterocyclic compounds like furan, thiophene, pyrrole, pyridine ejtc., 
cyclic compounds containing six n-electrons. These compounds should exhibit a romsit 
character which they actually do.

(5) Cyclic systems of compounds such as cyclopropenyl anion, cyclobul adiexx 
and cyclopentadienyl cation, cyclo octatetraene and cycloheptatrienyl anion coix-tain. 
or 8n-electrons. Since they follows (4n) n-rule, they should not show aromatic characta 
Actually, they are non-aromatic.

a:

Cyclopropenyl anion 
(43-electron)

Cyclobutadiene
(43-electron)

Cyclopentadienyl cation 
(43-electron)

Cyclo octatetraene 
(83-electron)

Cycloheptatrienyl anion 
(83-electron)
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It may be noted that the Huckel number 6 is the most common number observed in 
aromatic systems or compounds. So, the term aromatic sextet is commonly used for 
these six ^-electrons. Aromatic compounds {e.g., tropylium bromide Cyl^Br, 
dicyclopentadienyl iron [(Cst^)-^ Fe+ + , etc), which contain no benzene ring are 
referred to as non-benzenoid aromatic compounds, to distinguish them from 
benzenoid aromatic compounds containing at least one benzene ring.

Benzene, which is a flat molecule with six carbons provides the aromatic sextet and 
bond angles which exactly match the trigonal angle of 120°. It is thus a 'perfect' 
aromatic compound. Other aromatic compounds with Huckel numbers 2,10,14, etc. No 
doubt have stability characteristics of aromatic systems, but their rings are too small or 
too large to accommodate perfectly the trigonally hybridised atoms. The stability of 
these non-benzenoid aromatics is reduced by angle strain and/or poor overlap of 
p-orbitals. It is, thus important to note that the stability of an aromatic compound or 
system is not always of the same order. Therefore,

"An aromatic compound is not only a cyclic compound containing clouds of 
delocalised n-electrons above and below the plane of the molecule, but it must 
also have a n cloud containing a total of(4n + 2) K-electrons." The presence of a 
benzene ring is not an absolute condition for a compound to show aromaticity or 
aromatic behaviour.

Aromatic Sextet
On the basis of electronic theory, the Kekule's structures of benzene can be 

represented as :
H H

. C C .
H:C * '* C:HH:C ’ * C:H

C‘H C:HH:C H:C
’ C • * c *

H H

According to J. J. Thomson, the C—C bond in benzene molecule depicted by a three 
electron bond is as follows :

H H
•,C.- C!'

I '

H:c^
H:c C:H •

I • •
H:c C*H C:H

’ C ‘ c
H H

However, Ingold (1928) and Huckel (1931) suggested that each C—C bond in 
benzene molecule can be represented by 2 electrons and the remaining 6 electrons 
(1 electron; on each carbon atom) form a sextet, known as aromatic sextet. The 
aromatic properties in the molecule are due to the presence of this aromatic sextet. 
Therefore, due to aromatic sextet, heterocyclic compounds like pyridine, thiophene, 
pyrrole, furan etc. exhibit aromatic properties.

FuranBenzene Pyridine Thiophene
H

Pyrrole
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• 3.10. CONFORMATION

Alkanes are characterised by sigma bonds or single covalent bonds. These Toot: 
permit free rotation about the internuclear axis of a sigma bond (say, a C—fa t>on 
Thus, it is possible for such a compound to have different relative arrangements of titx 
atoms in space which can convert into one another. The arrangements of cat £o: 
which can be changed into one another by rotation around single bo c.
known as conformations. The isomers having different conformations a 
called conformers. Thus, alkanes can have infinite number of conformations.

[I] Conformations of Ethane
Ethane molecule has a C—C single bond and each carbon atom is attached to tlxi 

H atoms. If one carbon atom is allowed to rotate about C—C bond, while thie ott 
carbon atom remains stationary, an infinite number of arrangements of hydrogrerxs 
one carbon with respect to those of the other can be obtained. These arrantemer- 
called conformations have same bond angles and bond lengths.

Out of the infinite number of possible conformations of ethane, two repre jent t‘. 
extremes. In the first conformation (I), the hydrogens are crowded together and almc 
eclipse each other. It is called eclipsed conformation. In the second conformation. (I 
the hydrogens are as far apart as possible. It is called staggered conformation. T' 
infinite number of possible intermediate conformations are called skew or grczzic. 
conformations.

Eclipsed form Staggered form
(I) (ID
Conformations of ethane.

Newmann developed a new way of representing the conformations of moleculos six: 
the forms are known as Newmann projections.

hH

Staggered form
Newmann projections of ethane conformations.

The relative stabilities of various conformations of ethane are as,
Staggered > Skew > Eclipsed

The staggered conformation of ethane is most stable because it has ths leas 
potential energy arid least torsional strain, whereas eclipsed conformation lias "tlr 
highest energy and thus it has lowest stability. The various conformations of ethjane d 
not differ much in energy. The energy difference between the two ex-tT-am 
conformations, i.e., staggered and eclipsed conformations is 3 kcal mole-1 [and i 
constitutes the energy barrier to about the carbon-carbon bond. Due to torsional stirair:
certain energy called torsional energy is required to permit rotation around the C------C
single bond. An energy barrier equivalent to this torsional energy has to be overcoxn

Eclipsed form
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before a staggered conformation can change into the eclipsed conformation. The energy 
barrier of 3 kcal mole-1 is very small and even at ordinary temperatures, the ethane 
molecule has thermal or kinetic energy which is enough to overcome the energy barrier 
through effective intermolecular collisions and so the various conformations of ethane 
can change freely from one form into another. Thus, there is a free rotation about the 
carbon-carbon single bond in ethane and so it is not possible to obtain different 
conformations of ethane.

Eclipsed
conformation

&
&c
O)

• M
C

_0

Staggered
conformation

Staggered
conformation

o
Oh

Rotation----- ►
Energy changes during rotation about carbon-carbon single bond in ethane.

[II] Conformations of Butane
n-Butane is a four carbon alkane derived from ethane in which one hydrogen on 

each carbon is substituted by a methyl group. n-Butane has more than one staggered 
and eclipsed conformations and the staggering or eclipsing in these conformations may 
be partial or complete.

In the completely staggered conformation (I), known as anti form, the methyl 
groups lie as far apart as possible. If we assume that the angle of rotation about the 
central C2 — C3 bond is zero for (I), then on rotating one of the C2 or C3 carbon atom 
through an angle of 60°, the eclipsed form (II) appears. In its back, a hydrogen, rather 
than the methyl group is attached to other carbon. If we rotate it by another 60°, we get 
staggered conformation (III), also known as gauche form, in which the two methyl 
groups are only at 60° apart. Further rotation by 60°, gives fully eclisped conformation 
IV. Further, rotation by 60° gives rise to gauche form (V), in which the two methyl 
groups are again at 60° apart. Further rotation 60° gives rise to eclipsed form (VI), 
which if rotated by another 60°, will give the anti form (I).

CH3
Elipsed form Gauche formAnti form

(ID (HD

Fully eclipsed form Gauche form Eclipsed form
(IV) (V) (VI)

Conformations of n-butane.
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Relative stabilities of the conformations of nrbutane : The figure stiows 
energy change during rotation about C2 —C3 bond in n-butane. The diffe^-eracec 
energy of I and FV is 5.3 kcal mole_1t between I and III (or V) it is about 0.9 kcdl mol« 
Therefore, IV will be the least stable and I would be most stable confornkatior: 
n-butane. Conformations III and V would be slightly less stable than I and VI Swoulc 
slightly more stable than IV.

It is clear that the anti conformation I is only slightly more stable that: 
conformations, III and V. So, the staggered conformations which possess or- 
minimum energy are called conformational isomers or conformers. 
conformers differ from each other only in the spatial relationship of atoms! form 
them and so they are called stereoisomers. The two gauche forms, III antcl 'V' 
non-superimposable images of each other and so they are called conforma-tior 
enantiomers. The pair consisting of anti form I and one of the gauche formfc are : 
mirror images of each other and so they are called conformational diasterreomc 
These conformational isomers are readily inter-convertible (unlike the com errfcio: 
stereo-isomers) and so cannot be separated.

nea:
Ttr

Fully eclipsed (TV)
Eclipsed (II) Eclipsed (VI)

4.4 kcal
'3.5 kcal3.5 kcal

& Ia>s [o.9 kcal |o.9 kcal 

Gauche
.2+2 Anti Gauche Anti
o Ill1 V I

c£
0° 60® 120° 180® 240® 300° 360®
I I I I I

Rotation----- ►
Energy changes during rotation around the central 

carbon-carbon bond in n-butane.

As the energy difference between conformers I and IV is still small (5.3 kcal mole- 
so they cannot be separated. n-Butane at any time will be an equilibrium mixti Lire of 
conformers, in which the highest proportion will be that of anti conformer, I a rtcl Iol 
proportion of the fully eclipsed conformer IV.

The torsional strain can explain the greater stability of staggered confori natioi 
than that of eclipsed conformation, IV. But in this case, another factor also coijrxes ir: 
play. In n-butane, the two hydrogens, one on each of the two central carbons ( O 2 a: 
C3) have been replaced by bulkier methyl groups. In anti conformation, I these 
methyl groups are farthest apart, while in other gauche and eclipsed forms, £
brought closer. Due to crowding of bulky methyl groups in gauche and eclipsed fom 
vander Waals forces of repulsion between the groups occur, which cause stferii strict 
in these molecules. Due to steric strain, the energy of such conformations increases a: 
so the stability decreases. The anti and gauche conformations are both free of tprsioz: 
strain due to staggered nature, but in gauche conformations, the bulky methyl giroxx 
are 60° apart and so they suffer steric strain. The anti conformation, I is, however, fr 
of this steric strain also. Therefore, the gauche conformation should have higher en-er 
and lower stability than the anti conformation, I. Actually, the energy of gauche form. 
0.9 kcal mole-1 greater than anti form, I and so the former has lower stability, 
eclipsed conformation IV, the steric and torsional strains occur to the maximunfi exte 
and so it has the maximum energy and minimum stability.

[Ill] Conformations of Cyclohexane

In fvi.

Cyclohexane is not<a planar molecule. If it is so, the C—C—C bond angle sttoxx
120°. On the basis, it should not be stable. In fact cyclohexane is a stable mblecu.! 
Sachse and Mohr has given two conformations of cyclohexane showing the relgfti*
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spatial disposition of hydrogen atoms in them as shown in figure. All the pairs of 
carbon-carbon bonds in the chair form of cyclohexane are perfectly staggered bonds, 
and in boat form, there are eclipsed bonds. In the chair conformation, therefore, the 
angle strain as well as torsional strain are absent.

Chair and boat conformation of cyclohexane.

The boat conformation has appreciable torsional strain and steric strain due to the 
crowding and C4 hydrogens,.although it has no angle strain. The boat form should 
thus be much less stable than the chair form. It has been seen that the chair 
conformation of cyclohexane has 7.0 kcal mole-1 less energy (thus more stable) than the 
boat conformation. So, the chair form is preferred over boat form. On paper, the 
two routine conformations of cyclohexane are shown in figure.

Chair form

Besides the above conformations, cyclohexane has several other conformations as 
shown in figure.

Boat form

ba

4 1

n5 3,

.3 2 6

d cTwist
Boat and twist conformations of cyclohexane.

i .• ■ 1

• 3.11. PLANAR REPRESENTATION OF CONFORMATION
It is not easy to depict three dimensional formulae on paper. However different 

methods or styles are known to depict conformation on paper which are as follows :

[I] Newman Projection Formula
Newman projection depicts the spatial arrangement Of all the atomsbr groups on 

two adjacent carbon atoms. In this case, the molecule i's seen along the axis of a
Hydrogen atom on the rear carbon directly 

' behind a hydrogen on the front carbon

Carbon in 
the front

Carbon in 
the rear

• ; I

Staggered conformation 
of ethane

Eclipsed conformation 
of ethane
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carbon-carbon bond. The carbon atom towards the front is represented by a ciot 3 
the carbon atom towards the rear by a circle. The atoms or groups the carbc n. ato 
are depicted as being bonded to the dot or circle.

[II] Sawhorse Projection Formula
The sawhorse formula represents the spatial arrangement of all the atoms oar 

on two adjacent carbon atoms. The bond between the adjacent carbon atoms is s H.o wix 
a diagonal line usually from lower left to upper right, the left hand bottom end dejpicti 
the atom nearest to the observer and the right hand top end, the atom that is fartl: 
away. Two of the remaining bonds to the two atoms are drawn vertically and tftxe ott 
four at 120° angles to these two as shown in figure.

Staggered conformation 
of ethane

Eclipsed conformation 
of ethane

[III] Fischer Plain Projection Formula
In this projection, all bonds are drawn as solid lines with the understand ing tt 

horizontal bonds (both left and right) point towards the observer (above the plane 
paper) and vertical bonds point away from the observer (below the plane of pai ex*). T 
chiral carbon atom lies in the plane of the paper and usually it is omitted, < •. gr. , t 
Fischer projections of the two forms of glyceraldehyde are represented by (I) ar cl (XI)
Gil) and (IV).

CHO CHO CHO CHO
I

H-C-OH HO-C-H H-x-OH HO- H
I I
CH2OH ch2oh ch2oh ch2oh
0) (ID (II) (IV)

Cross depicts the 
chiral carbon

If Fischer projections are to be used then certain following rules must be obejy-ecL a: 
certain conventions understood, otherwise the structure will be misinterpreted!.

(i) The carbon chain of the molecule is arranged vertically, with the most ixiclis 

carbon at the top or put the carbon number I at the top.
(ii) The asymmetric carbon atom is put at the intersection of the crossed lines.
(iii) The groups attached to the vertical lines are understood to be going back! eXii* 

the plane of the paper, i.e., the vertical lines represent bonds going away fif-om "t* 
observer.

(iv) The groups attached to the horizontal lines are understood to be coming forwa: 
out of the plane of the paper, i. e., the horizontal lines represent bonds coming cowax*« 
the observer.

[IV] Flying Wedge Projection Formula
This is the most commonly used model. In this projection formula three types of lira 

are used in a standard way to show three dimensional structures in a two dimeorLsioxx 
picture. A solid wedge, (►thick lines) depicts a bond projecting above the plane of tl 
paper towards the observer. Continuous lines (—, solid line) are bonds in the plane 
the paper. A broken wedge dashed lines) depicts a bond in the plane of the ;pa;pe 
i. e., a bond pointing away from the observer.
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C C
H' \ ^COOH 

CH3
HHOOC

CH3
Flying-wedge representation of the two forms of glyceraldehyde.

Differences between conformation and configuration.

ConformationConfiguration

1. The configuration of a molecule is the 
spatial arrangement of atoms and groups 
about a rigid part of the molecule /.e., about 
a double bond or ring and about a 
dissymetric part of the molecule.

2. Configurations are not easily 
interconvertiable.

The conformations of a molecule are the 
different spatial arrangements of its atoms 
and groups that arise due to the rotation of 
a part of the molecule about a single bond.

1.

Conformations are easily interconvertible, 
they get converted even at room 
temperature.

2.

A molecule could have an infinite number 
of conformations.

3. A molecule can have only • one 
configuration i.e., a different configuration 
will give different molecule.

4. The difference of energy between two 
configurations is more than 84 kJ mole-1.

5. Interconversions of configurations involve 
bond breaking and bond forming 
processess.

3.

Conformations have low energy barriers, 
which varies from 4,2 to 46 kJ mole-1.

4.

Interconversions of conformation involve 
rotation of part of a molecule about a single 
bond.

5.

• 3.12. CHIRALITY
The term chiral (Greek : cheir = hand) was first coined by Kelvin (1884) for those 

substances which have 'handedness' i.e., object and mirror image relationship of a left 
and right hand.

Those molecules which are not superimposable on their mirror images are called 
chiral molecules and are said to possess chirality. Chirality (non-superimposability 
on mirror image) is the main criterion for showing optical activity as well as 
enantiomerism. Enantiomerism is exhibited by compounds only when their molecules 
are chiral. If a molecule or object is superimposable on its mirror image, it is achiral 
(non-chiral). Achiral molecules are optically inactive and do not exhibit 
enantiomerism.

The terms chiral and chirality are now widely accepted and they have replaced the 
earlier terms, viz., asymmetric asymmetry, dissymmetric and dissymmetry.
Stereogenic Centre

A carbon bonded to four different groups or atoms is known as a chiral centre. The 
term chirality centre is the most recently IUPAC approved term for the earlier used 
terms like chiral centre, chiral carbon or an assymmetric carbon. The chirality centre is 
indicated by as asterisk in each of the following compounds.

CH3 — CHCOOH CH3 —CH2—CH—CH3

OH Br

A stereogenic centre (stereocentre) is defined as an atom on which an interchange of 
• any two atoms or groups results in a new stereoisomer. If the new stereoisomer is an
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enantiomer, the stereocentre is called chiral centre. All stereocentres 
tetrahedral.

r

COOH COOH

Interchange between
H- OH HO H

two groups, e.g., H and OH

ch3
Stereocentre

ch3
New stereoisomer

0) Ob
Stereocentres I and II are enantiomers, so the stereocentre is a chiral centre.

Stereocentres

H3C\ ^CH3 Interchange between two HsGv^ Hc=c c=c
H^ ^H ^ch3groups on a stereocentre, 

e.g., H and CHg
Cis isomer

(HD
Stereocentres III and IV are not enantiomers. They are diastereomers, so in tt 

case, stereocentres are not chiral centres. Moreover, they are not tetrahedral, 'rfh. 
can say that all chiral centres are stereocentres, but all stereocentres ctr'e wr. 
chiral centres. \

A molecule which contains only one chiral centre, must be chiral. Molecules whic 
contain two or more chiral centres may or may not be chiral, e.g., meso-tartaric acid tx; 
two chiral centres, but it is achiral. Many but not all chiral molecules contaiiji ctxix* 
centres, e.g., many biphenyl derivatives are chiral but do not possess any chiral center 
Therefore, the absence or presence of a chiral centre is no criterion of chirality. T fcxe ora! 
and final test for chirality is that a molecule or object cannot be superimposea. on i' 
mirror image. I

New stereoisomer
(TV)

ns, v

• 3.13. ISOMERISM
Compounds which have the same molecular formula but different pity sic c 

or chemical properties are called isomers and this phenomenon is kn< >zcn c. 
isomerism. For example, molecular formula C2H60 can represent the follow! rxg tw 
organic compounds :

CH3CH2OH
Ethyl alcohol

Both the compounds contain the same number of carbon, hydrogen and bxygfo: 
atoms. However, the difference in their properties must be also due to the difference i: 
the relative arrangement of atoms in the compounds. Broadly speaking isomeris m is c 
two types :

(i) Structural isomerism : When the isomerism is due to the difference in ttL 
relative arrangement of atoms within the molecule without any reference to spa ce, tli 
phenomenon is known as structural isomerism.

(ii) Space isomerism or stereo-isomerism : This isomerism is due 
different arrangement of atoms or groups in space. In other words, stereo-isomei 
the same structural formulae but have different configurations. It is of two types CA. 
Geometrical isomerism and (B) Optical isomerism. Both these are described her|e.

[1] Geometrical Isomerism
The two carbon atoms can easily be rotate if attached by a single bond e.g., e :txane 

propane etc. But they can not rotate if attached by a double bond and the fixed ui lion o: 
two tetrahedra at two common corners gives different arrangements of atoms or * rrou. £ 
in space provided they are different on each carbon atom. Thus, C2 a2 b2 can Tbr 
represented as :

CH3 —0 — CH3
Dimethyl ether

to ttx 
s Txav
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The isomerism which arises due to the different geometrical arrangements 
of atoms or groups about doubly bonded carbon atom is known as geometrical 
isomerism and the isomers are called as geometrical isomers. The isomer in 
which same or similar groups lie on the same side is called as cis isomer (Latin, cis = 
same side) and the isomer in which same or similar groups lie on the opposite sides in 
space is called as trans isomer (Latin, trans - across) and the phenomenon is also 
called as cis trans isomerism.

In general, all alkene compounds having the general formula abC = Cxy or a more 
simple formula abC = Cab show the phenomenon of geometrical isomerism. On the 
other hand, the compounds of the general formula, abC = Cxx will not show geometrical 
isomerism as one of the carbon atom contains same atoms or groups. Some examples 
are as follows :

Examples:
CHBr

(1) 1, 2-Dibromoethene, ||
CHBr

H —C—Br
\r

H — C—Br

H—C—Br Br- -H
cis form trans form

(2) Butene-2, CH3—CH=CH—CH3
CH3—C—H 

- -N
; CH3—C—H

CH3 —C—H 

H—C—CH3
cis form trans form

(3) Maleic and fumaric acids, C2H2(COOH)2 
H—C—COOH H—C—COOH

H—C—COOH HOOC—C—H
Maleic acid 
(cis form)

Fumaric acid 
(trans form)

Geometrical Isomerism of Oximes or >C=N Compounds
The carbon and a nitrogen atom joined by a double bond (>C=N) can not easily 

rotate similar to two carbon atoms joined by a double bond (>C=C<). The positions of 
various groups attached to >C=N are fixed in space and such compounds, therefore, 
show geometrical isomerism. The geometrical isomers of benzaldoxime may be 
represented as :

CeHs—C—H ^6^5—C—H

N—OH HO—N
p-Benzaldoxime 

(Anti form)
a-Benzaldoxime 

(Syn form)

The isomer in which H and OH groups are on the same side is known as cis or syn, 
while the isomer in which H and OH groups are on opposite sides is known as anti or 
trans form.

Geometrical isomerism of Alicyclic or Ring compounds
Geometrical isomerism is also shown by ring compounds. In the ring compounds 

there is no free rotation around C—C single bonds as the rotation will break the bonds 
as well as the ring. For example, geometrical isomers of cyclopropane dicarboxylic acid 
may be represented as :
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H H

C
H COOHH
C C

COOH COOH COOH H
Trans formcis form

Explanation of Geometrical Isomerism

According to van't Hoff and Le Bel, the four valencies of carbon atom are direo 
towards four corners of a regular tetrahedron, at the centre of which carbor atone 
situated. The angle between any two valency bonds is 109°28\ According to thi s tlxoc 
a compound containing two carbon atoms united by a single bond can be represjonte <d 
two tetrahedra joined together corner to corner as given below for succinic acid :

H H

H -}COOH H COOH

H - vCOOH HOOC4- H

H H
(0 (ID
Identical molecules of succinic acid.

If two tetrahedra were fixed rigidly to each other, the two compounds ha idngr t 
models I and II should be possible. In Tact, there is only one succinic acid lemo'v 
Therefore, it is concluded that there occurs a free rotation of carbon atoms a ooxxt. t 
single bond and there is no possibility of two space models in such cases.

If the two carbon atoms are joined by a double bond, the two tetrahedra represent:! 
them must be in contact at two common corners and their free rotation] ceas 
Therefore, in such compounds, the position of the groups attached to two carbon a.to: 
are fixed relative to each other. . '

Thus, different geometrical 
arrangements of groups about 
the doubly bonded carbon atom \/
now become possible. For P'
example, tetrahedral models of / 
maleic and fumaric acid may be 
represented as :

The lack of free rotation by 
doubly bonded carbon atoms or 
carbon and nitrogen atoms forms 
the basis of geometrical isomerism. It is confirmed by the fact that when ma Leic a: 
fumaric acids are reduced to succinic acid, the isomerism disappears due to tlx© fr 
rotation of carbon-carbon single bond.

Determination of Configuration of Isomers

(i) By Physical methods : In general, it has been observed that the cu isom 
has a lower melting point, a higher boiling point, a greater solubility in organic solvex 
a higher density, a higher dipole moment, a higher heat of combustion and 2. Ixiglx 
ionization constant as an acid. The modern analytical techniques like X-ray analys: 
infrared, ultraviolet and Raman spectra have also been used for this purpose.

* , COOH coc

COOH

H HOOC
Tetrahedral models of maleic and fumaric acids.
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(ii) By formation of a cyclic compound : The formation of a cyclic compound 
takes place easily when the two reacting groups are close to each other. Maleic acid 
readily form cyclic anhydride, whereas fumaric acid does not 

CH.COOH . CH—CO\
ll —l ;o
CH.COOH -h2o CH.CO /

Maleic unhydrideMaleic acid

CH.COOH
-—> No anhydride is formed.

HOOC.CH
Fumaric acid

[II] Optical Isomerism

An ordinary ray of light vibrates in all directions perpendicular to its path of 
propagation. When it is passed through a nicol prism, the emerging rays vibrate only in 
one plane and the plane along which vibrations occur is known as plane of polarisation. 
The substances which rotate the plane of polarised light are said to be 
optically active and this property is known as optical activity.

■■»

Ordinary
light

Plane Optically Plane of Plane, of
polarised active polarised polarised light

light substance light rotated rotated
towards right towards left

A nicol 
prism

Polarization of light

Isomers which have similar physical and chemical properties but differ in their 
behaviour towards polarised light are called optical isomers and the phenomenon is 
known as optical isomerism. The isomer which rotates the plane of polarised light in 
clockwise direction is known as dextrorotatory or d-form or (+) form. The isomer 
which rotates the plane of polarised light in anti-clockwise direction is known as 
laevo-rotatory or l-form or (-) form. The isomer which does not rotate the plane of 
polarised light in any direction is known as optically inactive. The d-and 1-forms of a 
compound are always related to each other as object to image and are called as 
enantiomorphs, enantiomers or antimers.

For a compound to show optical activity, it must contain an asymmetric (chiral or 
stereogenic) carbon atom, i.e., a carbon atom which is attached with four different 
atoms or groups. For example, lactic acid, tartaric acid, active valeric acid, amyl alcohol 
etc.

CH3ch3
*CH(OH)COOH

*CH(OH)COOH
H-C-OH H-C-COOH

COOH C2H5Tartaric acid
Active valeric acid 

(Ethyl methyl acetic acid)
Lactic acid

According to van't Hoff, the number of optical isomers is given by 2n, where n is the 
number of dissimilar asymmetric carbon atoms.

Explanation of Optical Activity :
According to van't Hoff and Le Bel, the 
four valencies of the carbon are directed 
towards four corners of a regular 
tetrahedron, at the centre of which 
carbon atom is situated. The angle 
between any two valency bonds is a'^
109°28'. If four different atoms or groups 
are attached to such a carbon atom, 
then the following two arrangements 
are possible.

Mirror
b b

/ r

c;^ \ c
dV’ a

cc
Two space models due to the presence of an 

asymmetric carbon atom.
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These two arrangements are not 
super-imposable and show mirror image 
relationship. Such molecules are called as 
chiral and this property is known as 
molecular chirality. Hence, the compounds 
containing an asymmetric or chiral carbon 
atom are capable of showing the 
phenomenon of optical isomerism. On the 
other hand, there are certain 
compounds which contain two or more 
asymmetric carbon atoms and yet they 
are optically inactive. It means that the 
presence of asymmetric carbon atom is 
not only sufficient to make the molecule 
optically active. Actually, the molecule ' 
as a whole should be asymmetric. H*—----- 
Thus, molecular asymmetry or 
chirality is an essential condition 
for the compound to show optical 
activity. If the molecule contains a 
plane of symmetry or centre of 
symmetry, the molecule becomes optically inactive due to internal compensat on.

A plane of symmetry is an imaginary plane which divides the molecule Into t 
parts such that each part is the mirror image of the other. The molecules having- snc! 
plane are always optically inactive due to internal compensation.

A centre of symmetry is an imaginary point in the molecule such that if a line 
drawn from any group of the molecule to this point and then extending the li ne "to 
equal distance beyond the point, it meets the mirror image of the original gr >ui;p>. I 
example, trans-dimethyl diketo piperazine contains centre of symmetry and is < >p>t:iG3. 
inactive. I

(i) Optical Isomerism of a Compound Containing One Stereogeir 
(Asymmetric) Carbon Atom : The most common example of a compound cofx'fca.ini 
one stereogenic carbon is lactic acid, CH3 * CH(OH)COOH. It contains one asytnme-fc 
carbon atom and according to van’t Hoff it can exist in the following two optically act:' 
forms which are related to each other as object to image. The priority order of jrotati 
the plane of polarised light of four groups attached to an asymmetric carbon [a-tom 
lactic acid is —OH > —COOH > —CH3 > —H. Therefore, I

(a) Compound I will rotate the plane of polarised light in clockwise direction an<3 
known as d-form.

(b) Compound II will rotate the plane of polarised light in antic ockw. 
direction and is known as /-form.

COOH

H—C—OH
-\ Plane ol sy m m«

H—C—OH

COOH

Mirror
CH3 ch3/'v •\

c
S'OH HO<

COOH C 3>OM
a) (ii

d and / forms of lactic acid.

(c) A third form results when equal amounts of d- and /-forms are mix 
together. It is called as racemic form or dl mixture. It is optically inactiv( cLuie 
external compensation.

(ii) Optical Isomerism of a Compound Containing Two Sixrail 
Stereogenic Carbon Atoms : The most common example of a compound coi rfcaixii: 
two similar stereogenic (asymmetric) carbon atom is tartaric acid.

*CH(OH)COOH
Tartaric acid | , contains two similar stereogenic or asyrnmet:

*CH(OH)COOH
carbon atoms, each of which is attached to four different groups, i.e., —H 
—COOH, —CH(OH) COOH. Due to the presence of two similar asymmetric 
atoms, the configurations of various groups in tartaric acid can be represente 
following three ways:

O
C3.X*t>

d in t,'.
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H—C—OH HO—C—H H—C—OH

H—C—OHHO—C—H H—C—OH

COOH COOHCOOH
meso form/-form

IIIIII

(a) Compound I will rotate the plane of polarised light in clockwise direction and is 
known as d-form.

(b) Compound II will rotate the plane of polarised light in anti- clockwise direction 
and is known as /-form.

(c) Compound III will not rotate the plane of polarised light in any direction and is 
known as meso form. It is optically inactive due to internal compensation. The half of 
the molecule rotates the plane of polarised light in clockwise direction, whereas the 
remaining half equally rotates the plane of polarised light in anti- clockwise direction.

(d) A fourth form results when equal amounts of d and /-forms are mixed together. It 
is called as racemic form or dl mixture. It is optically inactive due to external 
compensation. The cZ-form rotates the plane of polarised light in clockwise direction and 
its rotation is balanced by an equal but opposite rotation of /-form.

Enantiomers
Enantiomers or enantiomorphs or antimers are the cZ-and /-forms of an optically 

active compound which are related to each other as object to image. By the cZ-form 
means dextrorotatory, (D-) i.e., which rotates the plane of polarised light in clockwise 
direction and /-form (L-) means laevorotatory, i. e., which rotates the plane.of polarised 
light in anti-clockwise direction.

HO—C—HH—C—OH

COOHCOOH
cf-Form /-Form

Properties of Enantiomers
Enantiomers are stable compounds which differ from one another in three 

dimensional arrangements. They have same melting points, density, solubility, colour 
and reactivity. They differ only in their behaviour towards polarized light. The mixture 
of equal amounts of two enantiomers is called as racemic mixture. It is optically 
inactive.

Racemic and Meso Forms
The compounds which contain one or more similar asymmetric carbon atoms but do 

not rotate the plane of polarised li'ght are optically inactive. Such compounds are found 
in racemic and meso forms.

Racemic form : It is a mixture of equal amount of cZ - and / -forms. It is optically 
inactive due to external compensation. The d -form rotates the plane of polarised light 
in clockwise direction and its rotation is balanced by an equal but opposite rotation of 
/ -form.

Meso form : It is only one compound containing two similar asymmetric carbon 
atoms. The compound is optically inactive as it contains plane of symmetry or centre of 
symmetry. The half of the molecule rotates the plane of polarised light in clockwise 
direction, whereas the remaining half equally rotates the plane of polarised light in
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H—C—OH
H Plane of symmetry

H—C—OH

COOH

anti-clockwise direction. The molecule is, thus, optically inactive due to intr 
compensation. For example, one of the optical isomers of the tartaric acid is its : 
form.

Racemisation

It has been observed that an optically active substance may be converted 
optically inactive racemic mixture under the influence of heat, light or son: e siiit 
catalyst. For example, when a solution of d-tartaric acid is heated at 175°(b, rstc 

mixture of tartaric acid is obtained. The conversion of a d-or l-isomer into rcic 
mixture is known as racemisation. This involves the change of half of the ojpfci 
active compound to the isomer of opposite rotation resulting in the racemic n.ix'fcxa.

2 (+) A------ ► (+) A + (-) A

2 (-) A------>(+)A + (-)A

Racemisation can be brought about in the following ways :

(i) By heating : Lactic acid, amyl alcohol, mandelic acid are racemised by ties.'ti:

(ii) By heating with water : d-tartaric acid is racemised by heating its aqu. 
solution at 175°C.

(iii) By heating with dilute H2SO4 : d-Valeric acid is racemised by he; iting: 
dilute H2S04.

(iv) By heating with alkali : Lactic acid, tartaric acid and mandeli: acid 
racemised by heating by the presence of alkali.

(v) By auto racemisation : In some cases, racemisation takes place it self ix: 
presence of certain impurities. It is known as auto racemisation.

Diastereoisomers or Diastereomers
The compounds which are optical isomers but not the mirror images art; caULe

diastereo isomers or diastereomers. For example, the compound. ChJ OIHECX

* I
CH(OH)COOH has two asymmetric carbon atoms and therefore, it can exist im
following four forms depending upon the relative arrangements of H and —011 gprou

CH3ch3 ch3 ch3
H—C—OH HO—C—H H—C—OH HO—C—H

HO—C—H H—C—OH H—C—OH HO—C—H
COOH COOH COOH COOH

(III)a) (II) (TV)
The forms I and II are mirror images and so are the forms III and IV. The ft arm s I 

III, II and III, II and FV, I and IV although optically active but they are not t tie m- 
images. These are called as diastereoisomers.

Diastereoisomers differ in their physical, chemical and optical properties Ttiey 
be separated by fractional distillation and by chromatographic techniques.
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■Resolution
The separation of a racemic mixture (dl mixture) into d- and /-forms is known as 

resolution. When optically active compounds are prepared by synthetic methods, d- 
ind /-forms are generally obtained in equal amounts. The racemic forms have identical 
physical properties and so they cannot be separated by ordinary methods such as 
ractional crystallisation or fractional distillation.

The following methods are used for resolution of a racemic mixture :

(i) Mechanical separation : This method is applicable for solid substances which 
orm well defined crystals. The racemic mixture contains two types of crystals which 
rave different shapes. They can be separated with the help of magnifying lens and a 
small force. This method is very difficult for practical purposes.

(ii) Biochemical method : This method was discovered by Pasteur in 1858. It is 
jased the fact that certain micro-organisms such as yeast, fungi or bacteria when 
allowed to grow in a solution of racemic mixture, destroy one of the optical isomers 

-more rapidly than the other. For example, when pencillium glaucum is allowed to grow 
in a solution of ammonium salt of racemic tartaric acid, cZ-form of ammonium tartarate 
is completely destroyed and /-form is left behind in solution. The method suffers from 
-the defect that one optical isomer is obtained at the cost of the other.

(iii) Chemical or salt formation method : This is the best method and is 
generally used for the resolution of acids and bases. Racemic acid is resolved with the 
help of optically active base and racemic base is resolved with the help of optically 
active acid. When a racemic acid is treated with optically active base, two types of salts 
known as diastereoisomers are obtained.

(tZ + Z) + 2d - 
Optically 

active 
base

These salts have different solubilities and are separated by fractional 
crystallisation. They are then hydrolysed by dilute HC1 to obtain original optically 
active isomers of the acid.

* i d—d + d~l
Racemic 

mixture of 
an acid

Optically active salts 
(Diastereoisomers)

d + d—Cld-d + H—Cl
Chloride of optically 

active base
Salt Free

acid
d—Cld-Z + H—Cl / +

Free
acid

Chloride of optically 
active base

Salt

For example, when racemic tartaric acid is treated with d-cinchonine (base), two salts 
d-cinchonine d -tartarate and d-cinchonine /-tartarate are obtained. These salts are 
diastereoisomers and have different solubilities. They are separated by fractional 
crystallisation and then hydrolysed to obtain optically active tartaric acid.

(d + l) Tartaric acid + d-Cinchonine d-Cinchonine d-tartarate

+ d-Cinchonine /-tartarate
Acid * d-tartaric acidd-Cinchonine d-tartarate

Acid -» / - tartaric acidd - Cinchonine / - tartarate

Threo and Erythro Diastereomers

The compounds of the general formulae R—Cab—Cab-R' or R—Cab—Cac-R' are 
known as threo and erythro diastereomers. They possess two chiral carbon atoms. This 
nomenclature is based on aldotetroses, erythrose and threose, which exist as two 
enantiomeric pairs, we consider 2, 3, 4-trihydroxybutanal as :
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Mirror Mirror

CHOCHO CHO CHO

H OH : HO- H HO H H OH

H OH ! HO OH ! HO- HH H

CH2OH
(-)-Erythrose

ch2oh ch2oh
(+)-Er>i;hrose (-)-ThrCOse

ch2oh
(+)-Threose

Enantiomeric pair (I) Enantiomeric pair (II)

Evidently one pair of enantiomer is the diastereomer with the other- 
enantiomer. The terms erythreo and threo may be explained as :

The isomer in which two similar groups at two adjacent or non-identical clx 
C-atoms are on the same side at the vertical line (in the Fischer projection) is ic 
erythro isomer and if the groups are on the opposite side is known as threo ii

F>ai:

iraowi
omex*

2, 3-Dihydroxybutanoic acid is other example of erythro and thereo isome -rs, 'wt 
may be shown as

Mirror Mirror

ch3ch3 ch3 ch3
H OH • HO OH • HOH H- H

H OH ! HO H HO H H OH

COOH COOHCOOH COOH

Erythro enantiomers

R, S System of Nomenclature of Optical Isomers

R, S system of configuration of optical isomers was given by Cohn, Ingold ar lcL Fire 
(CIP). The symbols R and S are derived from the Latin words rectus means i igfli-t £ 
sinister meaning left. The configuration of an optically active compound is based va.i 
the nature of the groups attached to an asymmetric centre. The nature of the Ipr 

determined by the priority of the groups which depends upon the following rules :

(a) The four different atoms or groups attached to an asymmetric ce rx-fcre . 
arranged in the decreasing order of priority 1, 2, 3, 4.

(b) When four different atoms are attached to an asymmetric centre, priority is gi-s. 
to atomic number. The atom with the highest atomic number is given thej IxigjTx 

priority. Thus, in bromochlorofluoroiodo methane i.e.

Threo enantiomers

oxi/p.

Cl
I

i F—Cl—I
' I

Br

the priority sequence of four atoms is
I (Z = 53), Br (Z = 35), Cl (Z = 17), F (Z = 9).

(c) If isotopes of the same element are attached to an asymmetric centre, the iso tc 
with higher mass number is given the higher priority. For example, deuterium 
given higher priority as compared to hydrogen (jH1).

(xH2;

:•
(d) If two atoms attached to an asymmetric centre are same, the priority 

determined by the atomic number of next atom away from asymmetric centre
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H —C —OH

ch2

ch3
For example, in butanol-2, ethyl group has higher priority than methyl group 

because in ethyl group carbon atom is attached to C, H, H, whereas in methyl group 
carbon atom is attached to only hydrogen atom (H, H, H). Since carbon has higher 
atomic number than hydrogen, ethyl group has higher priority over methyl group. 
Similarly, the priority of tert-butyl-isopropyl and ethyl groups is in the order :

ch3ch3
I

> CHg—CH— > CH3—CH2 —
(Ethyl)

ch3—c—
(Isopropyl)

ch3
(tert-Butyl)

(e) An atom attached with a double or triple bond is equivalent to two or three such 
atoms. For example,

/C /C
r-C= C is equivalent to = C is equivalent to

H

For example, out of —CHO and —CH2OH groups, —C = 0 group has higher
HH

priority than — C— OH group. This is because in — C = O group, C is attached to 0, O,

H
H

H atoms, whereas in —C—0 — H, C is attached to H, H and O. The third atom in
I

H
—CHO is 0 (Z = 8), while in —CH2OH it is H (Z = 1).

On the basis of these rules, some common groups are given the following priority 
sequence in the decreasing order : i:

—I > —Br > —Cl > S03H > —F > —OCH3 > — OH > —tf02

i

O 0

> —NHCOCH3 > —NHCH3 > —NH2 > —C—Cl > — C—OH

0 H

> —c—NH2 > —C=0 > —CH2OH > —ch3 > — h

After giving priorities to four atoms or groups attached to an asymmetric centre, the 
molecule is now rotated so that the atom or group of lowest priority (4) is directed away 
from the viewer. Now the arrangement of remaining three atoms or groups is viewed in 
the decreasing order of their priorities. In looking so, if the eye moves in a clockwise 
direction, the configuration is assigned as R (Rectus, meaning right), while if the eye 
moves in anticlockwise direction, the configuration is assigned as S (Sinister, meaning 
left).

(a) R and S configurations of lactic acid, CHgCHfOH) COOH: Lactic acid can 
be represented by the following projection formulae : !
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COOH COOH

H HO HOH

ch3 ch3
The priority order of four groups attached to an asymmetric carbon atom i 

acid is,
n l3.ct

—OH > -- COOH > —CH3 > —H
The interchange of two pairs of groups is done so as to keep the lowest prioarit; 

H-atom below the vertical line. This will retain the original configuration. Tl: 
interchange is represented by the double headed arrows in the following manner.

2 2COOH COOH

4 1 1 4H OH HO H

3
ch3 ch3
1 1
OH OH

3 2 2 3
h3c COOH HOOC ch3

4 4
H H

R-form (clockwise) S-form (anticlockwise)

(b) R aiid S configurations of bromo-chloro iodo-methane, CH(C1) (B 
The compound can be represented by the following projection formulae :

k> <I>

Br Br

H I H

Cl Cl
The priority order of four atoms attached to an asymmetric carbon atom in the above 

compound is
I > Br > Cl > H

The interchange of two pairs of atoms is done so as to keep the lowest p r‘iorit3 
H-atom below the vertical line. This will retain the original configuratior . Tbe 
interchange is represented by the double headed arrows in the following manne c :

Br Br

H H

Cl Cl
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3 2 32
Cl Br Br Cl

4 4

H H
R-form (clockwise)

(c) R and S configuration of

S-form (anticlockwise)

CHO

HO Ha
H......^ OH

ch2oh

For chiral center ‘a’
2 1CHO OH2

2 31 4 6r-‘Inter = OHCHO CHOHH T"4 ► ichange
3 CH—OH 
CH2OH CH2OHH43 4

S-configuration

For chiral center ‘b’ 
CHO

2CHOH OH2

^-^—2 ^HOH2C4 Inter-OH = CHOHH ► 3change
H CH2OH3CH2OH 3 4

R-configuration

E, Z System of Nomenclature of Geometrical Isomers
The configuration of geometrical isomers can be represented as cis or trans. When 

two identical atoms or groups are on the same side of the double bond, the isomer is 
known as cis (Latin, cis - same side) and if they are on the opposite side, it is called as 
trans (Latin, trans = across). When atoms or groups attached to doubly bonded carbon 
atom are different, cis trans designations cannot be applied. A new system of 
nomenclature of geometrical isomers (E and Z) has been introduced to name such 
stereo isomers. This system is based on a priority system developed by Cohn, Ingold 
and Prelog. The symbols E and Z have been taken from the German words Entgegen 
meaning opposite and Zusammen meaning together. The system of nomenclature 
involves the following steps :

(i) The atom or group of higher priority is determined on each doubly bonded 
carbon atom.

[I’l—C—F !_l”l—C—F

Cl—C—[BrjIgfl-C—Cl
(E)(Z)

(ii) If the atoms or groups of higher priority (represented by A) on each carbon 
atom are on the same side of the double bond, the isomer is assigned the configuration, 
Z. On the other hand, if the atoms or groups of higher priority on each carbon atom are 
on opposite sides of double bond, the isomer is assigned the configuration, E.

A—C—B A—C—B

A—C—B B—C—A
(E)(Z)
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where A and B represent the atoms or groups of higher and lower priority, respective!
(i) Consider an alkene in which doubly bonded carbon atoms are attactxecl w 

the atoms F, Cl, Br and I as shown below :
Now since I (Z = 53) has higher atomic number than F (Z = 9), it is given tl: e Ixigi 

priority. Similarly, bromine (Z = 35) has higher atomic number than chlorine 1
Thus, E and Z configurations of the isomers are assigned as above.

(ii) Consider an alkene in which doubly bonded carbon atoms are attacfxecL w 
—Cl, —OH, —COOH and I as shown below :

Cl—C—OH Cl—C—OH

I—C—COOH HOOC—C—I
(Z) (E)

For the first carbon atom Cl-has higher priority than —OH group and for tf & secc 
carbon atom I has higher priority than —COOH. Thus, E and Z configuratio *is of* 
isomers are assigned as above.

(iii) Consider a conjugated diene in which two double bonds (C=C) are pr 
this case, we get two sets of E and Z configuration with respect to two C=C b( ►n.cis- ! 
us consider following compounds :

C1HC = C(OH)—C(NH2)=CHC1
1.2 3 4

E and Z configuration w.r.t. Cj and C2
Cl OH NH2 nh2Cl

I I
C = C— C= CHN02 c = c— c= ch.no5
A k I

OH
(Z) (E)

E and Z configuration w.r.t. C3 and C4
nh2Ci

I I
C1HC = COH — C= C

nh2H
C1HC = G0H— C= C

ii (ii
(Z) (E)

SUMMARY
The displacement of bond pair of electrons towards one direction is transmitted 
carbon atoms in a carbon chain is known as inductive (I) effect. It is a perm an 
effect.
The displacement of electrons by electromeric effect is shown by bent an 
Hyperconjugation is also known as o-tt conjugation.
Reagents which show attraction towards electrons are called electrophilic reag1 
(or electrophiles) and those reagents which show attraction towards the nuiclo 
are called nucleophilic reagents (or nucleophiles).
Due to homolytic and heterolytic cleavage different reactive intermediate 3 surct 
free radicals, carbocations, carbanions etc. are formed.
Strength of acids and bases is effected by different types of substituents.
Aromaticity of any hydrocarbon is decided by Huckel’s rule i.e. (An + 2)7ielec-tx*<- 
rule.
The arrangements of atoms which can be changed into one another by Dtrotat: 
around single bonds are known as conformation.
Those molecules which are not superiumposable on their mirror images a're cal 
chiral molecules and are said to possess chirality. I
Compounds which have the same molecular formula but different physical £. 
chemical properties are called isomers and the phenomenon is called isoiin

<ro w
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• The isomerism which arises due to different geometrical arrangements of 
atoms or groups about doubly bonded carbon atoms is called geometrical 
isomers. The isomerism are called geometrical isomers e.g. maleic acid and 
fumeric acid.

• Isomers which have similar properties but differ in their behaviour towards 
polarised light are called optical isomers and the phenomenon is called optical 
isomerism.

• . The d- and /-forms of an optically active compound which are related to each
other as object to mirror image are called enantiomers.

• The compounds which are not optical isomers but not the mirror images are 
called distereomers.

Fundamentals of Organic 
Chemistry and Stereochemistry

• STUDENT ACTIVITY
1. Write a note on inductive effect.

i

2. State and explain electrophiles and nucleophiles with examples.

3. What are reactive intermediates ? Discuss free radicals and carbocations.

4. Discuss the strength of acids and bases.

5. Describe conformation of cyclohexane.

•■i

6. What are disteromers and enantiomers.

7; State and explain optical isomerism. 11

i

' ;

8. Discuss CIP rules for R/S and E/Z configuration.

isl
Itr
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• TEST YOURSELF

Answers the following questions :
1. Define inductive effect. How does it effect acidity of the acid and basicity of the
2. Explain electromeric effect.
3. Define electrophiles and nucleophiles with suitable examples.
4. Explain why chloroacetic acid is stronger than formic acid and acetic acid.
5. Explain why methyl amine is more basic than ammonia.
6. Mention the difference between an ion and free radical.

l

7. What do you know about homolytic and heterolytic fission ?
8. Write a short note on the following:

(i) Carbocation (ii) Carbanion (iii) Free radical
9. What is Huckel's rule for aromaticity of a hydrocarbon ?
10. What do you know about (i) resonance and (ii) hyperconjugation ?
11. Explain the term conformation of cyclohexane.
12. Write the difference between conformation and configuration.
13. How do you represent three dimensional molecule on paper ?
14. What is chirality ?
15. Explain R, S system of configuration of optical isomers with a suitable exam pl&.
16. Explain, E, Z system of configuration of geometrical isomers with a siiitaLlol 

example.
17. What is optical isomerism ? Explain it by taking the examples of lactic ac lcL slitlo 

tartaric acid.
18. Write a short notes on the following :

(i) Enantiomers
19. Which one of the following orders is correct regarding — I effect of the substitxxerx'ts 

(a) - NR2 < - OR > - F 
(c)-NR2<-OR<-F

(ii) Diastereomers

(b) - NR2 > - OR > - F 
(d) - NR2 > - OR > - F

20. Which of the following acids is strongest:
(a) CF3COOH 
(c) CCI3COOH .

21. According to Huckel's rule the number of tr-electrons in any aromatic compouinc 
should be :

(b) CH3COOH 
(d) CBr3COOH

(a) 2n + l (b) 2n + 2
22. Which one is the correct order of the stability of the alkenes :

(a) CH2=CH2 < CH2=CH—CH3 > CH3—CH=CH—CH3
(b) CH2=CH2 < CH2=CH—CH3 < CHg—CH=CH—CH3
(c) CH2=CH2 > CH2=CH—CH3 > CH3—CH=CH—CH3
(d) CH2=CH2 > CH2=CH—CH3 < CH3—CH=CH—CH3

23. Indicate the wrong statement for resonance :
(a) The energy of the resonance hybrids should be of same order.
(b) The position of the atoms is resonance hybrid should be identical.
(c) The number of unpaired electron in the resonance hybrid should be differ
(d) All are correct

24. Which one of the following is a nucleophile :

(c) 2n + 3 (d) n + 4

.

(b) S02
25. Which one of the following is the product on homolytic cleavage of covalent bond

(b) Carbocation

(a) S03 (c) C2H5OH (d) BC13

(a) Free radical (c) Carbanion (d) Carbene
e

26. The shape of CH3 ion is : 

(a) Triangular 
(c) Tetrahedral

(b) Pyrammidal 
(d) Octahedral
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27. The most stable free radical is in the following :

(b) C6H5.CH2.CH3(a) C6H5.CH2.CH2

(d) CH3.CH.CH3
28. The number of optically active isomers of lactic acid and tartaric acid are, 

respectively.
(a) 2, 4

(c) CH3CH2

(c) 2, 3
29. Which one of the following compounds show geometrical isomerism :

(b) CH2=CHBr
(d) CH2=CHBr

30. Which one of the following groups has highest inductive effect:
(c) (CH3)2CH (d) (CH3)3C

31. Which one of the following compounds can occur in enantiomeric form
(b) CH3—CH—CH—CH2—CH3
(d) CH3—CH —CH2—CH3

(d)3, 3(b) 2,2

(a) ClCH=CHBr 
(c) Br2C=CCl2

(b) C2H5(a) CH3

(a) (CH3)2CHCOOH 
(c)CH3—CH— CH3

nh2nh2
32. Fill in the Blanks :

(i) The shape of CH3 ion is ..
(ii) The stability of ethene is 
(hi) The basic strength of dimethylamine is
(iv) Optically active isomers but not the mirror images are called as.........
(v) Isomers which can be inter converted by rotation around a single bond are
(vi) Butene-2 exists in

33. Identify True (T) and False (F) statements :
(i) Electromeric effect is a permanent effect.
(ii) Resonance results in the stability of the molecule.
(iii) The inductive effect is symbolized as -1 for the attraction of electrons.
(iv) The number of optically actions isomers of tetaric acid are two.
(v) R, S system of nomenclature of configuration in geometrical isomers.
(vi) The number of conformation of ethane is infinite.

than that of 2-butene.
than that of ammonia.

and forms.

ANSWERS
19.(c) 20. (a) 21(b) 22. (b) 23. (c) 24. (c) 25. (a) 26. (b) 27. (b) 28. (c) 29. (a)
30. (d) 31(d) 32. (i) Planar (ii)Less (iii) More (iv) Diastereomers (v) Conforms (vi) c/s, trans 
33. (i)F (ii) T (iii) T (iv) T (v) F (vi) T
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CHEMISTRY OF ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS

STRUCTURE

• Alkanes
• Alkenes
• Alkynes
• Preparations of Alkanes, Alkenes and Alkynes
• Reactions of Alkanes, Alkenes and Alkynes
• Elimination and Addition Reactions and Mechanism
• Acidity of Alkanes, Alkenes and Alkynes
• Summary
• Student Activity
• Test Yourself
• Answers

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going this unit you will learn :
• Hydrocarbons, Longest chain rule, lowest sum rule and naming of side chain.
• Methods of preparation of alkanes and chemical properties of alkanes
• Reactivity and selectivity.
• Nomenclature alkenes and alkynes.
• Methods of preparation of alkenes; and chemical properties of alkenes.
• Methods of preparation of alkynes and chemical properties of alkynes. i

CARBON-CARBON SIGMA BONDS
* 4.1. ALKANES

Organic compounds which contayi only carbon and hydrogen are calleci : e 
hydrocarbons. They contain two types of covalent bonds, carbon-carbon (C— C) sin 
carbon-hydrogen (C—H). On the basis of structure, hydrocarbons may be open cttai 
(acyclic) and closed chain (cyclic). Open chain hydrocarbons are further classifi 3cl int: 
two groups-saturated and unsaturated. The saturated hydrocarbons contain singT 
covalent bonds between the carbon atoms, for example alkanes. Alkanes contain staron 
C—C and C—H covalent bonds. Therefore, this class of hydrocarbons are rel a.ti’V'el 
chemically inert. Hence they are sometimes referred to as paraffins (Latin, p>aarxir 
affinis i.e. little affinity). The unsaturated hydrocabons contain atleast one do J.t>le' c 
triple covalent bonds between the carbon atoms. For example, alkenes (C = C) a.in 
alkynes (C = C). !

[I] IUPAC Nomenclature of Alkanes
Alkanes form a homologous series having the general formula CnH2n 

IUPAC name of a compound consists of two parts. The first part is prefix and secon 
part is called as suffix. The prefix shows the longest possible chain of carbon atom s <z.g.,

C5—Pent —
C6 — Hex— !
C7 — Hept— I
Co — Oct —

XLl2 *

Cj — Meth — 

C2 — Eth — 
C3 — Prop — 

C4 — But —
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The suffix shows the functional group and for each functional group, there is a 
separate suffix. The suffix of this class of compounds is 'ane'. Thus, IUPAC name of 
this class of compounds is alkane. The molecular formulae and names of some of the 
alkanes are given in the following table.

Name oHhe compoundMolecular formula of the compound

CH4 Meth + ane = Methane

c2h6
c3h8
C4H10
c5h12
C6H14
C7H16

C8H18

Eth + ane = Ethane

Prop + ane = Propane

But + ane = Butane

Pent + ane = Pentane

Hex + ane = Hexane

Hept + ane = Heptane 

Oct + ane = Octane

In addition, the following rules are used for the nomenclatue of alkanes :
(i) Longest chain rule : In the given compound, the longest continuous chain of 

carbon atoms is located and the compound is named as the derivative of that alkane. 
The continuous chain may or may not be straight. The selected chain is called as parent 
or main chain and it gives the name of parent hydrocarbon, the carbon atoms which are 
not included in the parent chain are known as side chains or substituents.

CH3

CH3—CH2—CH—CH—CH—CH3—Parent chain

CH3 ch3

Substituent

CH3—CH2—CH- CH3—Substituent

CH2— CH3 —Parent chain

CH3—CH2—CH2—CH— CH2—CH3 —Substituent

CH2—CH2—CH3 —Parent chain

If two different chains of equal length are possible, the chain with maximum 
number of side chains is selected.

CH3—CH—CH—CH— CH3

CH3 ch2 CH3
Correct

CH3

CHg—CH- -CH—CH— CH3

ch3 ch2 ch3
Wrong

ch3

(ii) Lowest number to the side chain and lowest sum rule : The carbon atoms 
of the chain are numbered from one end to the other by Arabic numbers. The numbering 
is done from the end which is nearest to the side chain. The positions of the side chains 
are indicated by the numbers given to the carbon atoms to which they are attached.
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31 2 54
CHg— CH—CHg—CHg—CH3

ch3
i 2 3 5 6 74
CHg— CH2—CH—CH2—CH2 —CH2—CH3

c2h5

When many substituents are present, the numbering is done from the e 
upon the sum of substituent positions is minimum. *

1 2 3 4 5 6
CH3— CH—CH—CHz—CH—CHq

I I ICH3 ch3 ch3
Sum of substituent positions = 2 + 3+ 5 = 10

(Correct)

id wt

6 5 4 3 2 1
CH3— CH—CH—CHg—CH —CH3 

CH3 ch3 CH3

Sum of substituent positions =2 + 4 + 5 = 11
(Wrong)

(iii) Naming of substituents or side chains

(a) When only one substituent is present in the compound : Wher. only 
substituent is present in the given compound, its name is prefixed to the name 
alkane. The position of the substituent is also indicated by an appropriate num. ber. 
number is separated from the subsituent by hyphen and no gap is left be \ 
subsituent and that of parent alkane.

12 3 4
CHg—CH—CH2—CH3

ch3
2-Methylbutane

1 1

of J2CL

1 2 3 4 6
CHg— CH2 —CH—CH2 —CHg

' C2H5 
3-Ethylpentane

(b) When same substituent is present more than once in the cor ijioxx:
When same substituent is present more than once in the compound, the prefix* cLi, 
tetra etc. are prefixed before the name of the substituent and their positions are\Luri,tte. 
increasing order separated by commas. For example,

CH3 
3| 4

CHg— CHg—CH—CH—CH2 —CHg—CH3 

CH3
3, 4*Dimethylheptane

21 6 6 7

3 4
CHg— CH—CH— CHg or CHg— CH—CH —CHg

2CH25CH2
,1 JlCHg ^CHg 

3, 4-Dimethylhexane

c2h5c2h5

CHg

CHg— c—CH2—CH— CHg
1 4 5

I I
CHg CHg 

2, 2, 4-Trimethylpentane

(c) When different substituents are present in the compound: When, cLiffe. 
substituents are present in the compound, they are named in the alphabetdcctl 
along with their appropriate positions.
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HydrocarbonsCH3— CH—CH—CH2—ch3 CH3— CH—CH—CH—CH2—CH3 

I I I 
ch3 ch3 c2h5

4-Ethyl-2, 3-dimethylhexane

In case, different substituents are present at identical positions relative to the ends of 
the carbon chain, the numbering is done from the end where the alkyl group has lesser 
number of carbon atoms.

ch3 c2h5
3-Ethyl-2-methylpentane

1 2 3 4 5 6
CHs—CH2— CH—CH—CH2—CH3

ch3 c2h5
4-Ethyl 3-methylhexane

(d) When the substituent present itself contains branched chain : When the 
substituent present itself contains branched chain, it is named as substituted alkyl 
group. Its chain is separately numbered from the carbon atom attached to the main 
chain. The number representing its position in the main chain is written outside the 
bracket. For example,

3CH3

CH3—2C—ch3

^ii2 
|5 4

CH3—CHg— CH2—CH2—CH2—CH —CH2— CH2—CH2—ch3 
5- (2, 2-Dimethylpropyl) decane

1CH
10 9 8 7 6 3 2 1

[II] Methods of Preparation of Alkanes
(1) Wurtz reaction : Wurtz reaction is the action of sodium on alkyl halide in the 

presence of ether. Straight chain alkanes are obtained when halogen atom is present on 
the terminal carbon atom whereas branched chain alkanes are obtained when halogen 
atom is not present on the terminal carbon atom.

EtherR—X + 2Na + X—R
Alkyl
halide

> R—R + 2NaX
Alkane

CHa- -Br + 2Na + Br- —CH3
Methyl bromide

(2) Wurtz-Figg's Reaction : Wurtz-Fittig's reaction is the action of sodium on 
alkyl halide and halo benzene in the presence of ether. Thus we get aromatic side chain 
hydrocarbon. For example bromobenzene reacts with bromomethane in the presence of 
sodium in dry ether to produce toluene (methyl benzene).

Br + 2Na + BrCH3
Bromo

methane

-► CH3—CH3 + 2NaBr
Ethane

Dry CH3 + 2NaBrEther

TolueneBromobenzene

[III] Reaction of Alkanes
Halogenation : This involves the substitution of hydrogen atoms of alkanes with 

halogen atoms. When the alkanes are treated with CI2 in the presence of ultraviolet 
light or diffused sunlight, the hydrogen atoms of alkanes are replaced one by one to give 
a mixture of products. For example,

CH3CI
Methyl 

Diffused chloride 
sunlight

Mechanism : Chlorination of methane involves the following steps :

(i) Chain initiation step : Homolytic fission of chlorine molecule.

C12 C12 Cl2 C19ch4 CH2C12
Methylene

chloride

4 CHCI3 CC14■»*
-HC1 -HC1 -HC1-HC1 Chloroform Carbon

tetrachloride
Methane
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Cl + Clci:ci
L J

(Free radicals)

(ii) Chain propagating steps :
(a) Chlorine free radical attacks methane to give HC1 and methyl free radicall

ci + h : ch3 h : ci + ch3
Methyl radical

(b) Methyl free radical attacks CI2 molecule to give methyl chl< uricle 
chlorine free radical.

CH3 + Cl: Cl ch3: ci + ci
-i'-

Steps (a) and (b) are repeated over and over again.

(Hi) Chain termination step : The above chain reaction stops whei l two 
radicals combine.

Cl + Cl *C1 —Cl

CH3 + Cl ->CH3—Cl

ch3 + ch3 ^ch3—ch3
In the higher alkanes, all possible isomeric mono*chloro derivatives an 

According to Markownikoffs rule, substitution of hydrogen takes place in tike ord
tertiary > secondary > primary.

Diffused 
Sunlight

ot>ta:

CH3-CH2-CH3 + C12 CH3-CH-CH3
Propane

Cl .
2-Chloropropane 
(Main product)

+ CH3-CH2-CH2C1+HC1
l-Chloropropane 
(Small quantity)

Cl

CH3—CH—ch2—ch3 + Cl2 ch3—c—ch2 ch3
ch3

2-Methylbutane
ch3

2-Chloro-2-methylbutane 
(Main product)

CH3 — CH — CH— CH3 + M Ol 

CH3 Cl
2-Chloro-3-methylbutane 

(Small quantity)

and

Bromine reacts similarly but with iodine, the reaction is reversible. 
R — H +12 v - R — I +HI

In order to make the reaction irreversible, the reaction is carried out in purese
an oxidizing agent like cone. HN03, HI03 (iodic acid), HgO etc.

Oxidising agent2R—H +12 "b 0 * 2R—I + H20
Oxidising agent2C2H6 +I2 +0 ■> 2C2H5I + H20
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Fluorination is an explosive reaction, due to that C—C and C—H bonds are broken. 
Although direct fluorination of alkanes is not useful, fluorine can be substituted for 
hydrogen via the use of less reactive fluorinating agents such as CoF3. C0F3 as 
prepared by the reaction of C0F2 and F2.

->■ 2CoF3

*CH3F + 2CoF2 + HF 

» CF4 + 8CoF2 + 4HF
To explain about the facts AH (kJ mol-1) values are presented in the following table 

in the formation of CH3X in the four steps. Evidently in fluorination maximum amount 
of heat is liberated and iodination is an endothermic reaction.

AH (kJ mol-1) values for the Formation of CH3X

Chemistry of Aliphatic 
Hydrocarbons

2CoF2 + F2 

CH4 + 2CoF3

CH4 + 8C0F3

Reaction F Cl Br I

+ 155 + 244 .+ 193 ,, +152
0) X2 + 2X

- 138 -5 + 63 + 130
(ii) CH4 + X + CH3+HX

-298 -96 -88, -71
(hi) CH3+ X2------ ► CH3X+ X

-155 -244 -193 - 152(iv) X+ X* + X2

AH -436 -101 -25 + 59 .

Reactivity and Selectivity: Regarding reactivity and selectivity, we state that, in 
the case of halogenation of alkanes. In the attack by a reagent of high reactivity, the 
transition state tends to resemble the reactants; while in the attack by a reagent of low 
reactivity, the transition state tends to resemble the product. A general relationship 
between reactivity and selectivity is that in a set of similar reactions, the less reactive 
the reagent, the more selective it is in its attack.

For example, the chlorination and bromination of alkane is considered here.
•8 •5

Cl + R+H —ClR—H + [R...H....C1]+
High reactivity, 
low selectivity

Transition state reached early 
Little radical character

•8 •8
R—H + Br [R.....H....B] *R + H — Br+

Low reactivity, 
high selectivity

Transition state reached late : 
Much radical character

Selectivity of chlorine : A chlorine free radical (Cl) is so reactive that it makes 
primary, secondary and tertiary radicals with almost equal ease. According to 
reactivity selectivity principle the greater the reactivity of a species, less will be 
selectivity. Chlorination reaction is not selective reaction.

Cl
IClg/Av +ch3 — ch2 — ch2 — C1+ ch3 — CH—ch3ch3.ch2.ch3

45% 55%
ch3 ch3 Cl

Clg/hvCH3—CH —CH3 >ch3—CH—ch2ci+ch3 — c—ch3
37%

ch3
63%
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ch3 ch3ch3Atomic Structure, Bonding ana 
Hydrocarbons Cl9/300°C >C1H2C—CH—CH2—CH3 + CH3—C — CH2------ClCH3—C—CH2—CH3-

A I30%
Cl
22%

CHgCHg

+ CH3—CH —CH—CHg + CH3—CH—CH2- -OH2-
15%

Cl
33%

The ratios of products that we obtain from chlorination reaction of higher allcs 
are not identical with what we would expect if all hydrogen atoms of the allcane v 
equally reactive.

After experimentally determining the amount of each of chlorination jpr-oo 
obtained from various hydrocarbons, chemists were able to calculate tha ; at rr 
temperature it is 5.0 times easier for a chlorine radical to abstract hydrogen * it-om f 
a tertiary carbon than from a primary carbon, and it is 3.8 times easier to a.t>stir£ 
hydrogen atom from secondary carbon than from a primary carbon. The pn :cise x 
differs at different temperatures.

Thus relative rates of formation of alkyl radical by a chlorine radical is 
Tertiary > Secondary > Primary

3.8 1.05.0
To determine the relative amount of products obtained from radical chloi xna/fcic 

alkane, for example n-butane, both the probability factor (the number of n.ycLr*o» 
that can be abstracted that will lead to the formation of the particular produt t) a.me 
reactivity factor (the relative rate at which a particular hydrogen is abstracte 1) mut 
taken into account.

(i) The relative amount of 1-chlorobutane
= Number of hydrogens present on l°-carbon x react Lvity 
= 6 x 1.0 = 6.0

(ii) The relative amount of 2-chlorobutane
= Number of hydrogens present on 2° carbon x react ivity 

= 4x3.8 = 15.2

Sum of the relative amount of all products = 6 + 15 = 21
relative amount x 100

Per cent yield =
sum of relative amounts 
6x100Thus per cent yield of 1-chlorobutane = = 29%

21
15x100Per cent yield of 2-chlorobutane = = 71%

21
Since chlorination is non-selective, it is a useful reaction only when there is one 

of hydrogen in the molecule. For example,
Cl

+ C12 + HC1
(Excess)

CHg ch3
I

CH3—C—CH2.C1 + HC1CH3—C —CH3 + Cl2
I

CHgCHg

»C6H5 — CH2Cl + HCiC6H5 —CH3+C12
(Excess)
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hvC6H5-CH3+ 3C12 ^C6H5—CC13 + 3HC1 Chemistry of Aliphatic 
Hydrocarbons(Excess)

Selectivity of Bromine : Since bromine is less reactive than chlorine toward 
alkanes hence bromine is more selective in the site of attack when it does react. For 
example, when isobutane reacts with bromine almost whole the tertiary hydrogen 
atom replaces by bromine.

H Br
hvCH3 — C— CH3 + Br2 *ch3 — c—ch3

127°C
ch3 ch3

99%

CARBON-CARBON PI BONDS

• 4.2. ALKENES
The unsaturated hydrocarbons which contain one carbon- carbon double bond, are 

called olefins. The name has emerged from olefiant (oil forming) as ethylene with 
chlorine forms an oily liquid, ethylene dichloride. This class has the general formula 
CnH2n. Ethylene, CH2 = CH2 being the first member of this homologous series, the 
carbon-carbon double bond is, therefore, often referred to as ethylenic or olefinic double 
bond.

Each hydrocarbon of this homologous series has two hydrogen atoms less than the 
corresponding paraffin or alkane. The series is generally called as alkylene or alkene or 
olefin series.

[I] Orbital Structures
A carbon atom bonding only with three other carbon atoms undertakes 

hybridisation of the s with the two p -orbital {px and Py). This type of hybridisation is 
known as sp2 hybridisation. This is trigonal, i.e., forms an angle of 120° with each 
other. The unhybridised pz orbital with its single electron remains as such as right 
angles to the hybridised orbital, e.g.,ethylene (C2H4).

HH

><

<
$

HH
Orbital picture of ethylene depicting obonds only.

One sp2 hybrid orbital of one carbon atom overlaps co-axially with that of another 
carbon atom to form a ct-MO (MO = molecular orbital) linking the two carbon atoms 
together. The remaining sp2 hybrid orbitals of two different carbon atoms form four 
<7 (C—H) bonds. The six atoms of an ethylene molecule thus lie on the same plane, bond 
angles being 120°. The unhybridised 2pz oribitals of the two carbon atoms which are at 
right angles to the plane containing C and H atoms and are parallel to each other, 
overlap sideways to form n-MO. The C = C is thus a simple, graphical representation 
of one ct and one ru-MO encompassing the two nuclei.

H
/C—c: 

^^7 -
.//H
Cv

H^C
h/ Nh Nh

Orbital picture of ethylene depicting the formation of rc-bond by the 
sideways overlapping of unused p-orbitals on each carbon.
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The carbon-carbon single bonds in other alkenes are formed by the overla d of 
and sp3 orbitals. The carbon-hydrogen bonds attached to carbon carrying the cLou-t: 
bond are formed by the overlapping of $p2 and s-orbitals, while those attached bo otlx 
carbons by the overlapping of sp and s-orbitals.

[II] Nomenclature of Alkenes

There are two main systems of naming alkenes or olefins.

(i) Trivial system and
(i) Trivial system : In this system, the olefins are named by replacing t

suffix 'ane'ofthe corresponding paraffin with 'y/ene', e.g., C2H4 is named af
its corresponding paraffin, ethane (C2H6). Similarly, C3H6 as propylene after ^ropcx 

(C3Hg)and so on. In general, therefore, alkenes are called ’alky/enes’ from
(ii) IUPAC system : In this system, they are named after the corres poncli- 

alkane by changing the suffix 'cme'into 'ene\hence in general, they are called allsK?/? 
e.g., C2H4 is named as 'ethene' after the name of its corresponding alkane etlxcz.?- 
(C2H6).

The longest carbon chain containing the double bond is chosen as the mafin 'cfxi- 
and the positions of double bond and side chains are indicated by numbering th e cart 
atoms of this main chain. The lowest possible number is given to the double l oriel 31 
the side chains are also indicated accordingly.

The names of the first few members of the homologous series of alkenes accpr* cling 
both the systmes are given below :

Atomic Structure, Bonding and 
Hydrocarbons

(ii) IUPAC system

Formula Corresponding paraffin Trivial name IUPAC name

ch2 = ch2 Ethane (C2Hg) Ethylene Ethene

CH3CH = CH2 Propane (C3Hq) Propy/ene Propene

CH3CH2CH = CH2 Butane a or 1-Buty/ene Butene-1

CH3CH = CH.CH3 Butane (C4H10) P or 2-Buty/ene Butenel-2

• 4.3. ALKYNES
The first member of alkynes is acetylene hence the name of the series isl gdven* 

acetylene series. The general molecular formula of this homologus series is C K[
The members of this homologous series has two hydrogen atoms less clian 
corresponding member of olefin series. All members of this series have at .east < 
triple bond. Alkaldienes or dienes are isomeric with alkynes.

[I] Nomenclature

There are two main systems of nomenclature.
(i) ( Trivial system: Higher members of this series in this system, are named as 

alkyl derivatives of acetylene.
(ii) IUPAC system : The members of this series are named after the corresipoiicB 

alkane by changing the suffix 'cme'into 'yne', hence in general they are called [czZJzyn— 
The rules of numbering of carbon atoms are the same as for alkenes.

The trivial and IUPAC names alongwith the formulae of few members 
below :

Corresponding
paraffin

IUPACFormula Trivial name name

CH ss CH Ethane (C2H6) Acetylene Ethync
CH3 — C = CH Propane (C3H3) Methylacetylene Propyne
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CH3C S CCHg Butane (C4H[o) Chemistry of Aliphatic 
Hydrocarbons

Dimethylacetylene

CH3CH2C = CH Butane (C4H10) Ethylacetylene Bu.tyne-1
CH3CH2CH2C s CH Pentane (C5H12) n-Propylacetylene Pentjyne-1

CH3CH — C = CH Pentane (C5H12) Isopropylacetylene

3-Methyl butyne-1
ch3

CH3CH2C = C. CH3 Pentane (C5H12) Ethylmethylacetylene Pentyne-2

II] Orbital Structures of Acetylene

sp-hybridisation : The mixing of an s and p-orbitals only leads to two co-linear 
lybrid orbitals known as sp hybrid orbitals. This process is called sp-hybridisation. 
ifhis gives an angle of 180°. The remaining two 2p (say 2pyy2pz) orbitals are left 
mdisturbed and lie perpendicular to each other, e.g., acetylene (C2H2).

II s'sp csp sp c sp'8 II
Orbital picture of acetylene depicting a-bonds only

One sphybrid orbital of carbon atom overlaps co-axially with that of another carbon 
atom to form a sigma (C—C) bond. The remaining 1 sphybrid orbital of each of the two 
:arbon atoms overlap with one s-orbital of two different hydrogen atoms to form two 
sigma (C—H) bonds. The 2py and 2p2 orbitals perpendicular to each other are thus left 
on each of the carbon atom. Thus, these form two n-bonds by sidewise overlapping and 
the four lobes of the two 71-bonds merge to form a single electron cloud which is 
symmetrical (cylindrically) about the inter-nuclear axis. The 71-bonds formed by 
relatively poorer sideways overlapping of 2 p-orbitals would be weaker than the a-bond 
formed by the efficient overlapping of sp-sp orbitals.

H-1Cf------ -C--HC<—HH—C?—

Orbital picture of acetylene depicting the formation of n-bonds

The structure of C = C triple bond in higher alkynes is similar to that mentioned in 
■the case of acetylene.

|[l!l] Elimination Reactions

Elimination reactions are those in which two atoms or groups attached to 
•two adjacent carbon atoms in a molecule are removed with simultaneous 
■formation of a multiple bond between the two carbon atoms. One of the groups 
if atoms commonly eliminated as a proton and the other as an atonne.g.

H HH H
ale. KOH(i) H —Cp —Ca —X *C=C

H H H H
Cone. H2SO4(ii) H—C—C—OH *C = C

A AA A -h20

Let us now discuss the mechanism of the above two examples.
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(1) Dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides
As we know, an alkyl halide undergoes dehydrohalogenation to form olefin wlaer 

is heated with alcoholic KOH.

R—CHoCHoX + KOH
Alcoholic

The reaction may proceed through two different mechanisms.

(a) Two steps elimination reaction mechanism (El) : The first or s low s 
involves the heterolytic fission on carbon-halogen bond to form a carboniurr ion. € 
halide ion. The second or fast involves the elimination of a proton from 0-carl >on a.t 
with the help of OH, to produce an olefin.

|b (aA,
H—C—C-^-X

Atomic Structure, Bonding and 
Hydrocarbons

Heat »RCH=CH2 + KX + H20

lb
First or > H—C—C+ + Xslow step

Second or + h2o
I I fnst step

OH

Since only one molecule, i.e., alkyl halide takes part in the slow or rate deteirmir: 
step, it is called E1 mechanism. The mechanism is found in the case of tertiai y Ixali* 
as stable tertiary carbonium ions are formed e.g.,

l^3 M.

H3c—C—Br
d | Slow

ch3
tert-Butyl bromide

CH3 ch2
OHH3C—c+ H3C—c + h2oFast

ch3 ch3
ier<-Butyl 

carbonium ion
Isobutylene

(b) One step elimination reaction mechanism (E2) : This type of m ^ctxsLjrm 
involves the abstraction of a proton from 0-carbon atom by a base with the simu-ltame 
loss of a halide ion from the a-carbon of the alkyl halide molecule, e.g.,

-T\ a r\
HO H—CH—CH2—Br 

CH3
n-Propyl bromide

The mechanism thus takes place in one step but kinetically it is second (j>Drclear, 
first order in substrate (halide) and first order in base.

Dehalogenation reaction also proceed via E2 mechanism. It is also an e cstmip! 
anti-elimination, i.e., the two halogen atoms depart in opposite directions, 
meso-2, 3-dibromobutane on debromination produces ircms-olefin, while th^ 
form (±) forms ds-olefin.

CH3 — CHBr — CHBr — CH3
2, 3-Dibromobutanc

H20+ CH=CH2 + Br 

CH3
Propylene

7~dC<-

>ch3—ch = ch.ch3—Br^ Butene-2

Meso form 

Racemic form

(2) Dehydration of Alcohols

Alcohols in presence of dehydrating agent such as cone. H2SO4, H3PO4, antiycl 
ZnCl2 etc., undergo dehydration to form olefins.

Cone. H2SO4

170°C

The mechanism of the reaction involves following steps:

•» trans-isomer

■> cis-isomer

*R.CH = CH2 +h2oR—CH2.CH 2OH

np a
R-CH2-CH2-OH+H ?==* R-CH2-CH2-OH

Alcohol H
Oxonium ion
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/In the first step, the H+from the acid (H2S04.)is attached to the oxygen of—OH 
group through one of the lone pairs of electrons present on oxygen forming an oxonium 
ion. In the next step, the oxonium ion dissociates into water and carbonium ion.

- R —CH2 — CH2 +H20
Carbonium ion

In the last step, one of the —H bond electrons are attracted by the carbon having
6 electrons only to form an olefin, liberating H+ .

Chemistry of Aliphatic 
Hydrocarbons

P +
R—CH2 —CH2 —OH2 ;

P a +
» RCH = CH2 +H+

Olefm
R— CH — CH2

H

[IV] Methods of Preparation of Alkenes and Alkynes
1. By Saytzeff s Elimination : When an alkyl halide is heated with alcoholic 

KOH, it eliminates one molecule of hydrogen halide formings an alkene.
*R — CH = CH2 + KX + H20

Alkene

-»H2C=CH2 + KBr + H20 
Ethylene

According to SaytzefPs rule when two olefins are formed by dehydrohalogenation, 
the one which is more substituted predominates, e.g.

R — CH2 —CH2 —X + KOH
Alkyl halide Alcoholic

CH3.CH2.Br + KOH 
Ethyl bromide Alcoholic

Br CH3.CH2.CH=CH2 (20%)
Ethyl ethylene (Monosubstituted)KOH w

“aE ^CH3CH2CH.CH3
2-Bromobutane CHg.CH=CH.CH3 (80%)

Dimethyl ethylene (Disubstituted)

2. By Hofmann's Elimination : The reaction in which tetra alkylammonium 
hydroxides [These are deliquescent crystalline solid, highly soluble in water and basic 
in nature] on heating above 120°C give tertiaryammines and alkenes is known as 
Hofmann's elimination reaction e.g.

(i) (CH3)4N+OH- —-—
4° Hydroxide

(ii) RN+ (CH3)3OH~ —-

(CH3)3N +ch3oh
Trimethyl amine

(CH3)3N + Alkene + H20->
Trimethyl amine

In eq. (ii), R is an alkyl group with two carbon atoms or more. In Hofmann's 
elimination, the least substituted alkene is the favoured product. If more than one alkyl 
group can be eliminated as alkene, ethyl group is eliminated (as ethylene) in preference 
to all other groups e.g.
r ch3 ]+

/ch2 —ch3 
\ch3 -^KCH3)3N + CH2 =ch —ch2 —ch3OHCHg—N—CH

1-Butene 
(major product)CH3

Mechanism : The Hofmann's elimination of quaternary ammonium hydroxides 
takes place by E2 mechanism as follows :

HO
H

-► N(CH3)3 + R—CH=CH2 + H20
l-Alkene

R—C------C—H
H ^N(CH3)s

3. By dehydrohalogenation of alkene dihalides : When alkene dihalides 
are heated with alcoholic cautic potash, alkynes are formed.
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ch2.ciAtomic Structure, Bonding and 
Hydrocarbons *CH = CH+ 2KC1 + 2H20+ 2K0HI

Alcoholicch2.ci Acetylene
1, 2*Dichloroethane

RCH.C1 
I +2KOH 

R'.CH.Cl (Ale.)
»RCs=GR'+ 2KC1 + 2H20

Alkyne

4. By dehalogenation of tetrahalides : Tetrahalides in which the h iloger 
atoms are attached to adjacent carbon atoms (two on each C) form alkynes when hiea-tec 
with zinc dust.

CH.Br2.CHBr2 + 2Zn—^-»CH =CH+ 2ZnBr2 
Acetylene tetra bromide Dust

[V] Reactions of Alkenes
An alkene molecule has two parts, viz., (i) alkyl radical and (ii) ethylenic 

bond. Alkyl part is very stable and gives substitution reactions with diffLcuil-fcy 
However, because of double bond, alkenes readily undergo addition reactions.

CH2X

ch2y

ch2 ch2
II —► I 

. ch2 ch2
X—Y

'I
We will now discuss the various reactions of alkenes.

(i) Addition reactions : A double bond is made up of a strong o-bond and i ■weal 
Tt-bond. 7t-electrons which are loosely held between the carbon atoms polarise rajpicll^ 
under the influence of electromeric effect. Addition to double bond involves breal ding o 
the Ti-bond and formation of two new sigma bonds. The Tt-bond may breal: iDotlr 
heterolytically (ionic mechanism) and homolytically (free radical mechanism). I: i ion.i<» 
mechanism, it is the electrophilic reagent which attacks first, owing to the reasojira 
loosely helds n-electrons are easily available. Therefore, the characteristic reactions o 
alkenes are electrophilic addition reactions. The mechanism of addition res ctioni- 
in general may be represented as follows :

a.

6+ 8. 
+ X-Y\ c=c\

Y s-

/ X s+ X+
/\ ■flN \c=c c—c + Y\ \ • I; :

n-CompIex Rearranges

X X
/ Y \\ c-c c-c/ T. 

Carbonium ion 
(Unstable)

\/
Y

Addition product

(a) Addition of hydrogen: Alkenes add on hydrogen in presence of Raney 
(finely divided nickel) at 200o-300°C and in presence of finely divided palladi 
platinum at room temperature.

R.CH = CH2 +h2
Alkene

ch2 =ch2 +h2
Ethylene

rxicke 
\im o :

Ni ■> r.ch2 —ch3
200o-300°C Alkane

Ni -> CH3.CH3 
Ethane200®-300,>Cti
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(b) Addition of halogens : Generally, the reaction is carried out by taking the 
solutions of reactants in inert solvents like CC14. CS2 etc. Two halogen atoms add to 
each double bond forming a dihalide.

R.CH = CH2 +C12
Alkene

CH2 =CH2 + Br2
Ethylene

Decolorisation of 5% solution of bromine in carbon tetrachloride is used as a test for 
alkenes or the double bond.

The order of reactivity amongst the halogens is,
Chlorine > Bromine > Iodine

(c) Addition of halogen acids: Alkenes add halogen acids to form alkyl halides. 
The order of reactivity is HI > HBr > HC1.

CH2 =ch2 +HI
Ethylene

Chemistry of Aliphatic 
Hydrocarbons •.

» R. CHC1 — CH2C1
Alkene dichloride

» CH2Br.CH2Br
Ethylene dibromide

^ch3.ch2i
Ethyl iodide

Markownikoff's Rule
Markownikoff s rule is used to predict the reaction product of the addition of a polar 

molecule to an unsymmetrical olefin. It states that: The negative part of the addendum 
(molecule which adds) attaches to that olefinic carbon of unsymmetrical olefin which 
contains the lesser number of hydrogen atoms, i.e., more substituted carbon e.g., 
addition of HBr to propylene gives isopropyl bromide.

§+ s-
CH3CH = CH2 + H — Br

Propylene

However, when the addition of HBr is carried out in presence of a peroxide {benzoyl 
peroxide etc.), the addition is abnormal, i.e., anti to Markownikoff's rule. This is 
commonly referred to as peroxide effect or Kharasch’s effect or 
anti-Markownikoff s addition.

» CH3.CHBr.CH3
Isopropyl bromide'

8+ 5"
CH3-CH = CH2 + H- Br Peroxide ■>CH3 -CH2 -CH2Br

n-Propyl bromidePropylene

Mechanism of Electrophilic Addition Reactions
Addition reactions in alkenes generally proceed through ionic mechanism. In few 

cases, however, they may proceed through free radical mechanism.

[I] Ionic Mechanism
This is a two step mechanism. In the first step, the addition molecule (X—Y), on 

coming close to the 71-electron, 
undergoes polarisation (X5+—Y5-). At \ 
the same time, the 71-electron pair ^ 
undergoes electromeric displacement 
and migrates to one of the Ti-bonded j 
carbon atoms, from where it attacks the 
electrophilic end (X5+) of the adding]

molecule. This attack brings about the 
union of the electrophilic end to the 
adding molecule with the olefinic carbon atom to which the 71-electron pair had 
migrated, forming a carbonium ion (the product of electrophilic addition). 
Simultaneously, the nucleophilic portion (: Y“) of the adding molecule is released. In 
the second step, the nucleophile (: Y ) is bonded to the positively charged carbon atom 
of the carbonium ion to produce the final compound.

\6+ 5- 
+ X-Y + :YC-CC = C

X
+ :Y C-CC —C-

Y X 'X
Final addition 

product
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(i) Addition of symmetrical reagents, like halogens : In the addition, c 
bromine, which is a symmetrical reagent, the adding bromine molecule is po .airise 
(Br6+ -Brs_) on its approach to \
the n-electron pair of the olefin. The 
rr-electron pair then attacks the 
positive end of bromine molecule, 
uniting one of the olefinic carbon 
atom with this end and 
simultaneously releasing :Br”.
The order olefinic carbon atom, thus acquires a positive charge to form a carbonitLm ion 
In the second step, the : Br- an ion released in the first step, combines w LttL tl: 
carbonium ion forming the final addition product.

The symmetrical or unsymmetrical nature of the olefin in such cases does nc 
change the nature of the product.

(ii) Addition of unsymmetrical reagents in symmetrical olefins : Tl: 
addition of HBr to ethylene is an example of electrophilic additon.

Atomic Structure, Bonding ond 
Hydrocarbons

8+ 8- 
+ Br—Br -+- :EC-CC=C

I
Br

C-C:Br + C-C
I
Br BrBr

1, 2-Dibromo-coirii>o«.ncU

H Br
I

CH2—CH2 + HBr ch2—ch2
Ethyl bromide

The mechanism of the reaction involves the following steps :
Step 1 : Hydrogen bromide gives a proton (H+ ) and bromide ion (Br").

+
H — Br H Br+

Electrophile Nucleophile

Step 2 : The electrophile attacks the rc-bond of ethylene to give a carboniuni iorx.
+ +
H + CH2=CH2 ch3-ch2

Carbonium ion

Step 3 : The nucleophile attacks the carbonium ion to give the addition proa-iact.
+

CH3-CH2+Br CH3—CH2—Br
Ethyl bromide

(iii) Addition of unsymmetrical reagents, like H—X in unsymm ^-fcarici- 
olefins : In- such reactions, the positive part of the reagent becomes attachec to tt 
double-bonded carbon atom which bears the greatest number of hydrogen atona. 
Theoretically, two products are formed, e.g.,

CH3-CH-CH3

X3 2 1 H-X Isopropyl halideCH3-CH=CH2

1---- ► CH3—CH2—CH2—X
n-Propyl halide

In actual reaction, however, isopropyl halide is the main product. This prefc r-orxti 
formation of isopropyl halide may be due to the +E effect of methyl group in p roperx
When the nucleophile unites with carbon atoms (may be on Cj or C2), carbonium xoi

+
formed are the isopropyl (secondary) carbonium ion (CH3 — CH—CH3) and n

+
carbonium ion (CH3 —CH2 — CH2) due to hyperconjugation.

-p>x*op>;
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2 1 + +H-X Chemistry of Aliphatic 
Hydrocarbons* CH3CHCH3 + CH3CH2CH2 + X-

IsopropyJ 
carbonium ion 
(More stable)

This explains Markownikoffs rule according to which, in art addition of an 
unsymmetrical molecule to an unsymmetrical olefin, the negative part of the adding 
molecule is added to the more substituted olefinic carbon atom, i.e., the one having lesser 
number of hydrogen atoms.

[II] Free Radical Mechanism
Under certain conditions, such as the presence of organic peroxides (R—0—0—R), 

a homolytic breaking of the adding molecule takes place. When such a breaking occurs 
in case of H—Br, the addition proceeds through free radical mechanism. Addition of 
H—Br in unsymmetrical olefin such as propene normally proceeds through ionic 
mechanism according to Markownikoffs rule, but because of the homolytic breaking of 
H—Br due to the presence of organic peroxide, the reaction proceeds through free 
radical mechanism forming n-propyl bromide instead of isopropyl bromide. This is thus 
against the Markownikoffs rule. Such an effect of organic peroxides on the course of 
addition of H—Br is called Kharash peroxide effect. It is illustrated as below :

(i) Initiation:

CH3-CH=CH2
n-Propy] 

carbonium ion 
(Less stable)

0oo
(ftv) 2R— C— 0r_C—0 —0 —C—R ->

Organic peroxide Light Carboxylate free radical

0

R + C02
Alkyl free 

radical

R—C—O *

R + H — Br------> R — H + Br
Bromine free 

radical

(ii) Propagation by addition : Bromine free radical now attacks the 
^-electrons of the olefin and may lead to the formation of two different types of free 
radicals.

Br

r-ch-ch2
(Secondary free radical) 

(More stable)
R—CH=CH2 + Br —

♦r-ch-ch2
Br

(Primary free radical) 
(Less stable)

Since due to hyperconjugation, the secondary free radical is more stabilised than the 
primary free radical, the former is preferentially formed in the above step of the 
addition reaction.

Propopagation further continues to finally produce the addition compound as shown 
below:

H-Br -»R—CH2 —CH2 + Br etc.R—CH—CH2

Br Br
Addition product
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(iii) Termination:

Inhibitor » Br2

Oxymercuration-demercuration : Addition of alkene with mercuric ac eta'te 
presence of water is known as oxymercuration. In this case, product is forme 
formation of bridged carbocation which acts as reaction intermediate. The ac .cLu.ct; 
reduction with sodium borohydride gives alcohol. This step is called demercurattorb. T 
overall reduction is also known as oxymercuration reduction.

Br + Br

a fey t

OH
I(i) Hg(OCOCHn)2/HOHR—CH = CH2 4 R— C—ch3

(ii) NaBH4
H

Experimentally, it has been seen that the product of the reaction is a result 
addition reaction, e.g.,

z>£ 3l cz:

ch3
(i) Hg(OCOCH3)2/HOH

(ii) NaBH4

Anti addition can only be explained if product formation occurs by the fornia.'tioxx 
cyclic intermediate.

Mechanism

0 0 0
II e$

Hg- 0—C—CH32 Hg—0—C—CH3 + CH3—C—0

1st step :

0
©

R—CH=CH2 + Hg—0—C—CH3

8+
R—CH—CH2 R—CH—CH2

'i
•i

0•i 8+
0—C—ch3 '■Hg—0—C—CH3

0

2nd step : In this step, nucleophile attacks on the opposite face of Hg. Nucleo;pfe« 
will attack on the carbon which has more carbocation character.

o(H
|VH

R—CH—CH2
:./H

R —CH—CH2 + OC 
..\H

8+j

'i 0'r
o

Hg—0—C—CH3V 8+ ©''Hg—0—C—CH3 -H

OH

R—CH—CH2 0
Hg—0—C—CH3

3rd step : Sodium borohydride changes C—Hg bond into a C—H bond. Bee 
reaction occurs due to loss of mercury, it is called demercuration.

au.se t
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r-ch-ch2 ♦ r-ch-ch2
0 H

Hg—0— C—CH3

In the product both H and —OH are anti to each other.
Hydroboration oxidation : Alkenes reacts with diborane to form trialkyl boranes 

which on oxidation with alkaline H2O2 give alcohols.
CH3—CH=CH2 + B2H6 » CH3—CH2—CH2.BH2

^(CH3-CH2-CH2)2BH
>(CH3,.CH2.CH2)3B

> 3CH3.CH2.CH2.OH+ H3BO3
Boric acid

Ozonolysis : The addition of ozone to an unsaturated hydrocarbon to form an 
ozonide followed by its decomposition to get the carbonyl compound is known as 
ozonolysis. In the case of alkenes the chain breaks up at the original position of the 
double bond and aldehydes or/and ketones are obtained.

The ozonide can be hydrolysed or reduced. The hydrolysis is done in the presence of 
reducing agent, zinc dust. Zinc dust prevents the formation of H202 so that the 
oxidation of carbonyl compounds do not take place. Reduction is done by zinc and acid 
or hydrogen in the presence of nickel.

CHa—CH=CH9.

CH3—CH= CH2

Alkaline

H2O2 Propanol 1

\o o
H20/ZnCHo—CH; CH2(a) CH3—CH=CH2 + 03

Propene O'
Propene ozonide

CH3CHO + HCHO + H202 
ZnO + H20Zn + H202

OV-r^O
V3 4

(b) CH3—C=CH—CH3 + 03 * CH3—C / \ CH—CH3
-f^oxch3

2-Methyl 2-butene
ch3

2-Methyl 2-butene ozonide

H20/Zn
o

CH3—c + CH3CH0 + H202

ch3

q\ /q

CH3—ctf CH—CH3(c) CH3—CH = CH—CH3 + 03
2-Butene 0

2-Butene ozonide

H20/Zn

CH3CHO + CH3CHO + H202

Zn + H202 ZnO + H20
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From the ozonolysis of various alkenes, it has been concluded that:
(i) An alkene of the type R—CH = CH — R gives only one aldehyde.
(ii) An alkene of the type R—CH = CH — R' gives a mixture of two dufezre: 

aldehydes.
(iii) An alkene of the type R — C = CH — R' gives a mixture of a ketone gurxcL i 

aldehyde.

Atomic Structure, Bonding ana 
Hydrocarbons

I
R

(iv) An alkene of the type R— C = C— R gives only one ketone.
I I 
R R

(v) An alkene of the type R — C = C — R' gives a mixture of two different ke
I I 
R R'

(vi) A diene of the type R — CH = CH — CH = C— R gives

con.es.

R
three products i.e., an aldehyde, ketone and dialdehyde.

(vii) A diene of the type R — CH = CH — CH ^ CH — R gives only two j irodnx- 
-an aldehyde and dialdehyde.

(viii)A diene of the type R— C = CH — CH = C— R gives only two prodxxcts
I
R R

keone and dialdehyde.

Location of the Position of Double Bond in an Alkene
Ozonolysis is the best method for locating the position of double bone s 

unknown alkene. The oxygenated carbon atoms in carbonyl compounds obtained 
ozonolysis are those which were joined by a double bond in the original alk sne. I 
example, an alkene on ozonolysis gives two carbonyl compounds acetone and p!rop>a.n* 
For establishing the structure of an alkene, we write down the structural forfectmlae 
carbonyl compounds. Remove oxygen atom on ketonic or aldehydic group and &bten_ j<- 
the two carbonyl carbon atoms of the products by a double bond.

CH3COCH3 
Acetone

CH3

ch3—c —0 
ch3

CH3—C =CH—CH2—CH3
2-Methyl 2 pentene

xri

CH3CH2OHC
Propanal

OHC.CH2.CH3

1 4 5

Reduction
CH2=CH2 + h2

Although addition of hydrogen to pi bond is an exothermic reaction, even tlien. ■ 
rate of reaction is not appreciable without an appropriate catalyst. This is btscstuLs* 
the high energy of activation associated with the addition. In the absence ol catal 
formation of product takes place via the formation of cyclic four membered t: *3.n.si-t 
state.

•>CH3CH3 AH0 = - 32.7 kca 1/mol

H CH2 

H CH2

H—CH2
1 i *

H—CH2

H—CH2
I

H—CH2
I +

Cyclic four membered 
transition state
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This mechanism is impractical due to high energy. However reaction proceeds 
-smoothly when a catalyst is added.

Catalysis for hydrogenation include finely divided platinum, palladium, ruthenium, 
■rhodium and nickel. The most famous of these include Adam's catalyst and Raney 
■nickel. Adam's catalyst consists of finely divided platinum metal, called platinum 
•black. It is used in low pressure (1 to 2 atm) hydrogenations. Raney nickel is also used 
ifor low pressure hydrogenations. It is less active than Pt and Pd.

Catalyst

Chemistry of Aliphatic 
Hydrocarbons

CH2—CH3

How does a catalyst ease the course of a hydrogenation reactions ? Experimental 
■evidence supports the theory that first the hydrogen molecules are absorbed onto the 
metallic surface of the catalyst, then the o-bonds of hydrogen molecules are broken, and 
metal-H bonds are formed. The alkene is also absorbed onto the metallic surface with 
its pi bond interacting with the empty orbitals of the metal. The alkene molecule moves 
around on the surface until it collides with a metal bonded hydrogen atom, undergoes 
reaction, and then leaves as the hydrogenated product.

R—CH=CH2 + H2

TS Uncatalysed reaction

Catalysed reaction
!
LU

Progress of the addition of H2 on CH2=CH2
Energy diagram for a hydrogenation reaction.

From the given mechanism the following conclusions can be drawn :
(i) Reduction reaction of alkene is always catalytic reduction and this reaction 

is syn addition in which product formation takes place by the formation of transition 
state (TS). Thus addition of hydrogen is stereospecific reaction.

(ii) Addition takes place by the formation of TS therefore least substituted 
alkene will be most reactive for this reaction.

CH2=CH2 > R—CH=CH2 > i?—CH=CH—i? > = CH2 >

/R*\C=CC=CH — R>
r/ r/

*
Reactivity in decreasing order for addition of H2

(hi) Hydrogenation is always exothermic reaction and 

Stability of alkene oc 1
Heat of Hydrogenation

*\/*>*\r 
\R R/

*\ c= CH2 ~ CH=CH—{trans > cis)— CHR >Thus, C=C R/r/
> R—CH=CH2 > CH2=CH2 >

(i) Stability of alkenes in decreasing order
(ii) Heat of hydrogenation in increasing order
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(iv) Reactivity of alkene for reduction oc Heat of hydrogenation.
(v) CSM is the word from which stereochemistry of syn addition reactio n.s cai 

be concluded as follows :
C ( means cis alkene) on 

S (means syn addition) gives 

M (meso form)
For example :

Atomic Structure, Bonding and 
Hydrocarbons

ch3
3\c=c/CH3 D2/Ni H-^-P 

H' \H a H—C—D
CH

meso form

ch3 ch3
H—t—D D—i—H 

D—i—H + H—i—D
CH 3 \c_C^Hh/c-c\CH3

Dg/Ni )
A

(!ih3
racemic mixture

Oxidation : Oxidation of alkenes is of two types :
(1) Oxidation of the pi bond without cleavage of the sigma bond i.e. oxi latio 

without cleavage.
(2) Oxidation of the pi bond with cleavage of the sigma bond i.e. oxi da.'fci'v 

cleavage of alkenes.
Both these types of oxidation reactions are discussed here.

Oxidation Without Cleavage
This oxidation is given by mild oxidising agents. The products of the oxLcla-t;io 

without cleavage are either epoxides or 1, 2 diols.
(A) Formation of epoxides : Formation of epoxide takes place as follows :

> /C—
0

Nascent oxygen epoxide or 
obtained from oxirane 
mild oxidising 

agent

\ /c=c; + o/ \

Following four reagents give epoxide formation :
(i) 02/Ag/A, (ii) Organic peracids : RCOOOH, the most common peracid i 

bromoperbenzoic acid. 1: 3 COOOH.Br.CgH^ (iii) Tertiary butyl hydroperoxide 
in the presence of titanium isopropoxide. (iv) Magnesium monoperoxyph

TTT&ttm
TIBKn
tli ala.
V

(MMPP).
These reactions may be represented as :

MMPP

/CTM

XcH3/4TBHP/Ti OCH
CH CH3XC 3> v= CH —CH3 — CH—CI-I302/Ag/Ach3

CH3COOOH
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Mechanism: Chemistry of Aliphatic 
Hydrocarbons0 ?

R\/R Rx/R 
C\©i/°^H + R'-C-°

.. (^5—C—R' 

+ ?<H
oc ©

r/ xr

R R O

O + R'—C —O—H

R^ ^R

This reaction is known as Prilezhaev reaction.
For epoxidation best result is obtained from CF3COOOH.

CFgCOOOH
► CH3—CH—CH—CH3CH3—CH=CH—CH3

V/
0

It is important to note that alkene in which double bond is conjugated with strong 
ectron withdrawing group such as — COOC2H5, — CHO does not give epoxidation 
•action, e.g. CH2=CH—COOC2H5 and C6H5—CH=CH—CHO.

The epoxidation reaction is stereospecific and addition of oxygen atom across double 
md is always syn.

/CHg CTsCOOOH^ CH3\ ch3CH3\ /✓ C—C \ W \/ XHc=c
h/ XH

0
This epoxidation followed by hydrolysis can be used for the preparation of trans 

lols from the alkanes.
(B) Diol Formation : For 1, 2-diol formation from alkene a cold alkaline aqueous 

)lution of potassium permanganate (Baeyer’s reagent) and Osmium tetraoxide (OSO4) 
re used. But OSO4 is both expensive and toxic.

0 -
\ / HOH/OH \\ c —Cc = c c —c \/ \

OH OHO O
\ /

Mn
/ \

O O

o o
\ /)

Mn^
/ \o o

©©

NaHS03\ \ /\ / c —c c —cc = c \\\ HOH
OH OHO O O O

\ /Xr//
Os Os

o o o o
Osmate ester

(i) Thus the overall reaction is addition of OH group on both the doubly bonded 
rbons and addition is syn. Thus cis alkenes will give meso form whereas trans will 
ve dl mixture.

H H
0

•3 \C=C/CH3 KMnCVOH 
HX \H HOH cold

CH
*CH3—C —C —CH3 

OH OHPyridine 
or OSO4

cis-alkene
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© I/H KMnCVOH 
\CH3 HOH, cold

CH3\c=c
h/

^ch3—c—c—ch33 I I 3
OH Htrans alkene

(ii) I2/CH3COOAg also gives 1, 2-diol formation with alkenes. Stereoch.emis- 
of the product depends on nature of CH3COOAg.

(i) Ip/CHaCOOAg (wet) *R — CH— CH—J?R—CH=CH—R
(ii) HOH

OH OH
cis diol

(i) I2 / CH3COOAg (dry) 
,, (ii) HOH

OH

R— CH—CH—R
I
OH

trans diol

(c) Oxidation of alkenes into carbonyl compounds : Wacker Paroces 
Oxidation of ethylene, mono substituted and 1, 2-disubstituted alkenes into Jo stir Ido 
compound in the presence of PdCl2, HOH, air and CuCl is known as Wacker p:roces

O
PdClg/HOH ->CH3 —C—HCH2=CH2
air/Cu2Cl2

In the case of unsymmetrical alkenes more hindered olefinic carbon concerts : 
carbonyl group.

02
1 PdCIg/HQH *CH3 — CH2 — C—5- OH 3CH3 —CH2 -f CH=|=CH2

air/Cu2Cl2t
Oxidation at this carbon 

because this carbon is more 
hindered than carbon-I

Oxidation with cleavage : Oxidative cleavage
(A) Cleavage with hot basic KMn04 : The product of oxidation reactioi l depe 

upon the structure of the alkene.
©

(1) Mono substituted vinylic carbon converts into carboxylic group by KMnp ^/O Jr
©

KMnOj/OHM + CH3—COOH + CH3—COtiHCH3—CH=CH—CH3

Note : Terminal alkene gives formic acid as of one of the products whitSln fuur 
undergoes oxidation into C02 and H20. This reaction takes place only under <ir£ 
conditions.

M 4 CH3—CH2—COOH + HCOOH 

Thus loss of one carbon in this reaction indicates that alkene is a termim il alk.<— 

(2) Disubstituted vinylic carbon converts into keto group by the reagent.

CH3—CH2—CH=CH—H

0 O
©

ch3-ch2-c=c<™3
I NOrl3

KMnO^/OH/A 4 C H 3—CH 2—C—CH 3 + CHg-i-C O

CH3

Note : If one vinylic carbon is monosubstituted and other is disubstit 
product will be mixture of ketone and monobasic acid.

mted

0
*\ [0] ±R — C— + i?'COOHC = CH — RR/
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(B) Cleavage with NaI04/KMn04 (known as Lemieux reagent) : The results Chemistry of Aliphatic 
Hydrocarbons0

obtained by this reagent is identical to the results obtained by KMn04/0H/ A
KMn04/NaI04CH3—CH=CH—CH2—CH3 » CH3—COOH + CH3—CH2—COOH

0
CH3\
ch3/

KMnQ4/NaIQ4C==CH — C6H5 ^CH3 — C— CH3 + C6H5 — COOH

(C) Cleavage with Os04/NaI04 (This is also known as Lemieux reagent) : In 
this case also monosubstituted vinylic carbon converts into carboxylic group and 
disubstituted vinylic carbon into keto group.

0
»\ Os04/NaIQ4C = CH — R +R — C—I? + i2'COOH
R/

Note : HGOOH does not undergo further oxidation by this reagent.
0

KMn04/NaIQ4 ^CH3 — c—ch3 +co2 +h2och3—c=ch2
or

©ch3 KMn04/0H/A

OSO4 / NaI04

0

CH3 —C—CH3 +HCOOH

Dienes
Dienes are the alkenes containing two C = C double bonds. These have the general 

formula CnH2n_2 and are isomeric with alkynes. These can be of three types :
(1) Isolated dienes : They contain two double bonds separated by two or more 

saturated carbon atoms, e.g.,
CH2 = CH — CH2 —CH = CH2

1, 4-Pentadiene

CH2 =CH —CHs—CH2 — CH = CH2
1, 5-hexadiene

(2) Cumulative dienes (Cumulenes or allenes) : They contain two double bonds 
at adjacent positions, e.g.,

CH3CH2 — CH = C = CH2
1, 2-Pentadiene

They are less stable and possess tendency to rearrange into hydrocarbons 
containing triple bond, e.g.,

CH2 = C = CH2
Propadiene

(Allene)

Rearrangement CH3—C=C—CH3ch3—CH=C=CH2
Dimethyl acetylene1, 2 Butadiene

(3) Conjugated dienes : They contain alternating system of single and double 
bonds, e.g.,

CH2=C—CH=CH2ch2=ch—CH=CH2
1, 3 Butadiene

CH3
2-Methyl 1, 3 butadiene 

(Isoprene)
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1,2- and 1, 4-Addition Reactions in Conjugated Dienes
Addition of halogens : It reacts with CI2 or Br2 in the presence of CC1 

mixture of two dichlpro or dibromo compounds.

Atomic Structure, Bonding ana 
Hydrocarbons 4 to g

3 2
—► CH2—CH—CH=CH2

4 1

Br Br
3, 4-Dibromo 1-butene 
1, 2 (or 3, 4) additionCH2=CH—CH=CH2 + Br2

1, 3-Butadiene

4 3 2 1
CH2—CH=CH—CH2

Br Br
1, 4-Dibromo 2-butene 

1, 4 addition

Mechanism of 1, 4 and 1, 2 (or 3, 4) addition
(i) At the approach of reagent (bromine), butadiene undergoes electromearic of 

CH2 = CH—CH £cH2 +
CH2 = CH — CH—CH2

+6 — s
(ii) In ionising solvent, bromine molecule is partially polarised as Bif-----  33x

polarised bromine molecule combines with partially polarised butadiene moT 
producing carbonium ion and negative bromide ion.

CH2 = CH—CH— CH2 + Br—Br —CH2 = CH—CH—CH2Br + Br
Carbonium ion

The carbonium ion is a resonance hybrid of the following structures :

+ +

+ +
CH2 =CH —CH—CH2Br CH2— CH = CH — CH2Br

(I) (ID

The negative bromide ion then combines with the positive carbon atom 
mixture of 1 : 4 and 1 : 2 (or 3 : 4) addition products.

CH2—CH=CH— CH2Br + Br

iro<Si\x

CH2Br—CH=CH—CH2B:
(1 :-4 Addition)

CH2=CH—CHBr—CH2Bi
(1 : 2 Addition)

Addition of halogen acids : At low temperatures, 1 : '2 addition pn^dorrii: 
whereas at high temperatures, 1 : 4 addition predominates.

+
CH2=CH—CH—CH2Br +Br

Br

r—> CH3—CH—CH=CH2 
3-Bromo-l-butene 

(1 : 2 addition)CH2=CH—CH=CH2 + HBr—►

—► CH3—CH=CH—CH2Br
l-Bromo-2-butene 

(1: 4 addition)

Mechanism
»H+ +:Br"

Bromide ion

Proton attacks a double bond according to Markownikoffs rule to giv 5 re sc 
stabilised carbonium ion.

HBr
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+
H++ CH2=CH—CH= CH2- CH3—CH—CH=CH2

i
+

CH3—CH=CH— CH2 

CH3—CH—CH=CH2
+

CH3CH—CH=CH2 + :Br

Br
3-Bromo-l-butene 

(1: 2 addition)
+

CH3—CH =CH—CH2 + :Br CH3—CH=CH—CH2Br
l-Bromo-2-butene 

(1: 4 addition)

Diel's Alder Reaction : The addition of a compound containing a double or triple 
bond to the 1, 4-positions of a conjugated diene to form a six membered hydro aromatic 
ring is known as Diel's Alder reaction. The double or triple bonded compound in the 
reaction is known as dienophile and the product is known as an adduct. For example, 
1, 3-butadiene reacts with ethylene, acrolein or acrylic acid to form tetrahydrobenzene, 
tetrahydrobenzaldehyde or tetrahydrobenzoic acid, respectively.

^CH2^^ch2
ch2ch2 CHCH

200°C+
CH ^CH2CH2

Ethylene
CH2

1, 3-Butadiene
"CH2

Tetrahydrobenzene

CH^ch2; 2.
ch2 CH CH2CH

100°C+
CHCH^ CH—CHOCH—CHO

CH2 ^ch2 •
Tetrahydrobenzaldehyde

Aerolein

/CH^^CH2
CH CH2ch2CH

100oC,+
CHCH—COOH CH—COOH

CH2
1, 3-Butadiene

CH2Acrylic acid
Tetrahydrobenzoic acid

Besides addition reaction of alkenes, they show substitution reactions also mainly 
at allylic carbon. In some cases, substitution occurs at vinylic carbon. .

[I] Allylic Substitution
(i) Allylic halogenation : The alkyl groups of alkenes undergo substitution 

reactions at higher temperature. Propene reacts with chlorine to form allyl chloride at 
very high temperature.

' 500oC. Cl2
ch2ci—CH=CH2

ch3-ch=ch2
Propene Room temp., Cl2

ch3-chci-ch2ci

When the alkyl group contains more than one carbon atom, even then the 
substitution occurs at the carbon a to the double bond or at allylic carbon atom. As a 
result of this, the substitution reaction is known as allylic substitution reaction.

Cli!

500°C, Cl2
CH3—CH—CH=CH2

3-Chloro-l-butene

ch3—ch2—ch=ch2
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The substitution reaction occurs by a free radical mechanism. After ih.itia.-ti 
abstraction of a hydrogen from the methyl group of alkene forms a stable allylic r aclic

♦ Cl +C1

Atomic Structure, Bonding and 
Hydrocarbons

Cl 2

♦ CH2—CH = CH2 +HC1CH3—CH=CH2 +01 

The allylic radical is stabilised by resonance.
CH2=CH—0—HH—C—CH=CH2

HH
The allylic radical survives for a long period and is thus able to collide -wit 

chlorine molecule to abstract 01 from Cl2 and form- the allyl chloride.

♦ CH2C1 —CH = CH2 + 01CH2—CH = CH2 +C12

At higher temperatures, the normal addition of chlorine atom to the dofi"h>le t 
becomes unfavourable. At room temperature, allylic substitution is broughtj atoou. 
N—bromo succinimide (NBS) in presence of non-polar solvents. The reagent in.-fcarocl' 
bromine at the allylic and benzylic positions and not at other positions. The reacthc 
catalysed by light or by some source of free radicals.

CC14. A BrCH2—OH = CH2
Allyl bromide

CH3—OH = CH2 + —Br hv or A

CC14, A
—Br 3hv or A

ch2.ch3

o
I

o-and p-Bromo methyl benzene

CH.Br.CH3

hv
+ Br2

In allylic halogenation reaction, the reactivity of allylic carbons is in -tlxe c 
ter£-allylic carbon > sec-allylic carbon > primary allylic carbon.

Side chain Halogenation : When Cl2 gas is passed through boiling tol aene i 
presence of UV light side chain substitution take place as follows :

CH.C12CH2.C1

Cl2
hv

Benzo
trichloride

Benzyl
chloride

Benzal
chloride

Toluene

Mechanism : The mechanism of the above reactions may be given as :
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UVCl: Cl ^Cl +C1 (Initiation)
light

Cl +’H: CH2.C6H5 > H : Cl + C6H5CH2
kJ (Propogation)

C6H5CH2 +*C1: Cl > C6H5CH2 : Cl + Cl

Cl+Cl------►Cl—Cl

C6H5 — CH2 +C1------►C6H5.CH2.C1

C6H5.CH2+H2C.C6H5------►C6H5.CH2.CH2.C6H5

(Termination)

A chlorine free radical also attack benzyl chloride to give chlorobenzyl free radical 
which gives benzal chloride as follows :

Cl Cl
I

Cl +;H: CH.C6H5 >H:C1 + 'CH.C6H5

Cl
CgHgCH^^ljCl > C6H5CHC12 + Cl

Similarly we get benzotrichloride.
(ii) Allylic oxidation : Alkenes which have at least one hydrogen on allylic 

carbon is oxidised by Se02, in which the allylic C—H converts into —C—OH.
OH

Se02CH3—CH = CH2 *h2c—ch = ch2
Ally! alcohol

OH
Se02 CH3—CH2—C—CH=CH2CH3—CH2—CH—CH=CH2

ch3
In this reaction also, the reactivity of allylic carbons is the same as in halogenation, 

i.e., —CH— > —CH2 — >

CH3

-CH3 .

[II] Vinylic Substitution
In some cases, alkenes show substitution at the vinylic carbon atom, e.g., ethylene 

forms methyl vinyl ketone with acetic anhydride in the presence of ZnCl2. This is an 
example of Sg1 (Substitution Electrophilic Unimolecular) reaction.

ZnCl2 *CH2 =CHCOCH3+CH3COOHCH2 =CH2 +(CH3C0)20
Mechanism :

© ©ZnCl2 ^ CHg — C = O + CH3COO(CH3C0)20
Acylium ion

0 H>-cx/HCH2=CH2 + CH3—C=0 ->•

b
0

CH3COO

▼0i

CHgCOOH + H2C=CH—C—CHg
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[VI] Reactions of Alkynes
1. Acidity : Acetylene reacts with sodium to form sodium acetylide and m.ycLr*o|i

gas.
- + ] 
C:Na + -HCssC—H + Na 4HC = -h2 2 2

This is similar to the reaction of sodium with water.

— 0:Na + iH2 
2 ^

H —0 —H + Na

This suggests that hydrogen in acetylene is acidic in nature. It is known 
weaker acid is displaced from its salt by a stronger acid. While C2H2 displaces 3NJ! 
from its salt sodamide (NaNH2), water displaces acetylene from its sal' 
acetylide.

so<ii

+ +
HCssCH +NaNH2 H — NH2 +HC = C:Na

Stronger 
acid

Weaker acid Weaker baseStronger
base

++
H — OH +HCss CNa HC = CH + NaOH
Stronger

acid
Weaker acid Weaker baseStronger

base

So. acetylene is a stronger acid than ammonia but weaker acid than wate <2.,
H20>C2H2 >nh3

Relative acidities of ethane, ethylene and acetylene : The increasing orde 
acidities of these hydrocarbons is :

CH3—CH3 <CH2 =CH2 <HC = CH
Conversely, the increasing order of basicities of anions resulting frc m 

hydrocarbons is:
tJr

0 0©
CH s C: < H2C = CH : < C2H5 :

In order to account for the above facts, two explanations have been given
0 ©0

(1) In CH s= C: ,CH2 = CH and C2H5 the unshared pair of electrons occiaj* 

an sp, sp and sp orbital, respectively. As we move along sp,sp and sp serhes, -tJ* 
•character of the hybrid orbital increases and the s-character decreases. An e ecfcaro: 
an s-orbital is closer to;the nucleus and .is held more tightly. But an elecr/rcxn i 
/>orbital is farther from the nucleus and is held less tightly. So, the electro xx jpai:

© 0
C2H5 : should be held most loosely and inCH s Cshouldbe most tightly. Therefore,

0 0 
electron pair in C2H5: should be most available, while in CH = C- shoulc t>e le

©
available, for protonation. Thus, in the above series, the carbanion C2H5: shoi ild h>e 

‘ 0
strongest base and CH = C: should be the weakest base. Conversely, acetyle xe sfxc 
be most acidic, while ethane should be least acidic.

(2) According to this explanation, the C—H bonds in ethane, ethylerxe
O A Q :

acetylene are sp -s, sp -s and sp-s bonds, respectively. Now sp orbital Itxsls 
minimum s-character and sp-orbital has the maximum s-character in sp, sp‘ arxcL 
orbitals. It is known that greater the s -character of an orbital, the more close ly are 
electrons held to the nucleus in that orbital. It is thus expected that sp elrctrorx 
acetylene are held more closely to the nucleus than sp2 electrons in ethyle *xe or 
electrons in ethane. Thus, sp hybridised carbon would attract the electron pai c forrr

A

the C—H bond of acetylene. Similarly, the sp13 hybridised carbon in ethane comp>£ 
with sp hybridised carbon in ethylene would have less attraction for electron.
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forming the C—H bond in them. It means that C—H bond in ethylene will be less ionic 
than in acetylene and the C—H bond in ethane will be less ionic than in ethylene. This 
means that the hydrogen attached to a doubly bonded carbon in ethylene would have 
less tendency to depart as proton (H+) than the hydrogen attached to a triply bonded 
carbon in acetylene. Similarly, the hydrogen attached to a single bonded carbon in 
ethane would have less tendency to depart as proton than the hydrogen attached to a 
doubly bonded carbon in ethylene. On this basis, we can infer that ethane would be less 
acidic than ethylene and ethylene will be less acidic than acetylene.

2. Electrophilic Addition Reactions
(i) Addition of Halogens : Alkynes undergo the same kind of addition reactions 

with CI2 and Br2 as that alkenes undergo. The major difference is that an alkyne reacts 
with two molecules of halogens while an alkene reacts with only one molecule.

X X

Chemistry of Aliphatic 
Hydrocarbons

X\r — c/R x* > ,c-cN — C— C—R'R—C=C—R' + X2 R/ k kDihaloalkene

Evidently dihalo alkene is an intermediate product which is formed at low 
temperature and by the addition of calculated amount of halogen. This addition of 
halogen is predominantely an anti addition

-10°C CH3\
CC14 Br/

The mechanism may be represented as :

r/Br
c\ch3CH3—C^C—CH3 + Br2

Br CH3\ /Br 
Br/C“C\CH3>CH3—C=C-CH3CH3—feC—CH3 + Br

^r

Br BrBr
0 I©

^-►CH3—C— C — CH3 Br- )CH3 — C— c —ch3
3 l3 i

Alkyl cation

(ii) Addition of halogen acids: First, molecule of halogen acid adds to form vinyl 
halide. The addition of second molecule of halogen acid follows Markownikov’s rule to 
form ethylidine halides.

S+ 8"
H —BrH—Br » ’ CH3.CHBr2 

Ethylidene bromide

Br '

HC=CH ■>H2C = CH. Br
Acetylene Vinyl bromide

ICH3\r r/H HBr 
+ Br/C==C\H------- > ch3—c—ch3CH3—C=CH + HBr

^r

2, 2-Dibromo propane 
(Gem dihaloalkane)

Br
CH3 \ •_

^ Br/C^C\CH3
HBr >CH3—C—CH2 —CH3CH3—C=C—CH3 + HBr

dr
HBr is added according to anti Markovnikov manner in presence of peroxide.

Peroxide >CH3—CH=CHBr

-> CH3.CH2.CH—CHBr
(iii) Addition of Acetic Acid : In the presence of mercurous ion, acetic acid adds to 

alkynes forming either an enol ester or gem diester

CH3—C=CH + HBr
PeroxideCH3—CH2—C=CH + HBr

ch=ch,+ ch3.cooh ———>cn2 =CH—OOC.CH3
Vinyl acetate
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OOCCHg
I

■> CH3—CH=C— R

Atomic Structure, Bonding and 
Hydrocarbons Hg+R—C=C—R + CH3COOH

OOCCH3

CHflCOOH •>CH3 —CH2 — C — R 
I

OOC.CH3
gem diester

3. Nucleophilic Addition Reaction : The addition reaction discussed ea.:rli 
proceed via electrophilic addition mechanism (i.e., an electrophile adds first). Howeve 
alkynes also add alcohols to form unsaturated ethers, the mechanism of the addition 
believed to be nucleophilic, i.e., a nucleophile adds first, e.g., when acetylene is| p>3.ss< 
into methanol at 200°C in presence of potassium methoxide and under high pressui; 
methyl vinyl ether is obtained. The mechanism of the reaction is : [

Hc£cfdToCH3 e CH3OH
H2C=CH.OCH3 + ch3o
Methyl vinyl ether j

Cyanide ion (CN_) reacts with acetylene to yield vinyl cyanide. Cyanide Lon is 
stable nucleophile to produce a less stable and more basic vinyl anions which ( omfc>i: 
withH+ to yield vinyl cyanide

hc=ch.och3

CN CN
I>CN=CH-^-»CN=CH20

CH=CH+C=N
vinyl cyanide

4. Hydration of alkynes : In this reaction carbonyl compounds are formed..

(i) Addition of HOX : Alkyne reacts with HOX to give haloenol, which undergo" 
tautomerisation to give a-halocarbonyl compound.

0

R—C=CH + HOX ► R—C=CHX > R- CH2X
a-halocarbonyl

compound

This reaction may also be given as :
0

HOClCH3—CH2—feCH - 

0 H, Cl
(ii) Addition of water: When an alkyne is passed through a dilute (20%) soluLtion™ 

H2S04 at 80°C in presence of HgS04 as catalyst, addition of one molecule of wai er 
place resulting into the formation of a carbonyl compound.

♦ ch3—CH2—C-CH2C1

H H
I I

H-^°?
Vinylalcohol

H H

20%H2SO4 
HgS04, 80°C*H—C=C—H + H—OH

Rearrangement^
H—C—C=0

H
Acetaldehyde

Actually, the reaction proceeds in the following manner.

H.HS04
+ +

/HS04

hso4
Ethylidene hydrogen 

sulphate

H.HSOV h2c=ch.hso4
Vinyl hydrogen 

sulphate

HCssCH > H3C—CH\Acetylene
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2H20
- 2H2SO4*

/H3C—CH > CH3.CHO 
Acetaldehyde-H20

Unstable

5. Alkylation of Alkynes : Since terminal |HJ is a very weak acid hence it forms 
salt with strong-base such as NaNH2 and molten metal. Sodium salt behaves as 
nucleophile as well as strong base, which reacts with primary alkyl halides to give alkyl 
derivative of alkynes. It may be presented as :

~»R—CssC . Na + -Ho 
2

—C=C . Na + -H2 
2

NaNH?r_C==CH
nh3 (0

R—Cs=CH —^S— 
nh3 (l)

fi'.CH2.Br * R—C=C.CH2.R’ + NaBr 
But with secondary and tertiary alkyl halides elimination reaction takes place.

R_C=C . Na

Br

4 CH3—CH=CH2 + R.C^C.H + NaBrr__C^C . Na + CH3—CH— CH3

• SUMMARY
• The general formula of alkanes, alkenes and alkynes inCnH2n+2, C„H2n and 

C/zH2/j_2 respectively.
• Only carbon and hydrogen containing compounds are called hydrocarbons.
• Wurtz reaction : When sodium reacts with alkyl halide in the presence of dry 

ether, the reaction is called Wurtz reaction.
R—X + 2Na + XR Dry -»R—R + 2NaX

Ether
• Wurtz-Fittig’s reaction : When sodium reacts with alkyl halide and aryl 

halide in the presence of dry ether, the reaction is called Wurtz-Fittig's 
reaction.

DryC6H5—Br + 2Na + Br—CH3 > CsHs—CHs + 2NaBr
Ether

• Elimination reaction : The reaction in which two atoms or groups attached 
to two adjucent carbon atoms in a molecule are removed with simultaneous 
formation of a multiple bond between the two carbon atoms is called 
elimination reaction.

• Saytzeffs rule : When two olefins are formed by dehydrohalogenation, the 
one which is more substituted predominates.

• Alkynes may be prepared by dehydrohalogenation of alkene dihalides.
• The greater the reactivity of a species, less will be selectivity.
• The relative rates of formation of alkyl radical by a chlorine free radical is :

Tertiary > Secondary > Primary
• Markownikov's rule : When an unsymmetrical reagent adds to an 

unsymmetrical double bond, the positive part of the reagent becomes attached 
to the double-bonded carbon atom which bears the greatest number of 
hydrogen atom.

• Ozonolysis : The addition of ozone to an unsaturated hydrocarbon to form an 
ozonide followed by its decomposition to get carbonyl compounds is known as 
ozonolysis.

• Oxidation of alkenes is of two types : (i) Oxidation of the 71-bond without 
cleavage of the a-bond and (ii) Oxidation of the 71-bond with cleavage of the 
a-bond.

• In conjugated dienes two types of addition reactions takes place i.e. 1: 2 and 
1 : 4 addition reaction.

• Acetylene is a weak acid.
• Alkynes react with hypochlorous acid and water in the presence of dil. H2SO4 

and HgS04 to yield carbonyl compounds.
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• STUDENT ACTIVITY
1. Write a note on Wurtz or Wurtz-Fittig's reaction.

; . .
2. Discuss the preparation of alkenes by Hofmann's elimination reaction.

3. State and explain halogenation of alkanes.

4. State and explain Markownikov's and anti Markownikov's reactions.

5. Write a short note on ionic mechanism of Markownikov's reaction.

6. Discuss the ozonolysis of 1-butene.

7. Describe the oxidation reactions with and without obond cleavage.

8. Discuss 1: 2 and 1 : 4 addition reaction of 1, 3-butadiene.

9. Discuss the catalytic reduction of alkene.

I
10. Explain the reaction of alkynes with water.

\
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TEST YOURSELF Chemistry of Aliphatic 
Hydrocarbons

Answers the following questions :
=L. How are alkanes prepared ? Describe their important reactions.
I. Explain why alkanes are relatively unreactive.
3. What happens when ethane reacts with chlorine ? Discuss its free radical 

mechanism.
4. Write a note on Wurtz or Wurtz-Fittig reaction.
5. Write a short note on reactivity and selectivity.
3. What do you understand by elimination reactions ?
7. Describe Saytzeffs rule with suitable example.
3. Describe the preparation of 1-butene by Hofmann's elimination reaction.
9. Describe Markownikov’s rule and anti Markownikov's rule with examples.
10. Explain ionic mechanism for electrophilic addition reaction.
II. Describe the following reactions of alkenes ?

(i) Oxymercuration and demercuration
(ii) Hydroboration reaction
(iii) Ozonolysis
(iv) Catalytic reduction
(v) Oxidation reactions

12. What are dienes ? Discuss the addition reactions with halogen and halogen acids 
with conjugate diene.

13. Write a short note on alkylic substitution reaction.
14. Explain the acidic nature of acetylene.
15. Explain any two electrophilic addition reactions of alkynes.
16. Describe hydration of alkynes.
17. Which one of the following reactions can be used in the preparation of alkanes.

(a) Wurtz's reaction.
(c) Hofmann’s reaction

18. Ethylene reacts with HI to give 
(a) iodo ethane 
(c) 1, 1-Di iodo ethane

19. Acetylene reacts with water in the presence of sulphuric acid and mercuric 
sulphate to yield :
(a) HCHO

20. Baeyer's reagent is :
(a) Dil. KMn04 
(c) Alkaline KMn04

21. Choose the correct order of reactivity amongst the halogens ?
(b) I > Br > Cl 
(d) Cl < Br > I

22. Which one of the following reaction is most exthothermic :
(a) CH4 + I2 - 
(c) CH4 + Cl2

23. Propene on ozonolysis yields :
(a) HCHO only 
(c) CH3CHO and HCHO

24. Reactivity of hydrogen is more when attached to :
(a) Primary carbon atom 
(c) Tertiary carbon atom

:5. When a solution of isopropyl bromide reacts with sodium in the presence of ether, 
the product formed is :

(b) Wurtz-Fittig's reaction 
(d) All the above

(b) 2, 2-Di iodo ethane 
(d) Butane

(c) CH3COOH (d) HCOOH(b) CHgCHO

(b) Acidic KMn04 
(d) All the above

(a) Cl > Br > I. 
(c) Br > Cl > I

(b) CH4 + Br2 CH3Br + HBr 
*CH3F + HF

*CH3 + HI 
->CH3C1 + HC1 (d) CH4 + F2

(b) CH3CHO only 
(d) CH3CO.CH3

(b) Secondary carbon atom 
(d) All the above
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(b) Propane
(d) 2, 3-Dimethyl butane

(a) Hexane 
(c) Isopentene 

26. Ale. KOH is used for :

Atomic Structure, Bonding ana 
Hydrocarbons

(b) Decarboxylation 
(d) Dehydration

(a) Dehydrogenation 
(c) Dehydrohalogenation 

27. Which one of the following decolourises alk. KMn04 :
(d) CgHjJ(C) C2H6(b) C2H4(a) CH4

28. Following compound can be prepared by the hydroboration of alkene :
(c) Alcohol (d) Aide lyde(b) Alkyne(a) Alkane

29. Fill in the blanks :
reactions.(i) Alkanes mainly show

(ii) The molecular formula of heptane is
test with Baeyer's reagent, 

glyoxal.
(v) The addition of HBr on an unsymmetrical alkene takes place according: to

(iii) Butene gives
(iv) Ozonolysis of ethene gives

30. Identify True (T) and False (F) Statements :
(i) Wurtz reaction is used for the formation of methane.
(ii) Wurtz-Fittig's reaction is used for the preparation of ethyl benzene.
(iii) In alkanes C— C bond is stronger than C—H bond.
(iv) Alkaline KMn04 can be used for the identification of ethane and ether
(v) Acetylene reacts with water in the presence of H2S04 only.

ANSWERS
17.(a) 18.(a) 19.(b) 20.(c) 21.(a) 22.(d) 23.(c) 24.(c) 25.(d) 26.(c) 27.(b) 28. (c)
29. (i) substitution, (ii) C7H16, (tii) positive, (iv)formaldehyde, (v) Markownikov's rule. 30. (i[> R, (ii) 
(iii) F, (iv) T, (v) F
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